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Security Adviser Flynn resigns
By Jordan Fabian
The Hill
National Security Adviser
Michael Flynn has resigned, after
reports he misled senior Trump
White House officials about his
conversations with Russia.
President Trump has named retired Army Lt. Gen. Keith Kellogg
as acting national security adviser.
Kellogg previously served as
Flynn’s chief of staff on the National Security Council.
The embattled Flynn blamed his
resignation late Monday on the
“fast pace of events” that led him
to “inadvertently” give Vice President Mike Pence and others “incomplete information” about his
phone conversations with Russia’s
ambassador to the U.S., Sergey
Kislyak.
“I have sincerely apologized to
the president and the vice president,
and they have accepted my apol-

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

What is with the human race
nowadays? No one knows how to
speak any more; it is either text or
twitter, and tomorrow there will be
another new system or program to
keep people separated from each
other.
It is okay to text someone with
“I’m in my way” or “are you coming?” or “someone is here looking
for you,” or any other short sentence, but writing a long statement
almost like a speech, back and forth
is wrong. I think it is not only
wrong, but impersonal, or worse —
a way to avoid facing someone.
How on earth can typing on a
tiny little keyboard be better and
faster than a telephone call? Does
anyone remember the telephone? If
I want to write, I have a computer
or a pen; I have a telephone because
I like to talk and I like to hear what
the person at the other end is telling me and not have to wait until
the other person finishes whatever
it is they are doing while texting me.
It seems to me that the problem
is that people do not want to face
people that they are dealing with so
they do not see the lack of sincerity
on their faces or hear it in their
words; or they do not care for the
other person’s personality and
avoid one-on-one contact.
I have a very dear friend whose
voice I have almost forgetten because he no longer speaks; his telephone is on mute all the time, his
voice mail is the only way one can
hear his voice. He only texts and
sometimes (if you are lucky) he will
text back; he forgets about emailing
because that is no longer in his dictionary.
This past weekend I had to deal
with a business associate and everything we had to say was sent in
text, explanation after explanation
— and very long texts at that — but
this time I was glad that everything
was in text because when I got back
to Las Vegas, during a meeting that
person was emphatically denying
some of the stuff that he texted to
me, so I pulled out my tape-rec...,
oh no, I mean my cell phone, and
read the text to him, proving me
right.
But it is my fault because I do
respond to those texts; what I
should do is ignore them and maybe
they will get frustrated waiting for
my response and the person will
call me to see if anything is wrong
with my cell phone’s texting capability.
I went to lunch one day with two
people and they sat at the table
texting all the while; I don’t know
if they were texting each other and
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

National Security Adviser Michael Flynn has resigned
ogy,” Flynn wrote in his resignation contacts with Russia, and when it
letter.
became clear the national security
Pence had defended Flynn’s adviser had not been forthcoming,

serious questions were raised about
his ability to keep his job.
Flynn’s sudden exit comes just
24 days into Trump’s presidency
and represents a dramatic overhaul
of his team of senior aides that has
been consumed by controversy.
Flynn, the former head of the
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
was a trusted adviser to Trump
throughout the 2016 campaign, but
was seen as a controversial figure
by many inside and outside the
White House.
He noted his friendship with the
president in his resignation letter,
thanking him for “his personal loyalty” and adding, “this team will go

down in history as one of the greatest presidencies in U.S. history.”
Flynn’s future at the White
House had been the topic of intense
speculation since last Friday, after
reports first emerged that he backtracked on his denial that he talked
about sanctions against Russia for
its election-related hacking with its
top envoy in the U.S.
Those reports, along with his
longstanding ties to Russia, sparked
concerns among U.S. officials and
members of Congress in both parties.
The Justice Department reportedly warned Trump White House
(See Flynn, Page 7)

Shocking voter fraud exposed
By The Horn editorial team
(HORN NEWS) — How bad
was voter fraud in the 2016 general
election?
The Horn News reported previously on the widespread ballot stuffing fraud the dishonest media was
covering up. In Michigan, 37 percent of precincts (almost exclusively in heavily Democratic areas)
were found to have more votes cast
than should have been possible.
Now, a second voter fraud scam
has been uncovered in the state —
and it’s as shocking as you can
imagine.

An audit of the November election in Michigan found at least 31
examples of people who appear to
have voted twice in the presidential election.
That’s far more than the “zero
examples of voter fraud” the dishonest media would have voters
believe.
Michigan election officials said
Thursday that they’re sending the
voters’ names to the attorney
general’s office for possible prosecution. The audit found that 31
people cast absentee ballots and
(See Voter Fraud, Page 6)

New senator wants to shred First Amendment
By Thomas Mitchell
Nevada’s newly elected U.S.
senator, Catherine Cortez Masto,
has already taken up the cudgel
against the First Amendment previously wielded by her predecessor,
Harry Reid.
She put out a press release recently announcing that she has
joined with other congressional
Democrats to reintroduce a constitutional amendment that would
overturn Supreme Court rulings
that have held that it is a violation
of the First Amendment to restrict
the amount of money corporations,
nonprofits, unions and other groups
may spend on political campaigns
and when they may spend it.

In its current incarnation it is
being called the Democracy for All
Amendment. In previous years it
bore the unwieldy acronym DISCLOSE Act — Democracy Is
Strengthened by Casting Light on
Spending in Elections. Reid frequently took to the floor of the Senate to pound the table for the
amendment and disparage the Koch
brothers’ political spending as the
embodiment of evil.
“The U.S. Constitution puts
democratic power in the hands of
the American people — not corporations or private companies,” the
press release quotes Cortez Masto
as saying. “Since the Citizens
(See First Amendment, Page 3)

By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
A controversial banning of
people from seven different countries has lots of anti-Trump groups
up in arms and it may be for valid
reasons.
With an executive order, President Donald Trump has banned

more than roughly 218 million
people from entering the United
States — until they can be checked
out and we make sure they are not
coming into the country to harm the
American people.
The ban is supposed to be for
ninety days, mainly for seven Muslim countries, but White House of-

President wrong on banning countries
ficials later said that it may be the
first step toward a broader ban.
The ban of those seven Muslim
countries may be considered the
wrong move because it is only those
seven countries with a Muslim majority when in reality the ban should
have been as it has always been —
to every country and to everyone

Trump ready to crack the whip on Congress
By Scott Wong
The Hill
Having signed a flurry of executive orders, President Trump will
soon shift his attention to Congress
as he tries to push through an ambitious agenda, including an overhaul of ObamaCare, a border wall
and a massive infrastructure package.
The White House won’t only be
working back channels with congressional leaders and rank-and-file
(See Cracking the Whip, Page 5)

that wants to enter the United States
territory.
By leaving some countries without a ban there is the possibility that
anyone who wants to hurt the
American people could fly to one
of those non-banned countries and
try to enter the United States from
there.
The executive order bars all
people hailing from Iraq, Syria,
Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan and
Yemen — or at least 218 million
people, based on 2015 data published by the World Bank — from
entering the United States. Those
countries were named in a 2016 law
concerning immigration visas as
“countries of concern.”
The news agency CNN reported
that the executive order also makes
clear those seven countries are just
a starting point for a likely broader
ban.
(See Immigration, Page 3)

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

General Michael Flynn, one of first in Trump’s
high level administration, resigns his post

By Gordon Martines
Reading all of the mainstream
news about the reasons General
Michael Flynn tendered his resignation as National Security Adviser,
a post that required Senate confirmation, makes one wonder if the
real reason that the White House

said that the President lost trust in
him was not because he mislead the
vice president about the talks with
the Russian Ambassador, but because he wanted to cover something
up.
The White House counsel completed an investigation about the

talks that General Flynn engaged
in, including Communication Intercepts (wiretaps) by the National
Security Administration. Of course
we will never get to hear those tape
recordings, but the consensus is that
General Flynn did not break any
laws regarding these conversations,

with any of those world leaders; in
fact, his job was for him to have
conversations with those world
leaders and to try and establish a
foundation for positive communication, and a mutual understanding
between the other country leaders.
(See From the Desk, Page 4)
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Who Hauls?... U-Haul!... New Location Opening Downtown
By Cayley Garcia
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
As society is ever-changing and
becoming more and more environmentally friendly, small business
owners are looking for ways to expand. There are more and more entrepreneurs coming back.
MarketWatch.com (Dec, 2016)
reported that small-cap stocks are
expected to rise 31 percent in 2017.
With that being said, we are proud
to announce the NEW dealership
location of U-Haul in Downtown
Las Vegas.
Our new conveniently located
neighborhood U-Haul dealerships
will serve more than just customers; it will serve our community as
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well. U-Haul’s vision and goals
simply state that their long-term

success will depend on their ability
to integrate corporate sustainability

and citizenship into its core business. They also believe their pri-

mary responsibility is to develop
products and services to help move
people — in an economically, environmentally, and socially responsible manner. (U-Haul International, Inc. 2017)
The location at 716 S. 10th
Street is the newest addition to the
U-Haul Neighborhood Dealership
Family. Their team is so excited to
bring this convenient service to
your neighborhood — and they are
also offering postal services within
the location as well!
Give them a call; they will be
happy to make your moving process as easy as possible!! They are
open for your convenience 7 days
a week; Monday — Saturday from
9 am to 6 pm; Sundays 9 to 12 noon.
They can be reached at 702-2260703,
or
by
email
at
uhaul0716@outlook.com.

be found.
I didn’t have that problem for
many years. I always had the habit
of staying in contact with people I
may owe money to, which are few
because everyone knows I am a
poor Cuban refugee and they do not
give me any credit; and besides, I
never brag about “how good I am
doing” or “how many clients I
have” like this guy does.
In all the years I have been a resident of this wonderful city I have
learned that people who brag about
what they have do so because they
have nothing; those who have a lot
of money do not brag so they will

not be hit for a loan.
Those who brag about having a
million and a half building and are
buying the one next door are full of
you-know-what and most people
steer away from him because they
know he is really broke and lying;
most likely this guy is one of those
who have subscribed to the texting
service.
I know that I was born too long
ago and I’m never going to get used
to all this modern-day technology;
I do try, I may use it a little, but I
am not going to give in to that way
of living. I like to communicate
with people, either in person or on

the phone, but not typing. I use
texting for telephone numbers with
out-of-town area codes and I click
the already typed message that says
“I cannot talk, text me” and I get
rid of the sales calls with out-oftown area codes.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at 702-272-4634.

My Point of View
(Continued from Page 1)
writing about me or if they were
texting others. I don’t even remember if they actually spoke to their
waiter to order, or texted it in.
Another well documented problem with texts is that it is easy for
people to lie about their location. A
few days ago a person I was dealing with texted me that he was in
California and that as soon as he
gets back to Las Vegas, he will stop
by the office to delivery my money.
Well, I think that he was traveling
on Harry Reid’s train to nowhere
because I never heard from him
since and my money is nowhere to
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Quote of the Week:

“So, if we lie to the
government, it’s a
felony. But if they lie to
us its politics.”
— Bill Murray

Please Note:

Although the Las Vegas Tribune
is open to all and sundry opinions about what we publish, we
wish to inform all those who
choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
for adhering to this policy.
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100 Syrian refugees rush into country after
Seattle judge halts Trump executive order
By Michael Patrick Leahy
Bear Witness Central
One hundred Syrian refugees
rushed into the country on Monday,
the first full week day after Federal
District Judge James Robart issued
a temporary restraining order halting key elements of President
Donald Trump’s immigration executive order, “Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry
into the United States.”
A total of 113 refugees from
three countries entered the United
States on Monday, according to the
State Department’s interactive
website: 100 were from Syria, 12
were from Iraq, and one was from
Somalia.
The three were among the seven
countries on which President
Trump imposed a temporary ban in
the issuance of visas by an executive order President Trump signed
on January 27 and which Judge
Robarts stopped nationwide with a
temporary restraining order Friday.
The other four countries on that
list were Iran, Libya, Yemen, and
Sudan.
All 113 refugees who entered the
country were Muslims, according
to the State Department. No refugees who were Christian, Buddhist,

Hindu, or any religion other than
Islam entered the country on Monday.
Judge Robart’s temporary restraining order also stopped President Trump’s temporary ban on

refugees from all countries. It did
not, however, stop the section of
President Trump’s executive order
that limits the number of refugees
who can enter the country in Fiscal
Year 2017 to 50,000.

As of Tuesday morning, 33,081
refugees have entered the country
to date in FY 2017, which means
that between now and September
30, 2016, the last day of FY 2017,
only 16,919 more refugees will be

able to enter the country.
In FY 2016, the last full year of
former President Obama’s administration, 84,995 refugees arrived in
the United States.
The states of Washington and
Minnesota were the plaintiffs who
requested Judge Robart halt President Trump’s executive order temporarily banning visas from the
seven Middle Eastern countries and
temporarily banning refugees.
One of the refugees, the lone
Somali to arrive, was initially resettled in Minnesota. Minneapolis
has the largest Somali community
in the United States, estimated to
be about 70,000 in total.
As Breitbart News reported previously, during the five years between 2010 and 2014, 40 percent
of all cases of active tuberculosis
(TB) diagnosed in Minnesota, or
296 out of 732 total cases, were diagnosed in refugees, who account
for about one percent of the state’s
population.
Two hundred and ninety-six
refugees were diagnosed with active tuberculosis (TB) between
2010 and 2014 in Minnesota, according to the Minnesota Department of Health.
(See Syrian Refugees, Page 4)

(Continued from Page 1)
United decision, big corporations
have gained unprecedented influence over elections and our
country’s political process. I am
proud to be a cosponsor of this legislation; it’s critical that we end
unlimited corporate contributions if
we are going to have a democratic
process and government that will
truly work for all Americans.”
In the 2010 Citizens United decision, a 5-4 Supreme Court struck
down the part of the McCainFeingold campaign finance law that
prohibited organizations such as
Citizens United, a political action
committee, from expending funds
for electioneering immediately
prior to an election. In this case the
Federal Election Commission
blocked the 2008 broadcast of
“Hillary: The Movie,” which was

critical of Hillary Clinton’s presidential bid.
During the arguments in the
case, the Justice Department attorney defending the law admitted the
law also would censor books critical of candidates, though newspapers and other media, most owned
by large corporations, were exempted from the law and may criticize, editorialize and endorse or
oppose candidates freely. Some corporations are more equal than others.
Cortez Masto’s statement concluded, “The Democracy for All
Amendment returns the right to
regulate elections to the people by
clarifying that Congress and the
states can set reasonable regulations
on campaign finance and distinguish between individuals and corporations in the law.”

The problem is that free speech
is not free if the incumbent government satrapy can curtail its dissemination.
Justice Anthony Kennedy explained this in his majority opinion
in Citizens United v. FEC: “As a
‘restriction on the amount of money
a person or group can spend on political communication during a
campaign,’ that statute ‘necessarily
reduces the quantity of expression
by restricting the number of issues
discussed, the depth of their exploration, and the size of the audience
reached.’ ...Were the Court to uphold these restrictions, the Government could repress speech by silencing certain voices at any of the
various points in the speech process. (Government could repress
speech by ‘attacking all levels of the
production and dissemination of

ideas,’ for ‘effective public communication requires the speaker to
make use of the services of others’).”
The fact the expenditure is coming from a group instead of an individual does not negate the First
Amendment guarantee of the “freedom of expression by prohibiting
Congress from restricting the press
or the rights of individuals to speak
freely,” because it “also guarantees
the right of citizens to assemble
peaceably and to petition their government.”
An assembly is not just a crowd
of people on the street, it is also an
organization.
Reid in one of his many diatribes
on the subject said: “But the flood
of special interest money into our
American democracy is one of the
greatest threats our system of gov-

ernment has ever faced. Let’s keep
our elections from becoming speculative ventures for the wealthy and
put a stop to the hostile takeover of
our democratic system by a couple
of billionaire oil barons. It is time
that we revive our constituents’
faith in the electoral system, and let
them know that their voices are being heard.”
This implies the voters are too
stupid to hear an open and freewheeling debate and not be influenced by the volume or frequency
of the message.
Lest we forget, in the 2016 presidential election, Donald Trump was
outspent by Hillary Clinton by twoto-one — $600 million to $1.2 billion.
Censorship is unAmerican and
unnecessary. Cortez Masto should
abandon this assault on free speech.

First Amendment

Immigration

(Continued from Page 1)
It has always been the policy of the United States to protect all ports of
entrance from any other country, allied or not; yet all of the assumed
liberals want to have an open border and ignore the laws that have been in
place for years to be able to keep good track of who is coming and who is
not coming, who is here and who is not.
Trump also stopped the admission of all refugees to the United States
for four months. During that time, Trump’s secretary of state would review the application and screening process for refugees to be admitted to
the US. The process is already highly rigorous and often takes successful
refugee applicants at least two years to be admitted into the United States,
but Trump has argued the program could still be exploited by terrorists,
CNN reported.
“I hereby proclaim that the entry of nationals of Syria as refugees is
detrimental to the interests of the United States and thus suspend any
such entry,” Trump declared in the executive order.
Perhaps what the new administration needs to do now is start enforcing the immigration laws that are already in existence; there is no need to
think about immigration reform or any changes to the immigration laws.
What is needed is to enforce the immigration laws that are already in
existence.
What made Donald Trump so popular during the campaign was his
promise to reestablish law and order, close the borders and tighten the
immigration laws, and that is exactly was he is doing.
The liberals are looking to criticize the new administration in every
move it makes to keep those campaign promises alive; the president is
the hardest working president in a long time and those anti-Trump groups
refuse to see that.
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When immigration is involved, the Left doesn’t
care how many foreigners die in terror attacks
By Katie Frates
Bear Witness Central
Immigrants are the “promise of
America,” and as long as they only
kill foreigners, Democrats are
happy to welcome them to the U.S.
Trump signed an executive order Jan. 27 limiting immigration
from seven Middle Eastern countries and indefinitely suspending
Syrian refugees from entering the
country. Protesters quickly gathered
at airports across to protest Trump’s
executive order, which he defended
Jan. 29 as “not a Muslim ban.” Protesters described it as an attack on
American values, tradition, the
Constitution and Christianity.
The 9th Circuit Court of Appeals
denied Trump’s appeal to overturn
a district court ruling that temporarily halts enforcement of certain
parts of his executive order. It argued that, “The Government has
pointed to no evidence that any
alien from any of the countries
named in the Order has perpetrated
a terrorist attack in the United
States.”

That’s great news for the left,
who urgently pointed out that none
of the countries Trump paused immigration from — Iran, Iraq, Libya,
Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen
— have carried out fatal terrorist
attacks in America.
The Atlantic’s Uri Friedman
wrote, “Nationals of the seven
countries singled out by Trump
have killed zero people in terrorist
attacks on U.S. soil between 1975

and 2015. Zero.”
“There have been zero fatal terror attacks on U.S. soil since 1975
by immigrants from the seven Muslim-majority countries President
Donald Trump targeted with immigration bans on Friday, further highlighting the needlessness and cruelty of the president’s executive
order,” The Huffington Post’s
Christopher Mathlas wrote.
Thank goodness Somali refugee

Abdul Razak Ali Artan didn’t manage to stab anyone to death when
he carried out a terrorist attack at
Ohio State University in November.
If he had, it would make it a terrorist attack the left is forced to acknowledge.
God bless Somali terrorist Dahir
Ahmed Adan‘s terrible aim, too. He
went on a stabbing spree in St.
Cloud, Minn., Sept. 9 and was
killed by an off-duty police officer.

He failed to kill anyone.
The FBI charged 10 Somali
Americans in 2016 for allegedly
conspiring to join Islamic State —
before they had a chance to execute
a terror attack.
People from these countries
have, however, done a good job of
harming and killing outside the U.S.
Syria is home to Islamic State and
Al-Nusra Front, and has some
trouble stopping terrorists from
blowing up car bombs in its capital. ISIS hangs out in Libya, too,
along with at least three other foreign terrorist organizations designated by the secretary of state. A car
bomb blew up a Libyan police training center in 2016, killing 65. Somalia has to deal with Al-Shabaab,
which slaughtered 67 and injured
upwards of 175 at Westgate mall in
Kenya in 2013. Twenty died and 17
were wounded when the group attacked a restaurant in Somalia’s
capital of Mogadishu. ISIS committed a terror attack that killed 43 in
Yemen.
(See Terrorist Attacks, Page 8)

(Continued from Page 3)
During the five years between
2010 and 2014, 732 cases of active
TB were diagnosed in Minnesota.
Of these, 81 percent, or 593, were
foreign-born. Of foreign-born
cases, 50 percent, or 296, were refugees, according to “The Epidemiology of Tuberculosis in Minnesota,
2010-2014,” a report published by
the Minnesota Department of
Health.
“Twenty-nine percent of the 593
foreign-born cases of active TB di-

agnosed in Minnesota, or 161, were
attributed to Somali born migrants.
Almost all Somali migrants to the
United States have arrived under
the federal refugee resettlement
program,” Breitbart reported.
None of the 113 refugees who
arrived on Monday were resettled
in the state of Washington.
Seven of the 113 refugees who
arrived on Monday, all Syrians,
were initially resettled in Troy,
Michigan, which is in Oakland
County.

Oakland County Executive L.
Brooks Patterson said in September he intended to sue the federal
government for the placement of
hundreds of refugees within his jurisdiction without consulting with
local government, as Breitbart
News reported at the time:
Patterson broke the news on the
Frank Beckmann Show, on WJR radio in Detroit.
“I’ve brought in my legal team
from the county, and we’re about
to sue them [the federal govern-

ment] to get an injunction to stop
them from relocating more people
into this community until the rules
are adhered to,” Patterson told
Beckmann.
“The federal law could not be
more specific,” Patterson continued. “It wasn’t you [the federal government] may want to inform local
county officials” about resettling
refugees in their jurisdiction, the
county executive added. “It says
you shall inform the local county
officials.” (emphasis added)

Section 5(g) of the Jan 27 executive order signed by President
Trump, which Judge Robart did not
address in his temporary restraining order,
states “It is the policy of the
executive branch that, to the extent
permitted by law and as practicable,
State and local jurisdictions be
granted a role in the process of determining the placement or settlement in their jurisdictions of aliens
eligible to be admitted to the United
States as refugees.”

explanation, which kept getting
more and more detailed and unbelievable as time went on and as the
press kept asking and badgering the
White House Secretary, what the
real reason was for the resignation.
The explanation started out as being simply a Trust issue, in that
General Flynn was not totally truthful with what he talked about with
the Russian Ambassador, and that
is according to the NSA wiretap.
The final explanation for the resignation was that General Flynn and
President Trump had a long standing eroding Trust issue that finally
came to a head, and President
Trump couldn’t trust him anymore
on his staff. That reason being what
it is, I sincerely hope that reason is
true.

But, in my opinion, that official
is a little weak for a valid excuse. I
mean, here is a guy that was fired
by Obama (which is a big plus in
my book), and now he is fired by
President Trump, and this is after
examining his extensive unblemished career, and also following
vetting by the Senate and others,
and now you are going to fire him
because of an eroding trust relationship? Well, I guess people have
been fired for less.
The only complaint I have about
this issue, and my disappointment
in Trump, is that in my opinion a
half truth is a whole lie.
Remember to keep your Faith,
Keep your Gun, and they can keep
their Change.
In God We Trust.

*****
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He was
a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against
LVMPD in 2011. Martines has appeared on “Face The Tribune” radio show several times and is currently the host of “Open Mic” on
Tuesdays and Thursday at 11:00
a.m. He contributes his opinions
and ideas to the Las Vegas Tribune
to keep the public informed and
help improve policing in Las Vegas.
Gordon Martines can be contacted
via email at coper71@hotmail.com.

Syrian Refugees

From The Desk
(Continued from Page 1)
The White House press secretary
says it was all a matter of lack of
Trust that lead to the resignation,
and not because of any laws that
were broken by General Flynn.
Another fake news leaky source
says that General Flynn was negotiating with the Russian Ambassador about secret US Sanctions of an
unknown nature, to which only the
President and his inner circle were
privy. If this was true, then General
Flynn would be guilty of leaking
National Security information, and
would guilty be a criminal offence.
The issue of National Security
leaks that are occurring are of great
concern to everyone in the Trump
Administration who already put
forth a definite concerted effort to
stop any/all national security leaks.
It should be noted both the Obama
and Bush Administration tried in
vain to stop their national security
leaks and just couldn’t.

I am just a regular person, but I
have a great deal of law enforcement career experience —39 plus
years — and in my vetted opinion,
based on that experience, these
types of leaks will never be stopped
completely, no matter if you arrest
certain individuals or do a complete
purge.
I earlier learned in my career at
the LVMPD, that there are no secrets in the police department whatsoever. Eventually, it all comes out
whether the information and circumstances are criminal or innocent
in nature. The cover-up is always
worse than the actual circumstances. The Truth always is the best
course of action, in any situation,
or circumstance.
We sadly may be witnessing, at
least to our general knowledge (no
pun intended) the first Big Lie of
this administration. The explanation
from the White House press secretary said, for this forced resignation

AJ Maimbourg/Ed Klapproth, Co-Founders
Please join us in our national wave to bring God
back into our country! Our mission is to recruit State
leaders across the country to lead in vetting every
single federal, state, county and city candidate running
for office in 2016... We will then choose the ones we
at the Christian Crusade will endorse and publicize
nationally. We have allowed God to be removed far
too long now and it is time to pick up the “banner”
and bring Him back in a concentrated effort to restore
His word and code.
Please visit our website and review all the
categories. The volunteer section will allow you to do
just that, as well as we will post the State National
Directors in that section as we recruit them. The
website still has some construction to do, but, we are
nearly there.
If you have a desire to be a Contributor of articles,
please contact me and let me know.
www.thechristiancrusade.com
Also, please join our Facebook group
if you are on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
1634723793433487/
YOUR PRAYERS AND DONATIONS
ARE APPRECIATED!!!
CONTACT EMAIL: aj@thechristiancrusade.com
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Democrats in Carson City press to change
Columbus Day to Indigenous Peoples Day
By Thomas Mitchell
What an incredible, pointless
waste of time and money!
Democratic state Sen. Richard
“Tick” Segerblom, who never
misses a chance to stroke the far left
wing of his party, has introduced a
bill — we are not making this up
— to change Columbus Day to Indigenous Peoples Day. It is Senate
Bill 105.
Columbus Day is not a holiday,
but there is a law on the books that
states: “The Governor of this State
is authorized and requested to issue annually a proclamation designating the second Monday in October as ‘Columbus Day’ in commemoration of the arrival of
Cristoforo Columbo in the New
World.”
Segerblom would replace this
with: “The Governor is authorized
and requested to annually proclaim
the second Monday in October as
‘Indigenous Peoples Day’ to celebrate the thriving culture and significant value that Indigenous
people add to the State of Nevada
and the United States of America.”
If you want to repeal the pointless paper shuffling to “commemorate” a day in history, fine. Repeal
it. It is still history.
But replacing it with pointless
paper shuffling is typical Democratic sucking up to its paramount

Richard “Tick” Segerblom in Carson City
platform of identity politics.
The unbiased and balanced ac- land in South America, both part of
The Las Vegas newspaper ac- count goes on to inform its readers the so-called New World.
count tells us: “Segerblom said the that Columbus is “credited with
We are also informed that critbill recognizes the millions of Na- ‘discovering’ the Americas. But his- ics argue Columbus “engaged in
tive Americans who died in con- torians have debunked that as myth, brutal acts against native peoples,”
flicts when European settlers saying he sailed around the Carib- without any reference to wars bemoved into the country and claimed bean but never came to North tween tribes or attacks on those evil
land as their own, and shows an America,” paying no heed to fact invading Europeans. Don’t they
appreciation for their contributions the Caribbean islands are part of teach about the French and Indian
to society.”
North America and the fact he did War any more? Try reading a bit of

(Continued from Page 1)
lawmakers. Allies say Trump will
likely bring his bully pulpit on the
road, holding campaign-style
events that specifically target vulnerable Democrats in red states like
Montana and West Virginia.
Then there’s his Twitter account:
Hill Republicans say Trump will
have no problem singling out
through social media lawmakers he
feels are standing in the way of his
agenda.
“He’s going to take names. He’s
going to look at the people who are
supportive and who aren’t,” Rep.
Mark Sanford (R-S.C.), one of the
few Republicans who has at times
criticized Trump, told The Hill. “I
suspect he will be rigorous in calling attention to those he believes are
hampering his legislative efforts.”
Since taking office two weeks
ago, Trump has turned to the same
no-holds-barred approach that won
him legions of fans on the campaign
trail, picking fights with the media,
Democratic protesters, foreign leaders and corporations sending jobs
overseas.
So far, the new president has
been much more reserved when it
comes to going after lawmakers.
But several Republicans said it’s
only a matter of time before Trump
cracks the whip on Capitol Hill.
He’s already given rank-and-file
lawmakers a taste of what could be
coming if they don’t fall in line. Last
month, a series of tweets from
Trump derailed House Republicans’
plans to gut an independent congressional ethics office.
And just last week, Trump
launched a blistering attack on Sens.
John McCain (R-Ariz.) and Lindsey
Graham (R-S.C.), tweeting that
they’re “weak on immigration” and
“always looking to start World War
III” after the senators slammed his
executive order on refugees.
Those types of personal attacks
from Trump are certain to fire up
his loyalists and could inspire primary challenges to his GOP targets.
“He could whip votes from Twitter,” said Rep. David Joyce (ROhio), who saw Trump personally
get involved in his state’s GOP
chairmanship race to defeat the
handpicked candidate of rival Gov.
John Kasich (R), a onetime presidential rival. “He’s definitely got an
agenda and he wants to push it
through. He’s going to use every
arrow in his quiver to get those
things accomplished.”
“When he gets focused on something and he wants to get it done,
he gets after it. That’s definitely a
lesson I learned,” Joyce continued.
“An enraged Twitter finger could
really hurt somebody.”
But Trump allies predicted his
interactions with the Hill wouldn’t
be “all stick, no carrot.”
Trump speaks regularly by
phone to GOP congressional leaders, including Speaker Paul Ryan
(R-Wis.) and House Majority
Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.).
And in recent weeks, Trump and
Vice President Pence have person-

ally phoned senior and rank-andfile lawmakers as well, sources said.
The president also is expected to
regularly host lawmakers at White
House dinners, meetings and other
events following his recent kick-off
reception with Ryan, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (RKy.), Senate Minority Leader
Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (DCalif.) and other Hill leaders.
“That’s more than the Obama
people did,” said Rep. Charlie Dent
(R-Pa.), a co-chairman of the centrist Tuesday Group.
Trump’s legislative affairs team
— which includes former top Hill
aides Rick Dearborn, Marc Short
and Paul Teller — has also begun
reaching out to individual members
and caucuses. They’re in the process of setting up meetings with
groups, including the far-right
House Freedom Caucus, conservative Republican Study Committee
and Tuesday Group.
“We’ve already been in discussions about having that meeting to
understand where they are going,”
Freedom Caucus Chairman Mark
Meadows (R-N.C.), who campaigned with Trump last year, told
The Hill.
Still, GOP fissures are forming
that could complicate or delay several top Trump priorities. Freedom
Caucus leaders are aggressively
calling for the repeal and wholesale
replacement of ObamaCare, while
GOP chairmen have argued a more
measured “repair” of the healthcare
law is the right approach.
Meanwhile, top congressional
Republicans have begun griping
about the price tag of the wall
Trump has pledged to build on the
U.S.-Mexico border, estimated to
cost between $12 billion to $15 billion. Many in his party are skeptical of Trump’s plan to have U.S.
taxpayers foot the bill first, and then
have Mexico reimburse the U.S.
later.
By spring, the White House is
expected to send Congress a request
for a supplemental funding bill to
pay for the wall, but the details still
are being worked out. Lawmakers
are hoping to get more clarity from
Trump on Feb. 28, when he addresses a joint session of Congress.
One thing Trump — a billionaire business magnate, “Art of the
Deal” author and reality-TV star —
has going for him is he knows how
to attract crowds. His often-unpredictable campaign events drew tens
of thousands of people and cablenews viewers, giving him a potent
platform.
Trump could hop in Air Force
One and stage campaign-style rallies in the backyards of red-state
Democrats up for reelection in
2018, like Sens. Joe Manchin
(W.Va.), Heidi Heitkamp (N.D.),
Jon Tester (Mont.) and Joe
Donnelly (Ind.). That way, he could
pressure those Democrats to confirm his Supreme Court nominee,
Neil Gorsuch, and pass his agenda.
“That’s one of the things he can

Cracking the Whip

do to overcome the Senate filibuster. I think Trump can do more good
there with his Twitter and his airplane,” conservative Rep. Steve
King (R-Iowa) said in an interview.
“Ronald Reagan did that over television very effectively, and Trump
is at least that effective.
“He can drop into Billings and

Helena and you’ve got Montana
covered. They are free thinking
people out there.”
Dent, however, warned that
Trump should not get “too punitive”
with lawmakers, whether they are
Democrats or Republicans. Because the political outsider is not
very ideological, he will be able to

history, including the accounts from
late in the 19th century when the
Plains Indians were actually successfully and brutally pushing back
against encroachment.
These are the same Democrats
who want to remove the statue of
mid-20th century Democratic Sen.
Pat McCarran from the U.S. Capitol because he was a racist during
an era when the Democratic Party
pushed segregationist laws and
policies.
Erase history and change the
present and the future? Rather
Orwellian if you ask me?
Perhaps our idle lawmakers
could change the name of Genoa,
since it is named after Columbus’
home town in Italy.
The vote in the Senate Committee on Government Affairs to approve SB105 was 4-1.
Apparently having the second
Tuesday of February during each
regular session of the Legislature
designated as Nevada Tribes Legislative Day and recognizing the
fourth Friday of September as Native American Day isn’t nearly
enough.
Be sure to commemorate
Nevada’s special Tartan Day,
Juneteenth and Cesar Chavez Day.
Still waiting on lawmakers to create Overweight Aging Curmudgeons Day.

build different coalitions, depending on the issue.
“Yesterday’s adversary is
tomorrow’s ally and vice versa, depending on what the issue is,” Dent
said. “The coalition could change
from vote to vote and week to week.
“It would not be productive to
be overly punitive.”
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Can lawmakers raise the minimum wage since
it is ensconced in the state Constitution?

By Thomas Mitchell
Democrats in the Nevada Legislature have introduced Senate Bill
106, which proposes to raise the
minimum wage by 75 cents a year
until it reaches $11 an hour for employers who provide health insurance and $12 an hour for those who
do not.
This would affect profitability of
employers, tend to push all hourly
wage earnings up, possibly result
in higher unemployment and increase the cost of goods and services in general — thus affecting
nearly everyone in Nevada. The
story was relegated to the bottom
of the business page in the Las Vegas newspaper, but was the lede
story in the Elko paper. AP gave it
short shrift.
One minor problem with this
proposed law is that the voters approved an initiative petition in 2004
and again in 2006 that amended the
state Constitution to require that the
minimum wage be tied to the federal minimum wage or inflation,
whichever is higher. The current
federal minimum wage is $7.25 an
hour. The amendment also said the
minimum wage would be a dollar
higher for employees who failed to
provide health insurance. So far as
I can find, the amendment does not
give lawmakers the option to alter
this without asking the voters to
again change the Constitution.
According to Legislative Counsel Bureau fact sheet published in
2015:
“Because provisions governing
the minimum wage rate are included in the Constitution, any
changes to the minimum wage provisions require a constitutional
amendment. There are two ways to

amend the Constitution. One way
is through the citizen initiative process. Citizen initiatives for constitutional amendments must be approved in identical form in two consecutive general elections. This is
the process that enacted the current
minimum wage requirements in the
Constitution. The second way to
amend the Constitution is through
the legislative process. The Senate
or Assembly may propose a constitutional amendment, which must
pass in identical form with a majority of members of both houses
in two consecutive biennial sessions. After that, the proposal must
pass a popular vote during the next
general election.”
Just such a constitutional
amendment was proposed in late

(Continued from Page 1)
voted in person on Nov. 8. Fourteen
of these double-voters were in
Democrat-heavy Detroit.
“Vote early, vote often” is a tactic used by the Democrats in the
past — and it seems like they have
just been caught red handed still
doing it in 2016.
Voting twice, or even attempting to do so, is a felony in Michigan.
This isn’t just a problem in
Michigan, of course.
Presidential adviser Stephen
Miller on his TV appearance Sunday also talked about double-registered voters and busloads of Democrats came into New Hampshire and
voted improperly in the November
election.
“I can tell you that this issue of
busing voters in to New Hampshire
is widely known by anyone who’s
worked in New Hampshire politics.
It’s very real, it’s very serious. This
morning on this show is not the
venue for me lay out all the evidence,” Miller said.
Voter fraud a nationwide epidemic.

There has been reports of voter
fraud in every single state over the
past few years.
“You have millions of people
who are registered in two states or
who are dead who are registered to
vote. And you have 14 percent of
noncitizens, according to academic
research, at a minimum, are registered to vote, which is an astonishing statistic,” Miller said.
Democrats say this isn’t a problem. Republicans, however, say it’s
clear evidence of tampering.
But what is most important is
voter confidence.
In order for the United States to
function properly, there must be
confidence in the system. It’s undeniable that confidence has been
shaken by these reports.
Only a large investigation into
voter fraud can solve that. It will
give us the answer to the question
once and for all.
If the mainstream media and the
Democrats are right, they should
have nothing to fear.
So why do they protest so loudly
against these kinds of investigations?

Voter Fraud

2015, but was dropped during the
hectic election year, reportedly because the difficulty of getting
enough signatures to put it on the
ballot.
SB106 proposes to rewrite
NRS605.250 to alter the minimum
wage. That law currently reads:
“Except as otherwise provided in
this section, the Labor Commissioner shall, in accordance with federal law, establish by regulation the
minimum wage which may be paid
to employees in private employment within the State. The Labor
Commissioner shall prescribe increases in the minimum wage in
accordance with those prescribed
by federal law, unless the Labor
Commissioner determines that
those increases are contrary to the
public interest.”
Las Vegas newspaper columnist

Victor Joecks quoted Gov. Brian
Sandoval’s press secretary as saying:
“Due to the predicted loss of jobs
and harm to small businesses, the
potential to block young people and
individuals with less work experience from open positions, and an
increase in consumer prices, the
Governor has historically opposed
a legislative mandate to increase the
minimum wage.”
This implies the governor might
veto such a bill even if it passes
constitutional muster.
As I’ve pointed out on a number of occasions the impact of such
a bill is far ranging and carries unintended consequences.
“Unfortunately, the real minimum wage is always zero,” economist Thomas Sowell points out, “regardless of the laws, and that is the

wage that many workers receive in
the wake of the creation or escalation of a government-mandated
minimum wage, because they either
lose their jobs or fail to find jobs
when they enter the labor force.”
The Congressional Budget Office has estimated that if the federal minimum wage were increased
to $10.10 an hour — as proposed
by President Obama and others —
up to a million workers would lose
their jobs.
According to the American Enterprise Institute, when the minimum wage rose 41 percent between
2007 and 2009, the jobless rate for
16- to 19-year-olds increased by 10
percentage points, from about 16
percent in 2007 to more than 26
percent in 2009 — even higher for
minorities.
These are entry level jobs without which younger Americans cannot build the skills needed to earn
higher pay.
Another Heritage study reported
that every dollar increase in minimum wage really only raises takehome pay by 20 cents once welfare
benefits are reduced and taxes are
increased.
Then there are the affects on everyone. A Cato Institute analysis
reports that a “comprehensive review of more than 20 minimum
wage studies looking at price effects
found that a 10 percent increase in
the U.S. minimum wage raises food
prices by up to 4 percent and overall prices by up to 0.4 percent.”
Minimage wages also tend to
push younger workers with less
worthy skills out of the job market,
and Nevada already has the 10th
highest youth unemployment rate in
the nation at 13.5 percent.
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Senate bill would emasculate political parties in Nevada
By Thomas Mitchell
A bill has been introduced in
Carson City that would jettison the
current Democrat and Republican
primaries in favor of an open primary system, in which anyone
could sign up as a candidate and
anyone could vote for anyone of
any party or no party. The top two
vote getters would advance to the
General Election, even if both are
affiliated with the same party or no
party.
The bill would make the two
major political parties irrelevant in
actually selecting their own candidates and reduce them to the role
of merely endorsing candidates.
Senate Bill 103 was introduced
by Republican state Sen. James
Settelmeyer of Minden.
Settelmeyer told the media that
some of his constituents were upset that they could not vote in the
primary because they were nonpartisan.
As of December, 39 percent of
active Nevada voters were Democrats, 33 percent Republicans and
28 percent nonpartisan or members
of some other minor party.
The whole concept of partisan
party politics is to facilitate persons
of like-minded political persuasions
to organize and select candidates

that promise to advance a given
philosophy of governance —
though in recent years the efficacy
of this proposition has been suspect
in Nevada with self-styled conservatives voting for history making
tax hikes.
Now, I’ve never been in favor
of forcing all taxpayers, including
nonpartisans and members of other
parties, to pay for the primaries the
state puts on for the Democrat and
Republican parties. Let those parties pay for their primaries or caucuses or smoke-filled backrooms.
But the open primary system
makes it more difficult to weigh the
various candidates based on past
allegiances and opens the opportunity for Fifth Column candidates to
claim to be what they are not. Faux
Democrats or Republicans could
flood the ballot and split the vote

(Continued from Page 1)
counsel Don McGahn shortly after
Trump’s inauguration that Flynn
may have been vulnerable to blackmail by the Russians due to discrepancies between what he told
Kislyak and Pence.
Pence and others publicly said
Flynn never discussed sanctions
against Russia during his pre-inauguration conversations with
Kislyak. Flynn later admitted the
topic may have came up during his
talks with the ambassador.
Relying on Flynn’s account,
Pence told CBS News in mid-January that Flynn “did not discuss anything having to do with the United
States’ decision to expel diplomats
or impose censure against Russia.”
The vice president was reportedly angered after a Washington
Post report was published last week
claimed Flynn did discuss the sanctions, and he later apologized to
Pence.
But that apparently was not
enough for Flynn to save his job.
While it was clear Flynn was
skating on thin ice, his status was a
mystery throughout most of the day
Monday.
Trump stayed silent on Flynn’s
status; he was not asked about it
during a news conference with Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, while his senior aides sent
mixed signals to the press about
Flynn’s future.
Flynn joined other senior aides
to Trump during the press conference, sitting in the front row of the
East Room and prompting speculation he might be spared.
Senior counselor Kellyanne
Conway said he enjoyed the “full
confidence” of Trump on Monday
afternoon. But soon after, press secretary Sean Spicer told reporters the
president was “evaluating” the
Flynn situation with the vice president.
Flynn’s departure is sure to spark
even more questions about how
much Trump knew about Flynn’s
conversations with Russia.
Spicer was unequivocal, however, when asked whether Trump

has been aware that Flynn was
speaking about sanctions with the
Russian ambassador.
“No, absolutely not,” the
spokesman said.
Flynn reportedly spoke with
Kislyak multiple times during the
transition, including on Dec. 29, the
day then-President Obama retaliated against Moscow for its hacking of Democratic political groups
that intelligence agencies allege
was done to aid Trump’s campaign.
Russia declined to respond with
reciprocal sanctions, prompting
questions about whether Flynn had
provided assurances to the Russian
diplomat the punishments would be
rescinded once Trump took office.
While there is no evidence an
explicit assurance was given, U.S.
officials who saw a transcript of the
call told the Post and other outlets
it merited investigation.
Flynn’s talks also represented a
break with longstanding protocol.
Some legal experts believe they
could have violated the Logan Act,
which bars private citizens from
interfering with official U.S. diplomacy.
No one has ever been prosecuted
under the law.
Still, reports about the conversation sparked a flurry of condemnation Monday from Republican
and Democratic lawmakers.
Senate Minority Leader Charles
Schumer (D-N.Y.) urged the Trump
administration to pull Flynn’s security clearance while an investigation
was conducted.
Rep. Mike Coffman (R-Colo.)
said Flynn “should step down immediately” if he “purposely misled
the president.”
Flynn’s exit comes amid a tumultuous first four weeks for
Trump in the White House, during
which questions have been raised
about the future of several advisers
on his senior team.
The president is said to have
been frustrated by the rocky rollout
of his executive action on refugees
and travel from seven Muslim-majority countries. And speculation
has swirled about chief of staff

Flynn

for a party’s real selection.
In Louisiana in the 1970s Democratic Gov. Edwin Edwards hatched
a foolproof plan to end the Republican Party in that state. He pushed
through an open primary under the
assumption Republicans would not
make it to the General Election, due
to heavy Democratic majorities in
the urban areas of the state, meaning two Democrats would face off
in November.
But the best laid plans oft gang
awry. In the next election there were
seven Democrats on the gubernatorial ballot, one nonpartisan and
one Republican. When the smoke
cleared, Republican Dave Treen
was elected governor, leading the
way for the state to transition to
Republican domination.
At least the open primary is better than letting anyone and every-

one decide on Election Day in
which primary they will vote.
Think of it this way. Political
parties are like brands. Without
brands who knows what adulterated
product you are getting.
Politics is messy. Open primaries just make it messier.
At the turn of the previous century Baltimore’s notoriously curmudgeonly newspaper columnist,
H.L. Mencken, pined for more realism in politics:
“I can imagine a political campaign purged of all the current false
assumptions and false pretenses —
a campaign in which, on election
day, the voters went to the polls
clearly informed that the choice
between them was not between an
angel and a devil, a good man and
a bad man, but between two frank
go-getters, the one perhaps excelling at beautiful and nonsensical
words and the other at silent and
prehensile deeds — the one a
chautauqua orator and the other the
porch-climber. There would be, in
that choice, something free, candid
and exhilarating. The Buncome
would be adjourned. The voter
would make his selection in the full
knowledge of all the facts, as he
makes his selection between two
heads of cabbage, or two evening

papers, or two brands of chewing
tobacco. Today he chooses his rulers as he buys bootleg whiskey,
never knowing precisely what he is
getting, only certain that it is not
what it pretends to be. The Scotch
may turn out to be wood alcohol or
it may turn out to be gasoline; in
either case it is not Scotch. How
much better if it were plainly labeled, for wood alcohol and gasoline both have their uses — higher
uses, indeed than Scotch. The danger is that the swindled and poisoned consumer, despairing of ever
avoiding them when he doesn’t
want them, and actually enforce his
own prohibition. The danger is that
the hopeless voters, forever victimized by his false assumption about
politicians, may in the end gather
such ferocious indignation that he
will abolish them teetotally and at
one insane sweep, and so cause
government by the people, for the
people and with the people to perish from this earth.”
In 2014, only 59 percent of those
eligible to vote in Nevada even
bothered to register. Of those who
registered, only 46 percent went to
the polls in November, meaning 73
percent of those eligible to vote did
not choose any brand of bootleg
whiskey.

Reince Priebus and Spicer, who
have been the subject of scorn from
Trump allies.
Trump gave a personal vote of
confidence to Priebus earlier Monday, telling reporters his chief of
staff is doing a “great job.”
Now, Trump must replace the
aide tasked with coordinating the
administration’s national security
posture around the world.

It’s unclear who might replace
Flynn on a permanent basis, but
speculation has revolved around
Kellogg, Homeland Security adviser Tom Bossert, retired Navy
Vice Admiral Robert Harward or
former CIA director and retired
Army Gen. David Petraeus.
Flynn has long been a controversial figure in national security
circles.

He was forced out as head of the
DIA in 2014 reportedly after clashing with then-Director of National
Intelligence James Clapper.
He also raised eyebrows for his
contacts in Moscow. In 2015, he
traveled to a gala there as a guest
of the Kremlin-backed Russia Today television network and sat next
to the country’s leader, Vladimir
Putin.
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McConnell sets up votes on six Trump nominees
By Jordan Carney
The Hill
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.) is teeing up
votes on six additional Trump
nominees as Republicans try to end
a Democratic slow walk of the
president’s picks.
McConnell filed cloture on
Monday night for Rep. Mick
Mulvaney (R-S.C.) to lead the Office of Management and Budget,
Scott Pruitt to lead the Environmental Protection Agency, Wilbur Ross
to head the Commerce Department,
Rep. Ryan Zinke (R-Mont.) to be
the Interior secretary, Ben Carson
to lead the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, and
former Texas Gov. Rick Perry to be
Energy secretary.
The move sets up initial votes for
all of Trump’s nominees who’ve so
far had confirmation hearings and
committee votes, which allows

them to come before the full Senate.
Democrats could easily drag out
votes on the six nominees for more

than a week and the Senate is poised
to leave town on Friday for the
week-long Presidents Day recess.
Absent a deal, the Senate will

take its first vote on Mulvaney on
Wednesday, with a final vote as
early as Thursday. That would tee
up a first vote for Pruitt on Thurs-

Pelosi (D-Calif.) then echoed
Cummings’s remarks.
“I didn’t know until I heard from
our colleague that the tweet of Gen.
Flynn today was ‘scapegoat,’” she
said. “Do you know what a ‘scapegoat’ is?”
“That means in a community
where people want to absolve themselves of guilt, they get a goat and
heap all the ills onto the goat and
then they run the goat out of town.
So the inference to be drawn from
his statement [is] that other people
have blame that should be shared
in all of this.”
Cummings and Pelosi were
quoting a fake account that also
duped Newsmax and The New York
Times.
“While I accept full responsibility for my actions, I feel it is unfair
that I have been made the sole

scapegoat for what happened,” a
tweet on the fake account said Tuesday. “But if a scapegoat is what’s
needed for this Administration to
continue to take this great nation
forward, I am proud to do my duty.”
Flynn resigned late Monday following reports he misled senior
White House officials about his past
conversations with Russia’s ambassador to the U.S.
The Department of Justice reportedly voiced concerns about
Flynn’s talks with Sergey Kislyak
before Trump’s Jan. 20 inauguration.
Reports emerged last week that
Flynn and Kislyak discussed sanctions against Russia in December,
contradicting later denials from
Vice President Mike Pence the subject never came up in the pair’s
calls.

Top Dems fall for fake Flynn Twitter account
By Mark Hensch
The Hill
Two top House Democrats on
Tuesday repeated information from
a fake Twitter account purporting
to belong to President Trump’s
former national security adviser,
Michael Flynn.
“Something is wrong here,”
Rep. Elijah Cummings (D-Md.)
said during a press conference in
Washington, D.C.
“Madam Leader, just this morning Flynn tweeted — and this is a
quote here — ‘scapegoat,’ end of
quote,” added Cummings, the ranking member of the House Oversight
Committee. “Scapegoat. He basically describes himself as a scapegoat.”
“I believe we need to hold a pub-

MICHAEL FLYNN
lic hearing with Flynn to get to the
bottom of this. If there was any
emergency at this moment in the
history of this country, this is the
moment.”
House Minority Leader Nancy

Terrorist Attacks

(Continued from Page 4)
A Libyan terrorist helped blow up Pan Am 103 in 1988, an attack that
killed 270, 189 of whom were American. That didn’t happen in America
or after the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks, though, so their deaths don’t
count.
Seventy-two individuals that came to the U.S. as either immigrants or
refugees from those seven countries are convicted terrorists since after
9/11, the Centers for Immigration Studies explained. Three were convicted of using weapons of mass destruction, and 25 of the 72 eventually
became American citizens.
Twenty are from Somalia, 19 from Yemen, 19 from Iraq, seven from
Syria, four from Iran, two from Libya and one from Sudan.
And don’t forget that Iran is the biggest state sponsor of terrorism,
followed by Sudan and Syria.
The message this sends is that Democrats don’t care if immigrants
commit terrorism overseas, they just can’t murder anyone once they’re
welcomed into America. The logic goes like this: Terrorism in other countries doesn’t mean there’ll be terrorism in America. People from these
countries commit terrorism around the world, sure, but they don’t commit terrorism in America, so it’s OK to bring them in. That logic relies
heavily on the assumption of “if, not when.”
Perhaps there aren’t more attacks in American, in part, because we’ve
got a big ocean between us and them.
Well, what happens once they’re let in? There’s this idea that behavior
and mentality are going to change once someone steps on American soil,
as if our culture, values and beliefs will override everything a person has
been taught to believe since infancy.
There’s another idea that any terror attacks that do occur are worth it
for the net benefit the rest of the immigrants and refugees bring. “Foreign-born terrorism is a hazard,” Cato immigration expert Alex Nowrasteh
reasoned to Friedman, “but it is manageable given the huge economic
benefits of immigration and the small costs of terrorism.”
The “small costs” are actually in the billions, according to the Institute
of Economics and Peace. It estimated that terrorism cost us $52 billion in
short-term costs in 2014. When looking at long-term costs, that number
shoots up into the trillions.
Liberals are continuing to hammer the identity politics that lost them
the presidency in the first place. They push the narrative of a civil rights
battle that places the priority on non-Americans over Americans, and it’s
all based on a gamble that there will never be a fatal terror attack in America
committed by someone from one of those seven countries.
Democrats say all people should be treated like Americans and afforded our same rights. If they treated actual Americans half as well as
the foreigners they want to bring in, maybe they’d start winning elections.

day, with Democrats able to drag
out debate time and delay a final
vote on the EPA hopeful’s nomination into Friday night.
Under Senate rules, if leadership
wants to skip over the 30 hours of
debate on any nominee it requires
an agreement, potentially giving
Democrats the leverage to drag out
debate on any one nominee for
days.
Though Democrats will likely
put up a fight over Mulvaney other
picks — like Perry and Zinke —
are considered less controversial.
Asked about the Democratic
strategy on Monday, Senate Minority Leader Charles Schumer (DN.Y.) demurred.
“As we’ve said, we feel we have
done the country a service for exposing these nominees for who they
are,” he told reporters when asked
if Democrats would drag out the
clock. “For the big eight we’re going to give them full scrutiny and
there may be others we give full
scrutiny to as well.”
Mulvaney is included as part of
the eight Trump nominees Democrats are most opposed to.
The Senate will also hold a hearing this week for Andy Puzder, who
has been picked to lead the Labor
Department and is also a top target
of opposition for Democrats.
Schumer urged Trump to withdraw the nomination amid a growing controversy about Puzder hiring an undocumented immigrant
and failing to pay taxes on the
household employee.
The Senate confirmed David
Shulkin to lead the Department of
Veterans Affairs and Steve
Mnunchin to be Treasury secretary
on Monday. Under a deal announced late last week they will
vote on Linda McMahon’s nomination to lead the Small Business Administration on Tuesday.
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Explosive new hacking scandal
has the Democrats’ fingerprints
By Bob Unruh
(WND) — Remember the hue
and cry raised by Democrats over
the “Russians” hacking their candidates and party computer systems
during the 2016 presidential election?
How there should be investigations? How someone — a Republican — must be at fault? How whatever interaction Donald Trump ever
had with Russia, or Russians, was
viewed suspiciously?
And now there are their attacks
on Trump over Michael Flynn, his
security adviser who was forced to
resign this week over conversations
with a Russian representative.
Investigate, they demand. Not
just Flynn, but Trump, too.
Yet the Democrats are mum, almost completely quiet, silent, over
their own explosive hacking scandal, a scenario that could overshadow Watergate, Filegate,
Travelgate and dozens of other
Washington scandals.
It’s because the allegations are
that Democrats hired IT staffers
who were foreign nationals from
Pakistan, and the staffers likely
gained illegal access to secret congressional information.
And that includes classified
documents.
The Flynn fracas erupted late
Monday and early Tuesday when he
resigned, and details came out that
he had not been fully truthful when
he talked with Vice President Mike
Pence about his discussions with
the Russian ambassador about sanctions.
But the Daily Caller News Foundation reported brothers Imran,
Jamal and Abid Awan had been
working for IT departments of multiple Democratic congressional offices. The three brothers had access
to various computer systems and
pathways.
But then just days ago, they were
abruptly relieved of their duties and
banned from those networks because of “suspicion that they accessed congressional computers
without permission.”
The report said, “Three members of the intelligence panel and
five members of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs were
among the dozens of members who
employed the suspects on a shared
basis. The two committees deal
with many of the nation’s most sensitive issues and documents, including those related to the war on terrorism.”
WND made dozens of calls and
sent dozens of emails on Tuesday
asking those members who either
did hire the brothers, or might have,
for comment and an update on the
status of the criminal investigation.
A spokesman from Rep. Cedric
Richmond’s office responded
tersely, “Can’t comment on this
one.”
A spokeswoman in the office of
Rep. Diana DeGette said it was a
“personnel matter,” and “that’s all
I’m going to say.”
Among the many offices WND
contacted, without generating a response, were those for (all Democrats) Andre Carson, Luis Guiterez,
Jim Himes, Terri Sewell, Jackie
Speier, Mike Quigley, Eric
Swalwell, Patrick Murphy, Debbie
Wasserman Schultz, Joaquini
Castro, Lois Frankel, Ted Lieu,
Robin Kelly, Tammy Duckworth,
Mark Takano, John Sarbanes and
more.
‘Very concerning’
Rep. Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, a
member of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee, said
something must be done.
“I hope we investigate this issue,” he said. “The facts regarding
technology procurement and potentially illegal violations of the House
IT network by several Democratic
staffers is very concerning.”
Philip Haney, a longtime member of the Department of Homeland
Security and author of “See Something, Say Nothing,” a book about
his long fight to reveal Islamist influences in the terror attacks on the
U.S. today, said the case will be a
bellwether.
“This particular breach of security will reveal how seriously our
three branches of government (Executive, Judicial and Legislative)
actually take the threat posed by
what appears to be a network of at
least five Muslim operatives, who
have managed to soak their way
into the very heart of our constitutional republic,” he said.
“Let’s hope that this scandal isn’t

just swept under the rug, or allowed
to fade quietly into the background,
like so many others that have, but
instead becomes a case study in
how our elected officials defend the
Constitution against all enemies,
both foreign and domestic.
“In this hyper-political environment, anything less than unrestrained bipartisan cooperation in a
full investigation, followed by subsequent prosecution (if warranted),
will be seen not only as an open
indictment, but also as a blatant display of malevolent hypocrisy.”
Illegal access
Daniel
Greenfield
at
FrontPageMag recently outlined
what is known about the breach.
And the implications.
Imran Awan and his two brothers, Jamal and Abid, are at the center of an investigation that deals
with, among other things, allegations of illegal access. They have
been barred from the House of Representatives network.
A member of Congress worried,
“[T]hey may have stolen data from
us.”
Greenfield reported that the
three Pakistani brothers had worked
for all Democrats, including members of the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence. This
was not even a year after eight
Democrats on that committee “issued a demand that their staffers be
granted access to top secret classified information,” he reported.
There’s a special concern about
Carson, he revealed.
“Carson is the second Muslim in
Congress and the first Muslim on
the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and, more
critically, is the ranking member on
its Emerging Threats Subcommittee,” Greenfield wrote. “He is also
a member of the Department of
Defense Intelligence and Overhead
Architecture Subcommittee. The
Emerging Threats Subcommittee,
of which Carson is a ranking member, is responsible for much of
counterterrorism oversight. It is the
worst possible place for a man with
Carson’s credentials.”
Greenfield continued, “Carson
had inherited his grandmother’s
seat and exploited it to promote a
radical Islamist agenda. He has interfaced with a laundry list of Islamist groups from CAIR to ISNA
to ICNA to MPAC. Islamists have
funded Carson’s career to the tune
of tens of thousands of dollars. The
Center for Security Policy has put
together a dossier of Carson’s connections to the Muslim Brotherhood. The Brotherhood is the parent organization of many key Islamic terror groups posing a threat
to our national security including al-

Qaida and Hamas. Andre Carson
shared the stage at a CAIR banquet
with Sirraj Wahaj: an unindicted coconspirator in the World Trade Center bombing who had once declared, ‘You don’t get involved in
politics because it’s the American
thing to do. You get involved in
politics because politics are a
weapon to use in the cause of Islam.’ CAIR itself had been named
an unindicted co-conspirator in terror finance.”
While the Democrats were demanding security clearances for
staff members, “three Pakistani
Muslims working for them appear
to have compromised security to an
unknown degree,” he said.
Greenfield asked: “Why were
the Awan brothers, one of whom
had a criminal record, even allowed
to work in such a sensitive position?
How did the personnel suspected in
this case pass background checks?

And was any classified information
compromised as a result of these
alleged breaches?”
3 brothers paid
$160,000 a year, each
The Daily Caller reported that
the staff members were dismissed
from some congressional offices
after the investigation was revealed,
but apparently not from all right
away. And they were being paid in
the range of $160,000 a year —
each.
Politico has reported that the
criminal investigation also involves
allegations the employees stole
equipment and the Center for Security Policy explained it was especially alarmed that Carson was
among the members of Congress
involved, since it has “documented
Carson’s extensive and alarming
ties to the Muslim Brotherhood.”
The Daily Caller noted in a subsequent report that the staff mem-

bers allegedly involved also had
“multiple suspicious mortgage
transfers and a debt-evading bankruptcy.”
One, Abid, “had more than $1
million in debts following a failed
business called Cars International
that he ran in Falls Church, Va.,
from November 2009 to September
2010.”
“It’s unclear how Abid found
time to run an automotive business
while working full time for Congress. He had been on the congressional payroll since 2005. A congressional credit union repossessed
two of his personal cars before the
business folded.”
The report continued, “Abid
filed for bankruptcy in 2012, but
somehow managed to keep ownership of two houses while telling the
bankruptcy court and creditors that
he had no assets with which to pay
them. He signed a sworn statement
that he and his wife, Natalia Soba,
were living apart and needed separate residences.”
The Caller continued, “Abid’s
record includes numerous drivingand alcohol-related legal problems,
including driving with a suspended
or revoked license, court records
show.”
*****
Bob Unruh joined WND in 2006
after nearly three decades with the
Associated Press, as well as several
Upper Midwest newspapers, where
he covered everything from legislative battles and sports to tornadoes and homicidal survivalists. He
is also a photographer whose scenic work has been used commercially.
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Ryan tries to save tax plan
By Alexander Bolton
The Hill
Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) met
with Republican senators Tuesday
afternoon to quell growing opposition to a core element of the House
GOP tax plan, a 20 percent acrossthe-board tax on imports, also
known as border adjustment.
Ryan beseeched the senators to
“keep your powder dry” while
House tax writers hammer out the
details of their plan and prepare to
move it to a vote later this year, according to a GOP source familiar
with the meeting.
Senate Republicans say political
momentum has begun to shift
against the House’s border adjustment tax in recent days.
Walking into the meeting with
the Speaker, Sen. Tim Scott (RS.C.) said of the border tax proposal: It’s “going to be very difficult to get it through the Senate.”
“I think it’s tough,” said Scott, a
member of the Senate Finance
Committee, which has jurisdiction
over tax issues. “The longer it takes
to explain, the harder it is to implement.”
He added that a “20 percent
negative impact when [products
come into the country] means those
who bear the burden the most are
the consumers in the country.”
The dispute over the tax plan
comes at a time when GOP leaders
already face serious internal
struggles over ObamaCare repeal.
If tax reform stalls, the two biggest
items on the legislative agenda
could be in doubt less than a month
into President Trump’s term.
Companies opposed to the border tax say it would make their
products more expensive and have
mounted a lobbying campaign
against it in recent weeks. The
CEOs of several major retailers that
oppose the proposal will be meeting with lawmakers Wednesday on
Capitol Hill.
Sen. David Perdue (R-Ga.), the
former CEO of Reebok and Dollar
General, is spearheading the effort
in the Senate to kill the import tax.
He circulated a Dear Colleague
letter last week stating that taxing
imports “is regressive, hammers
consumers and shuts down economic growth.”
Skeptical Senate Republicans
have become more outspoken in
voicing their reservations about the
House’s plan. And some Republicans in the upper chamber grumble
that the House has raced out ahead
on tax reform without enough input from the Senate.
“It always concerns senators
when they hear the House is going
to send something over to us without thinking through what can get
passed,” said a Senate GOP aide.
Senate Republicans say that
Ryan needed to step in to save the
House plan before opinion in their
chamber turned decisively against
it.
Ryan on Tuesday argued that

keeping the border adjustment tax
would be helpful to getting tax reform passed through both chambers, because it would raise $1.2
trillion in revenue and allow the
overall plan to be scored as deficitneutral, according to two lawmakers who attended the meeting.
By not adding to the deficit,
Ryan argued, the reform package
would be more likely to attract the
support of fiscal conservatives in
both chambers.
He said that moving a fiscally
responsible tax reform package
would likely be more important to
passing it in the Senate, where Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-Ky.) can only afford
to lose two Republican votes.
“He said the Senate is more the
problem because we’ve got to get
50 out of 52 votes. He was saying,
‘You guys have to figure this out,
because we can pass something in
the House but you’re going to have
a harder time in the Senate,’ ” said
one lawmaker.
Senate Republicans plan to pass
tax reform with a simple majority
vote under a special budgetary process known as reconciliation, which
shields legislation from filibusters.
But legislation is not eligible for
protection under reconciliation if it
increases deficits outside the 10year budget window, as stated under the Senate’s Byrd Rule, named
after the late Sen. Robert Byrd (DW.Va.).
It’s essential that tax reform
meets the budget rules, because few
if any Democrats are likely to support it.
Ryan said that House Republicans’ plan would use dynamic scoring to assess the budgetary impact
of tax reform, a process that takes
into account greater economic activity spurred by lower tax rates.
While that scoring method will
predict a smaller impact on the deficit than the traditional static scoring model — which does not take
into account the stimulating effect
of tax cuts — Ryan warned that it
would not be enough to keep the
legislation deficit-neutral.
“There could be $200 billion to

$1 trillion in additional revenue
from behavioral changes,” said one
GOP source.
Dynamic scoring anticipates that
tax cuts will encourage people to
work more because they will get to
keep more of their income. Under
this model, the deficit impact of
slashing tax rates would not be as
severe as projected under a static
model that assumes unchanging
behavior.
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (RTexas) is counting on revenue from
the border tax to cover the rest of
the cost of cutting income and corporate tax rates.
Sen. Rob Portman (R-Ohio),
who has worked with Senate
Democratic Leader Charles
Schumer (N.Y.) on tax reform,
praised Ryan’s presentation as persuasive.

He said, “Tax reform could bring
so much money into the economy.”
“Paul’s presentation was very
effective. He has a unique ability
to combine the details with the big
picture,” Portman, a member of the
Finance panel, added.
AshLee Strong, Ryan’s spokeswoman, said it was a “productive
conversation.”
“Speaker Ryan was happy to
update Senate Republicans on our
progress on ObamaCare repeal and
replace, and tax reform,” she said.
“We look forward to continue to
work closely with our colleagues
across the dome.”
But the GOP conference remains
divided over the House tax plan.
Another member of the Senate’s
tax-writing committee, Sen. John
Cornyn (R-Texas), the secondranking member of the GOP leadership, said after meeting with Ryan

that he still has concerns.
“He’s certainly an effective advocate, but I can’t tell you whether
any minds have been changed,” he
said. “I’m still a question mark. I
talked to a group of people from
Texas today, from San Antonio, and
I said the two things that concern
me the most about the Texas
economy are the negotiation of [the
North American Free Trade Agreement] and the border adjustment
tax.”
Sen. Jim Risch (R-Idaho) said
after the meeting, “I’ve got a ways
to go before I decide what I’m going to do,” adding, “There are good
people on both sides of this issue.”
Sen. John Thune (S.D.), the
third-ranking member of Senate
GOP leadership, told reporters that
he’s “keeping an open mind.”
He said he has reservations because he wonders whether the U.S.
dollar is going to strengthen enough
to offset the added cost to consumers of taxing imports.
He said Ryan, with whom he’s
served in the House, has been twisting his arm in recent weeks.
“He’s been trying,” he said.
But Perdue and a new coalition
of businesses opposed to the border tax, Americans for Affordable
Products, which includes more than
100 companies, are working the
other side just as hard.
“I’m talking with everybody that
will listen to me about the border
adjustment tax because I think it’s
a bad idea,” Perdue said.
CEOs from several major retailers in the coalition allied with Perdue are meeting with lawmakers
Wednesday, including Target, Best
Buy, Gap and JC Penney.
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The Corporation of Public Broadcasting and its
office of Inspector General is a shadow organization
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Editors Note: Las Vegas Public
Radio, Inc. KIOF-LP 97.9 FM has
asked the Institute for Justice based
in Arlington, Virginia to join its lawsuit against CPB saying that, “the
CPB has impermissibly erected a
barrier to the Community Service
Grant Benefit (CSG).”
On August 20, 2016, Las Vegas
Public Radio KIOF-LP 97.9FM
reached out to the Office of Inspector General for help, an independent
audit, and to investigate LVPR’s
complaints in determining funding
for fiscal year 2016. The OIG did
not reply to LVPR’s request for
waivers and a status report update.
So much for transparency. This is

not indicative of the mission or
goals of the OIG and casts a shadow
of doubt on the validity of the office since, “OIG’s mission is to promote the efficiency, effectiveness,
and integrity of CPB initiatives and
operations, including the stations
CPB serves.”
“The CPB is a nonprofit corporation that serves as the steward of
the American people’s investment
in public media and provides leadership to the public media system.
CPB’s Office of Inspector General
is an independent organization
within CPB that supports public
media by promoting accountability
in and providing oversight of CPB
operations and the initiatives CPB

funds. OIG conducts independent
audits, investigates complaints, and
makes recommendations on how
CPB and its initiatives could be
conducted more effectively and efficiently, and how to avoid fraud,
waste, and abuse. The OIG is a team
of auditors and other professionals
who independently evaluate CPB
operations and the initiatives it
funds. As required by the Inspector
General Act, the Inspector General
is selected by the CPB Board of
Directors and reports to the Board
and to Congress.”
The CPB claims, “Its core values are integrity, whereby all OIG’s
work must be fair, balanced, and
credible.

The decisions means the company will only offer individual plans in 156 counties in 11 states.

Humana to drop out of
ObamaCare end of 2017

By Jessie Hellman
The Hill
Health insurance company Humana announced Tuesday that it would
leave the ObamaCare market in 2018.
The insurer said it would offer plans through 2017, but that the market
has not stabilized enough to participate next year.
Humana said it was losing money from taking on too many sick people
without enough healthy people to balance the pools.
The decision came after Humana scaled back participation and raised
premiums, among other changes.
“All of these actions were taken with the expectation that the company’s
Individual Commercial business would stabilize to the point where the
company could continue to participate in the program,” the company said
in a statement.
“However, based on its initial analysis of data associated with the
company’s healthcare exchange membership following the 2017 open
enrollment period, Humana is seeing further signs of an unbalanced risk
pool.”
“Therefore, the company has decided that it cannot continue to offer
this coverage for 2018. Through the remainder of 2017, Humana remains
committed to serving its current members across 11 states where it offers
Individual Commercial products. And, as it has done in the past, Humana
will work closely with its state partners as it navigates this process.”
Humana scaled back its exchange participation to 11 states and 156
counties in 2017, down from 1,351 counties in 19 states the previous
year.
The withdrawal will have a big impact in Tennessee, where it is the
only exchange insurer in several counties.
Humana is also one of only two insurers in dozens of counties in states
like Mississippi and Georgia.
The move comes as other insurers worry about the looming ObamaCare
repeal push in Congress.
While Humana did not cite repeal as a reason for dropping out of the
marketplace, other insurance companies have warned that they might
withdraw if lawmakers don’t move to stabilize the market.
Earlier Tuesday, Aetna and Humana called off a planned merger after
a federal court ruling last month blocked the deal.

Excellence, whereby the OIG
does its best in all activities and
follows professional standards.
Collaboration, whereby OIG seeks
and values input from each other
and all stakeholders.”
The CPB goals, “are to provide
timely and quality products that
benefit CPB initiatives and operations, promote effective working relationships with Congress, the CPB
Board, management and stakeholders and to promote excellence in
OIG”.
Since silence is golden and indecision is a decision, Las Vegas
Public Radio has no other choice
than to reach out to the U.S. Attorney General and the U.S. District
Court to distinguish the CPB’s corrupt system of discriminatory, confiscatory and exclusionary practices
and policies of the CPB, which are
despicable. The OIG is supposed to
investigate complaints regarding
possible wrongdoing, wastefulness,
abuse, and fraud. But, who at the
OIG is managing who, when it
comes to the CPB’s wrongdoing,
wastefulness, abuse and fraud?
LVPR claims that the OIG and
staff continue to “milk” the U.S.
Taxpayers via fraud, abuse and concealment of information regarding
the very funds they are to distribute to others and their violation and
trust doesn’t mean anything to
them.
The total lack of communication
in a fair and timely manner of any
status update is unbusiness-like and
indicative of an unnecessary

bloated bureaucratic agency. It is
also apparent that millions of dollars meant to help new public radio
stations were squandered by CPB
on excessive salaries, rent and other
luxuries.
Since ethics and rules of Professional Responsibilities at the CPB
are deplorable, LVPR in its suit
names Inspector General Mary
Mitchelson. According to LVPR the
CPB has used the program as a
“cash cow” for every expense imaginable, while all but stopping admitting new stations. That is the textbook definition of waste and abuse.
The need for funds by large Community Service Grant (CSG) grantees (whose sustainable liquid cash
assets have increased substantially)
should have plummeted from 2010
to 2016. Still the CPB continues to
spend millions in administrative
expenses to shore up nothing, other
than crawl back marketable securities and investment opportunities
using taxpayer funds to pay the
freight.
The CPB For Public Broadcasting which is a private corporation
funded by the American Taxpayers,
doles out funding to sustain larger
stations already in their “good ole
boys” system, who have sustainable
liquid cash assets and shouldn’t
even be in the Community Service
Grant (CSG) pool (by giving them
annual “rubber stamped” free corporate welfare and waivers and
projects to circumvent their own
requirements), but excludes new
Low Power applicant stations to
accomplish the same.
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RadioTribune Lineup
Chris Garcia,
The Conservative American

“Chris Garcia, The Conservative American,” is a daily radio
show streamed on RadioTribune.com Monday through Friday
1:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. You can also Google the show and watch
on YouTube.
The show is hosted by Chris Garcia and has daily guests on
the show touching on a variety of topics. Those topics include
politics, religion, veterans’ affairs, and many other social issues of the day. The show welcomes people of all different
backgrounds and encourages vigorous debate.
We have an open microphone policy that encourages people
to call into the show live 702-983-0711 from 1:00 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. PST and join the live debate. You can also call 702-7519955 and talk to Chris or one of our producers and tell us what
you think of the show or set up a date to be live in studio or call
in to do the show.
We welcome businesses of Las Vegas and all over Nevada
to advertise on our show. We have the most competitive rates
of any radio station.
If you want to hear a non-politically correct show, “Chris
Garcia, The Conservative American” is the show for you. We
look forward to you watching and listening to the show and
will appreciate all feedback.
*****

“Open Mic”

Every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:00 a.m., Gordon Martines
hosts “Open Mic,” a popular RadioTribune.com show. The AntiCorruption Coalition of Nevada is the basis for and theme of
“Open Mic.”
Gordon Martines was a career police officer with 39 years
of on-the-job Law Enforcement experience. Past cases involving Kevin Daley, Trayvon Cole and a variety of other coveredup criminal cases, and a billion dollars worth of missing taxpayer money, are discussed in depth and at length on the show.
Martines spent four years as police officer with the Hermosa
Beach Police Department before moving here and resuming
his police career in Las Vegas as a Detective in the Robbery/
Homicide Bureau, retiring from the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department after 36 years of police service.
The amount of corruption and cover-ups by executive Police Administrative officers witnessed by Martines inside the
department led to his decision to contest the good ol’ boy’s
club and run for Clark County Sheriff three times against what
he knew were almost insurmountable odds.
“Open Mic” carries the voice the LVMPD does not want
you to hear, yet it is always there, every Tuesday and Thursday
at 11:00 a.m. on www.radiotribune.com. Tune in!
*****

“Face The Tribune” was established as a voice for the
people of Las Vegas and is the
only news platform where
judges, city councilmen, local
businessmen and women, as
well as Mr. or Ms. Local Citizen, can voice their opinions
and share the issues that pertain to Las Vegas.
The show’s host, Rolando
Larraz, has been a journalist
in Clark County for over 50
years. He has been a fixture in
the community and a highly
respected publisher who has
covered local news and events
in Las Vegas since the mid-

’60s. For stories and information not available anywhere
else in Las Vegas, tune into
“Face The Tribune” Monday
through Friday at 12:00 noon.
*****

“The Heard”

This much-needed new
show will be broadcast Monday through Friday on
Radiotribune.com, 2 p.m. to 3
p.m. with host Clark Feeley
with special call-in numbers:
702-493-5222 and 800-8332345.
We all know about the
“problems” we face today; we

want you to call in your solutions to those problems. If you
see it as a problem, we want
your solution! Our system will
catalog both the problems and
the solutions and keep a tally,
matching up similar solutions
with each other. These tallies
will then be sent to officials
with the suggestion that they
pay attention to the voice of
the voters, both those who
voted them in or those who
can send them packing with
their vote for another.
If your vote counts, then
your voice needs to be heard!
*****

Tune in to
RadioTribune
www.RadioTribune.com
Call-In Lines:
(702) 493-5222 or (800) 833-2345
Tune in and listen to those who will tell you the truth,
and nothing but the truth. You’ll discover different
personalities and hear different opinions, but when it
comes to the facts, you’ll always get the truth from us!

“Face The Tribune”

Face the Tribune is heard every Monday through Friday at
12 noon, hosted by Rolando Larraz.
For the last five years “Face The Tribune” has been the premier show for interviews with politicians, civil service workers, government officials and activists, and a voice for those
everyday citizens who needed to air their legal grievances. The
Las Vegas Tribune newspaper has been a part of the Las Vegas
community for over 18 years and is the only independent newspaper in Clark County.

Call in your solutions
Host Clark Feeley
Monday thru Friday • 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Call-in numbers: (702) 493-5222 and (800) 833-2345
716 S. 10th Street • Las Vegas, NV 89101

Open Mic

Tune in
today

“The People’s Voice
of Las Vegas”

KIOF-LP
97.9 FM

DOWNTOWN PODCAST
217 Las Vegas Blvd N
Las Vegas, NV 89101
(702) 425-4088

with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
Tuesday and
Thursdays
on
RadioTribune.com

Face the
TRIBUNE

‘Face the Tribune’ is hosted
by Rolando Larraz
Monday thru Friday
at 12 noon
on www.RadioTribune.com
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Marijuana profits tainting
our justice system?

It is almost like a pattern in our judicial system; every
prosecutor wants to be a judge and become a judge, regardless of how bad it is and regardless of who the opposition is. Almost everyone sitting on the bench in all
judicial branches was a prosecutor and some are even
still (mentally) prosecutors.
As unlikable as the picture may be in our eyes, we’d
rather see a prosecutor in a black robe than see a judge
being affiliated with a person connected in any way to
the illegal drug industry by owning a distribution point
that, right under the eyes of the state legislators, is known
as a dispensary.
Marijuana remains a Schedule 1 substance under the
Controlled Substances Act. Substances in Schedule 1 are
determined by the Food and Drug Administration to have
no medical use. States that allow marijuana for medical
use or legalized recreational use remain in defiance of
federal law.
That is why we were pleased to see yet another prosecutor come out from the Clark County District
Attorney’s office to join the race for Las Vegas Municipal Court: Cara Campbell, a Nevada attorney who for
two decades has been working for the Clark County District Attorney, and is well liked and respected by her peers.
Cara Campbell is not connected in any way with campaign manager Dave Thomas, who is known in the judicial circles and in the Regional Justice Center as the
judge-maker, but now is also known as a marijuana dispensary owner who is married to Eighth Judicial District Court Judge Nancy Allf.
The newspaper has maintained that judges who cannot be in control of their courtroom and who are afraid
to upset their campaign managers do not deserve to be
sitting on the bench because they are weak wimps that
have sold out, allowing themselves to be told what to do
for the prestige of being called judge or jurist because
they can never be called “Your Honor,” since they have
none.
But added to all that, a person who is expecting to sit
on a judicial bench judging the actions of the defendants
that appear in their courtroom and is connected professionally or otherwise with a person that is profiting from
an illicit business should not be elected to that office.
Just last week this newspaper, in this same editorial
space, explained the evolution and the risk that a judge
takes by associating with people that are involved in the
so-called legal distribution of federally illegal drugs and
the consequences that a sitting judge, like Eighth District Court Judge Nancy Allf, may face by enjoying the
profit from the drugs that her husband, campaign manager David Thomas, distributes and later shares the profits
with her.
“Despite the fact that in Nevada the use of cannabis
(AKA marijuana for many years) has been approved by
state legislation, the fact is that under federal laws, to
possess, cultivate, sell, or distribute any amount (large
or small) of cannabis is illegal” the editorial stated.
We even mention the irony that former Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Detective assigned to the
narcotic unit for many years, David Kallas, is now a proud
owner of a marijuana distribution point, as well as former
judges and some elite members of our community —
people who at one time have prosecuted, judged, criticized and publicly despised marijuana possession and
consumption but who now ignore the same federal law
that some of them so emphatically defended.
We are not going to tell these judges what to do because after all we all live in an almost-free country and
in a society that allows them to be above the law; only
those hard-working individuals, only those average, normal members of our community, are forced to follow
the law; the rest, the elite, the financially and politically
powerful individuals are allowed to be above the law.
But we can suggest those hard-working individuals,
those average, normal members of our community make
sure that they take note of those judges, and perhaps others running for different offices — but specifically a judicial office — and those running for reelection or for
the first time that are connected in any way with campaign manager David Thomas or anyone else directly or
indirectly profiting from the federally illicit marijuana
business, and NOT vote for that candidate or officeholder.
The day that one of us, for one reason or another, has
to appear before any of these justices, they are going to
play the pure, honest card and sentence the defendant
according to the law because they “have to make an example” out of us to cover their hypocrisy.
Think about it, people!

Lawmakers should repeal
football stadium funding

By Thomas Mitchell
gard the Raiders showed our comLawmakers were summoned this
munity partners, particularly UNLV,
past fall to Carson City and asked to
through the proposed agreement,”
pitch in $750 million toward financAdelson said in a statement given to
ing a $1.9 billion domed football stahis Las Vegas newspaper. “It was
dium that would house the Oakland
certainly shocking to the Adelson
Raiders and the UNLV football profamily,” the statement also said. “We
gram.
were not only excluded from the proThe Raiders and the NFL would
posed agreement; we weren’t even
add $500 million to the pot and Las
aware of its existence... It’s clear the
Vegas casino and newspaper owner
Raiders have decided their path for
Sheldon Adelson’s family would tip
moving to Las Vegas does not inin another $650 million.
clude the Adelson family. So, regretSince then Adelson has walked
tably, we will no longer be involved
THOMAS MITCHELL
away from the deal, taking his
in any facet of the stadium discusmoney. He was miffed at the fact the Raiders’ owner sion.”
never told him before hand about a proposed lease
It is high time lawmakers, now meeting in regular
agreement with the stadium authority that legislators session, reconsider the state’s commitment of room tax
created to handle the “publicly owned” stadium.
money to this harebrained, half-baked scheme to enThe lease proposal envisions the Raiders paying rich billionaires.
$1 a year in rent, and the team owners pocketing all
Instead of sticking tourists with a 0.88 percent hike
revenue from tickets, events, naming rights, etc., as in the room tax, lawmakers should let them keep that
well as having total control over the use of the sta- money to spend on food, drink and gambling, which
dium by UNLV and the Las Vegas Bowl.
net nearly 10 times as much in tax revenue.
“In addition to being discouraged by the surprise
Now, we are reticent to suggest that the proponents
(See Mitchell, Page 15)
submission, I was deeply disappointed for the disre-

Teaching or indoctrinating
our students?

By Perly Viasmensky
I believe it has been over a year that we have been
listening to the controversial plan to implement reorganizations of the Clark County school system, which
is the largest in the nation.
In my most humble opinion what they have to reorganize is the hiring process and the background
checking process of teachers and employees in general
Lately, we have seen many cases of schoolteachers involved in inappropriate sexual relations with
students, and this is not only in Nevada, it’s all over
the nation. Now teachers are also bringing their political opinions to the classrooms.
In all honesty this is not what we expect our children to learn in school. In the name of anti-Trump
doctrine, the so-called discrimination and the First
Amendment, they are indoctrinating our kids in the
classrooms.
We send our children to school to learn how to
read, write and have a better understanding of mathematics, not to be injected with hate and violence and
insult the position of the president of this great nation

Some months ago a substitute teacher, David Colin,
in Rutherford County, Tennessee was accused of posting inappropriate, threatening comments on social
media regarding President Donald Trump. Colin posted
on Facebook, “the only good Trump supporter is a dead
Trump supporter.” This is plain and simple an incitation to violence.
There were hundreds of thousands of Americans that
did not support President Barack Obama and I never
heard of anyone putting out suggestions of killing
Obama supporters. We waited patiently through eight
years of misery — economically, mentally and psychologically — until we could say good-bye to him.
There was also a psychology professor who teaches
human sexuality at Orange Coast College in Costa
Mesa, California who called Trump a white supremacist and his election “an act of terrorism.”
Professor Olga Perez Stable, who was born in Cuba,
apparently forgot that she came from a country with a
terrorist regime.
“Our nation is divided. We have been assaulted. It
is an act of terrorism,” she told the students.
(See Viasmensky, Page 15)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Scandal in the White House...already?
Say it isn’t so, Donald Trump!

By Maramis
eral, operating in his capacity, would
Scandal in the White House is
either “forget” to tell the VP what he
nothing new. And depending on who
needed to know — no doubt to keep
does the research and what side they
his remarks from looking like someare on, I suppose it can go all the
thing they really were — or, after all
way back to Washington. (And one
his years of trustworthy service to the
can easily look up all the recorded
United States, just decide to buddy
scandals in the White House for all
up to the Russian Ambassador and
the presidents from George to
make himself out to be friend who
Donald J.)
can be trusted to pass on “insider inObviously it might prove to be
formation” to Russia’s benefit, and
interesting reading to check up on
then give a false story to our VP
those early White House scandals,
about what transpired in their conbut no matter how serious — or silly
versations. How could he possibly
MARAMIS CHOUFANI
— those scandals might have been, they can’t hurt us think that what they discussed would never be an isnow, and they are merely part of our colorful history. sue, whether from someone “tattling” on him or by
But to learn, after just a few weeks into our current someone, as they suggested, using it for blackmail
administration, that there may be much scandal mate- purposes.
rial a-brewing — and we don’t mean just the
Flynn’s untruthfulness — whether inadvertent or
untrustworthiness (somehow after much vetting and whatever he might want to call it — was just as unapproval) of General Michael Flynn, who is no longer truthful by any name, and the fact that he carefully
National Security Advisor — is a giant disgrace and a worded the excuse for his lie in his letter of resignasad day for the security of our country.
tion does not make his lie any more acceptable. We all
I’m not sure what the exact nature of that disgrace know he was trying to “save face,” but in the mean(See Maramis, Page 17)
is, but it’s hard to believe that a very experienced gen-
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Mayor Goodman puts her finger on
the air freshener the city needs

By Chuck Muth
If Shakespeare were alive today
he might declare that something is
more rotten in the city of Las Vegas than the state of Denmark —
especially since we’re talking about
garbage.
Republic Services has had the
exclusive monopoly franchise for
trash pickup in Las Vegas for the
last 32 years — since before Lady
Gaga was even born. And now it
wants a 15-year extension — five
years before its current contract
expires — with no competitive bids
being allowed.
Yeah, that, um, stinks.
According to a February 12,
2017, article titled “Republic Services: Nobody else can handle Las
Vegas’ trash,” Nicole Raz in the Las
Vegas Review-Journal writes...
“Waste-management company

CHUCK MUTH
Republic Services of Southern Nevada says no other local haulers
are capable of managing residential and trash and recycling pickup
in the city of Las Vegas.”
But the article itself disputes
Republic’s claim.

Raz notes that Western Elite, a
locally-owned-and-operated waste
hauling company, argues that “if the
city would just give the company
the chance to compete, it could provide the same service and the same
prices without a long-term franchise agreement.”
So why should the city take
Republic’s word for it and rubberstamp a new 15-year monopoly
agreement simply because Republic, which clearly has a self-interest in the matter, claims “no others” can do the job when that claim
is demonstrably not true?
It shouldn’t.
The fact is, as GridWaste.com
reveals, “there are over 20,000
waste companies in the U.S.”
Indeed there are 234 permitted
waste haulers in Los Angeles alone.
And according to a December ar-

ticle in the Los Angeles Times, the
city just awarded seven “trash-hauling contracts worth $3.5 billion as
part of a new citywide waste collection program.”
If L.A. can open the trash-hauling market to seven competitors,
why is Las Vegas restricting its options to just one? Makes no sense.
With so many competitors out
there how can Republic claim with

such metaphysical certitude that it’s
the only company capable of servicing Las Vegas—especially when
Republic isn’t even the largest
waste hauling company in the country?
Indeed, Las Vegas golf fans saw
a blizzard of ads for the largest trash
hauling company last week while
watching the Waste Management
(See Muth, Page16)

President Donald Trump’s Travel Ban

By Mace J. Yampolsky
If it looks like a duck, and
quacks like a duck, it’s obviously
not a Muslim ban, or so Donald
Trump would like you to believe.
Trump signed an executive order
barring immigrants from seven
mostly Muslim countries for 90
days, including Syria, Iraq, Iran,
Sudan, Libya, Somalia, and Yemen.
Trump’s order limited all refugee resettlement in the 2017 fiscal
year from 110,000 refugees to only
50,000. The fiscal year began in
October, and since then, almost
30,000 refugees have been accepted into the USA. The order indefinitely suspended entry of Syrian refugees.
Trump’s goal? To keep out
“radical Islamic terrorists.” His order established a religious test placing priority of Christians and other
religions over Muslims. But again,
this is not a Muslim ban. Interestingly enough, if we think back to
the attacks on September 11, 2001,
those radical Islamic terrorists were
from Saudi Arabia, United Arab
Emirates, Egypt, and Lebanon.
The order does not address Pakistan, the country where Osama
Bin Laden hid for quite some time

MACE YAMPOLSKY
before his capture.
Trump’s Plan 2.0
Although Trump earlier promised that he would deport every undocumented immigrant in the USA,
he has decided that a “merit-based”
immigration system, allowing passage of skilled individuals, is more
reasonable. As Trump artfully explains,
“We’re going to have great
people and people of great talent
coming into our country. And if you
can think of this, some of the Silicon Valley companies want to build
up in Canada, because in Canada,

they’re able to get the people that
they need and they can’t get them
in this country because we don’t
allow them in this country.”
Immigrants
Trump’s plan is far-reaching,
and affects many people, including
legal US residents who come from
the targeted countries and hold
American visas or green cards, and
are returning from a trip abroad. It
also targets people with dual citizenship; for example, an Iraqi seeking to enter the USA on a British
passport.
Refugees
Refugees are people who have
fled violent extremism in their own
country. Most of the refugees to
seek asylum in the USA are women
and children. For example, in Syria,
the country is in the middle of a war,
facing violence from the military
under President Bashar al-Assad,
Russian forces, and Iranian militias.
In Afghanistan and Iraq, many
families who have protected American troops, face potential violence
essentially for treason, as they are
viewed as “collaborators.” For example, Hameed Khalid Darweesh,
an Iraqi interpreter for the Army’s
101st Airborne Division in

Baghdad, was detained in New
York, and only released when two
New York lawmakers traveled to
JFK and demanded to meet with
him. This group, referred to as the
Special Immigrant Visa population,
seeks refuge because of the help
that they have offered the USA.
The Process
Resettlement in the USA is not
as simple as Trump would like you
to think. The process can take a
minimum of three years and involves multiple barriers, including
screenings by the Department of
Homeland Security, the FBI, the
Department of Defense, the State
Department, and the National
Counterterrorism Center and
United States intelligence community. Now how is that for a list of
government agencies?
History
President Jimmy Carter barred
certain Iranians, including students,
tourists, and temporary visitors,
during the 1980 hostage crisis;
however, his policy had several exceptions. Carter’s policy did not ban
immigrants.
The Law
In defending his executive order,
Trump faces several challenges,

both statutory and constitutional.
The statutory challenges come from
law that has been created by Congress. In our wonderful system of
checks and balances, the executive,
aka Trump, is “checked” by the
power of Congress. In addition,
Trump faces constitutional challenges which derive from, you
guessed it, the Constitution.
Statutory Law
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, under President
Lyndon B. Johnson, banned all discrimination against immigrants on
the basis of national origin. The Act
states that no person will be “discriminated against in the issuance
of an immigrant visa because of the
person’s race, sex, nationality, place
of birth or place of residence.” Congress provided a few exclusive exceptions, insinuating that any further exclusions would need to be
codified by Congress, rather than
altered by a court, or perhaps, by
the president.
Trump claims that he is able to
order the immigration ban on the
basis of 8 USC ß 1182(f), a statute
on inadmissible aliens, which
states, “Whenever the President
(See Mace, Page 17)

It’s clearly time to clean up the judiciary

Larry Klayman blasts Muslims, Jewish left, judges who endanger national security
By Larry Klayman
The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit — the most radical far left of all of our federal appellate circuit courts — has just
ruled that the temporary moratorium for 90 days of immigration
from seven predominantly Muslim
countries, including the terroristdesignated state sponsor of terrorism, the Islamic Republic of Iran,
is unconstitutional and must be ultimately ruled invalid in ongoing
legal proceedings.
While this decision was to be
expected, what is most telling is
that, even under the Ninth Circuit’s
reasoning, there are large parts of
President Trump’s executive order
that are clearly constitutional and
thus valid, most notably his temporary moratorium on entering the
United States for persons who are
not citizens or permanent residents.
Even the Ninth Circuit was forced
to admit that non-citizens and nonpermanent residents cannot claim
any constitutional rights.
Of course, the leftist Ninth Circuit strained to find ways to effectively invalidate President Trump’s
entire executive order, throwing the
proverbial “baby out with the
bathwater.” Assisting the threejudge panel with this legal hit on
the president and thus endangering
the national security of you and
your loved ones was an “unholy
alliance” of Muslims, the Jewish
left, a liberal lower-court judge in
Seattle and, of course, the despicable American Civil Liberties
Union (“ACLU”) — a borderline
communist, atheist, pro-abortion,
radical gay, lesbian and
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transgender, pro-illegal immigrant
and anarchist public interest group
that many years ago even supported
neo-Nazis who wanted to march
provocatively and incite deadly violence in Skokie, Illinois, a town
with a large Jewish population. Incredibly, the ACLU is predominantly composed of leftist Jews,
with just its latest president, Susan
N. Herman, being a member of the
tribe.
While I expected this from the
ACLU, which, as a conservative
Jew and patriot, I have fought tooth
and nail throughout my legal career,
what was really the most troubling
was the collaboration between
Muslim and leftist Jewish groups
who intervened before the Ninth
Circuit by filing amicus curiae
briefs, as I had for Freedom Watch
Inc. Specifically representing Muslim interests that would like to open
the floodgates on immigration from
these predominantly Muslim countries were the Islamic Medical Association of North America, Mus-

lim Advocates, National Arab
American Medical Association and
the Network of Arab-American Professionals. Representing so-called
Jewish interests — the following
groups thankfully are not representative of mainstream Jewry — were
the despicable Anti-Defamation
League, or ADL, and the Jewish
Federation of Greater Seattle, or
JFGS.
Many years ago, I had my own
personal experience with the ADL
when I asked its then president,
Benjamin Foxman, for support to
seek review of unethical misconduct by an anti-Semitic federal
judge in Los Angeles, one William
D. Keller. Foxman turned me down,
ostensibly because Keller’s fellow
federal judges in L.A. would appear
at ADL fundraisers to help the
group line its financial coffers. As I
write in my autobiography,
“Whores: Why and How I Came to
Fight the Establishment” (which is
still in print and available at
Amazon.com
and
BarnesandNoble.com), at the time
the ADL relished going after the
premier American Jew hater and
bigot Louis Farrakhan and his Nation of Islam, but would not help
me overturn a ruling that Keller had
made over my representation of
Jews and other minorities in a case
before him, because attacking
Farrakhan raised “beacoup” money
for the organization. This assessment did not come from me at the
time, but former Attorney General
Ramsey Clark, who had also unsuccessfully asked for support from the
ADL regarding another antiSemitic ruling by Judge Keller.

So here you have it: The Muslims, leftist Jews and their groups
and the ACLU teaming up to gut
President Trump’s executive order
that was intended to protect the
American people from infiltrating
Islamic terrorists, who place Jews
at the top of their hit list. Coupled
with this, of course, was the leftist
bent of the lower-court judge,
James Robart, who initially blocked
the implementation of President
Trump’s temporary 90-day ban to
construct a plan to extremely vet
immigrants from the seven predominantly Muslim countries.
After Judge Robart’s initial ruling, where he issued a temporary
restraining order, President Trump
rightfully criticized him for his blatantly political action. In response,
The Donald was himself severely
criticized, even by his own Supreme Court nominee, Neil
Gorsuch, who had met with the dishonest Democrat Sen. Richard
Blumenthal (another leftist Jew),
and leaked that Gorsuch has apparently called the president’s statements “demoralizing” and “disheartening.” This criticism by
Judge Gorsuch is regrettably typical of the judiciary. Rather than
owning up to their own improper
actions, the “establishment judicial
club” circles the wagons and protects itself. While Freedom Watch’s
Judicial Selection Strike Force Coalition endorsed Judge Gorsuch, I
did comment in interviews that he
is a card-carrying member of the
judicial establishment, even if he
commendably is a strict constructionist in the mold of the late
Antonin Scalia.

President Trump’s criticism of
the politicization of the judiciary
was correct and a welcome disinfecting breath of fresh air to its viral intellectual dishonesty. That his
own Supreme Court nominee
would undercut him is regrettable,
but not the issue. The president,
working with our Judicial Selection
Strike Force Coalition (see
JudicialSelectionStrikeForce.org or
FreedomWatchUSA.org), must
now make it a top priority to nominate to the bench judges who are
independent and respect the rule of
law. I am confident that the commander in chief, now given his latest personal experience with the
lawlessness on the federal bench,
will have even increased resolve to
work with me and others to find
these jurists, who are necessary to
protect Americans not just from the
tyranny comprised of the unholy
alliance of Muslims, leftist Jews
and the ACLU and others, but from
the tyranny of the other two
branches of government.
It is time that we cleaned up the
judiciary, which has largely, with
few exceptions, become a cesspool
of personal interest and lawless
wrongdoing when it suits their leftist agendas. The latest Judge Robart
and Ninth Circuit outrages, endangering our national security, are just
the latest example of “judicial tyranny.”
*****
Larry Klayman, founder of Judicial Watch and Freedom Watch,
is known for his strong public interest advocacy in furtherance of
ethics in government and individual
freedoms and liberties.
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Return to the Scene of the Crime
By Norman Jahn
Yesterday, I returned to visit Las
Vegas for the first time in nearly
five years, but there was no parade.
Darn! I cannot explain the surge of
emotions that I felt while seeing the
valley and landing at McCarran —
returning to the scene of the crime
that deprived me of my career. I had
flown into Las Vegas so many times
before — including twice in 1982
when I got a two-for-one flight deal
through Republic Airlines to complete the LVMPD testing process.
Those were days of true idealism
while are now long gone!
After a total of 21 years serving
with Metro, I moved away in May
of 2012. I was terminated by the
LVMPD and was already teaching
at a University, but had to return to
complete a two-day arbitration
hearing where I challenged my termination. I then had to wait until
August to get the decision (also
known as an ‘Award’) of the arbitrator (Ross Runkle from Portland,
Oregon). How could I have ever
known how badly the poor guy
would be bamboozled? My attorney notified me by email in August
as I was traveling and I was totally
shocked!
In February of 2012 Metro had
proposed a ‘settlement’ where I
would be allowed to resign and
have ‘truthfulness’ allegations removed from my record. In their
words, “The Department will remove the sustained internal truthfulness finding from Jahn’s record.
The external truthfulness (non-terminable) regarding his communication with his Captain and Lieuten-
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ant will remain.” There were seven
other paragraphs in the proposed
settlement which amounted to what
I called a ‘Gillespie Gag Order’
(Sheriff Doug Gillespie allowed
this all to happen).
I shared the proposal letter from
Metro’s ‘Tricky’ attorney with a
well-known member of the
LVMPD (who had campaigned for
sheriff and who was still working
for Metro). That person’s response
was, “I say NO WAY... They have
no case and they know it. Otherwise, they would never have offered anything. Take them all the
way.” COURAGE NEVER QUITS!
Keep in mind that this was three
months before what turned out to
be my two-day arbitration hearing.
In sharing the gag order, I noted
that Metro was free to use more taxpayer money on employment cases
(which are often bogus, arbitrary,
and retaliatory) and employees simply can’t compete. They either have

union representatives that are coopted or they get kicked out of the
Police Managers and Supervisors
Association (PMSA) like me. Most
of us just don’t have the money to
pay private attorneys (although I
know many other offices have tried
the same course of action in the past
five years).
The bottom line is that I lost my
21-year career because of unverified claims that I was on the other
side of the street. In April of 2011 a
pretender with captain’s bars named
Todd Fasulo, listened to ‘weasels’
at the Enterprise Area Command
and had Lt. Hans Walters write a
‘contact report’ which I immediately disputed. It instructed me to
not leave my patrol area to conduct
follow-up investigation without
notifying my supervisor and the
dispatcher. Over two months later,
on June 30, 2011, I did cross I-15
and turned southbound on Valley
View. I saw another patrol car and
I pulled up next to an officer and
chatted. Believe it or not (I still
can’t believe it and neither can
many others) this is how my career
ended. It was certainly a lesson
learned for me — they will do whatever it takes to destroy their own
employees! When they target you
they will terminate you and they
will take their chances on an arbitrator. I’m almost certain that even
they did NOT expect to prevail (terminating a career of a police supervisor for crossing the street) and
then calling it ‘truthfulness’ at all
times!
The ‘rest of this story’ is that on
July 5th (after Fasulo had con-

ducted a week-long investigation
interviewing multiple other employees) he pulled me into an interview which completely violated
the Police Officer’s Bill of Rights
(a state law). I denied leaving my
area to conduct follow-up investigation. He said I denied ever leaving my area. That is their ‘untruthfulness’ (but only because he was a
‘captain’ and I was a sergeant). The
only other witness to the meeting
was Lt. Hans Walters, who is now
dead. I was terminated for allegedly
being ‘untruthful’ about crossing
the street — that is an absolute fact!
The ‘YOU LIE YOU FLY’
policy was debated between Bill
Young and Randy Oaks during their
respective campaigns for sheriff (to
replace Jerry Keller). Young supported it. Oaks was not so enthusiastic and I’m sure he knew that a
lie requires intent and is deliberate
deception which is much more than
a miscommunication or a misunderstanding! COPS DO LIE and there
is usually a reason (intent) to avoid
discipline (for personal or professional misconduct) or to avoid other
negative consequences — which
could even include losing court
cases.
It was alleged that I denied ever
leaving my area during that interrogation on July 5th, but this would
be considered ‘external’ truthfulness. It was a discussion with my
lieutenant and my captain. On the
other hand, when I told the same
story to Sgt. Kelly McMahill later
in July (up in the Internal Affairs
offices) this was considered ‘internal’ truthfulness because I had been
given notice of charges and a union
representative. Unlike Captain
Fasulo, Internal Affairs did follow
the rules for internal investigations!
Had I told McMahill that I
‘misspoke’ on July 5th and that, indeed, I had crossed I-15 and conducted some sort of follow-up investigation then this would have
never been an ‘internal’ truthfulness
case. I would have been disciplined
for allegedly being untruthful to my
supervisors, but NOT while under
‘formal’ investigation. Does this
sound crazy? I denied providing
untruthful information to Walters
and Fasulo on July 5th. I denied

leaving my patrol area to conduct
follow-up investigation. I told the
same story at Internal Affairs and
they jumped on this opportunity to
take away my career. There was
never any evidence of any ‘followup investigation’ by the way — not
even Tricky Nicky Crosby or Bamboozled Runkle (who made
$12,000 for one arbitration) could
ever establish that I violated their
rule — just that I stuck to my story
at the police station and at Internal
Affairs!
Metro and the Clark County District Attorney have what has been
called a ‘Liars List’ (which I am told
they continue to deny) and this has
been revealed in other disciplinary/
court cases and media coverage.
The ‘Truthfulness gods’ claim is
that when an officer has been found
to be untruthful on the job, he/she
is no longer of any value to the police department. The reality is that
under Brady/Giglio (and similar
cases) it is only necessary to disclose this information to the defense
attorney and the court. The ‘court’
and the ‘jury’ will then make
CREDIBILITY determinations on
the police officer as a witness based
on the discipline or alleged allegations/findings of not being truthful!
As I spend this week in Las Vegas and deal with the feelings of bitterness (and keep looking to find a
police car or see a police officer), I
will always know in my heart that I
did not change any story to keep my
job. I told the truth and continue to
tell the truth about Metro and I was
proud to testify in a federal court
trial in Las Vegas in November of
2011 — the same day that I was
TERMINATED! So much for their
‘liars list’ and many of us know who
the LIARS really are and how long
they have been pretending in front
of the public.
Courage never quits!
*****
Norm Jahn served with the
LVMPD for over 21 years and
achieved the rank of lieutenant. He
also served as a police chief in Wisconsin for over three years. Jahn
has been a university professor and
also taught in the criminal justice
program at the College of Southern Nevada for over a decade.

(Continued from Page 13)
“One of the most frightening
things for me, and most people in
my life, is that the people who are
committing the assault are among
us,” Perez Stable added. She is
probably right, people like her. We
send our children to college to earn
an education, not to learn the doctrine of socialism and communism.
Perez Stable not only attacked
Donald Trump, but also Vice President Mike Pence by calling him the
most anti-gay human in the country. Just because she is gay and feels
the right to attack the present administration doesn’t mean the First
Amendment doesn’t protect Mr.

Pence; he is entitled to express his
opinion any way he wants.
As a professor, Perez Stable is
not to take a political position in
class. Her class teaches about sexuality, not Political Science. Teachers, professors and anyone involved
in the education of our children
should be apolitical and refrain
from indoctrinating our youth.
*****
Perly Viasmensky is the General
Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this
newspaper. To contact Perly
Viasmensky, email her at
pviasmensky@lasvegas
tribune.com.

Viasmensky

Sam Boyd, where there are more people on the field than in the stands.
near the campus, when 93 percent of students live off
(Continued from Page 13)
of this stadium deal are so Machiavellian as to have campus? And never mind the problems it might create
plotted this from the start, but... Lawmakers should for air traffic into McCarran International Airport.
A stadium is a liability, not an asset. It is an insanote that there is no stadium price tag in the bill they
passed, and the stadium backers flatly refused to con- tiable maw that swallows tax money in perpetuity.
The Kingdome in Seattle was repaired in 1994, costsider capping public funding at 39 percent of the cost
of construction. It was $750 million or no deal. The ing more than $50 million in 20-year bonds, which were
cost of the stadium when first proposed was a mere paid off in 2015. The stadium was imploded in 2000.
Renovate Sam Boyd Stadium if that is needed and
$1 billion. It ratcheted up from there. What is to stop
the Raiders from building a $1 billion stadium, tap- forget this domed stadium boondoggle. If Adelson can
ping the taxpayers for three-quarters of the tab and take a hike, so can the state.
*****
getting the state to make the estimated $900 million
Thomas Mitchell is a former newspaper editor who
in road improvements needed to access the stadium?
Besides, does UNLV really need a new football now writes conservative/libertarian columns for weekly
stadium, when it can’t fill the one it has? One that has papers in Nevada. You may email Mitchell at
adequate traffic access off a major freeway and abun- thomasmnv@yahoo.com. He blogs at http://
dant parking. Why is there a need for a stadium on or 4thst8.wordpress.com/.

DO YOU NEED AN EDITOR?
Have you been embarrassed lately when someone pointed
out to you that you misspelled a word in your report or maybe
had a whole sentence all messed up? Have you personally
felt that you could’ve done a much better job on that manuscript
but just didn’t have the time?
Why put off doing what you know you should have done before:
call in an editor! As a word-, sentence-, and document-doctor,
she will fix what needs fixing by adding a little of this or that,
and taking out what shouldn’t have been there in the first place.
Give yourself the luxury of looking your best in print!
Editor-at-your-service@gmail.com. 702-706-6875.
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It isn’t about defeating Trump: “When
you create enemies, you create hell.”
By Robert C. Koehler
“Numerous foreign-born individuals have been convicted or implicated in terrorism-related crimes
since September 11, 2001.”
As Donald Trump sets out to
“protect America,” I dedicate the
words of his explosively controversial proclamation banning people
from seven Muslim-majority countries from entering the United
States, to one of his supporters:
Alexandre Bissonnette, the white
nationalist Canadian who shot up a
mosque in Quebec City a few days
ago, murdering six people and injuring eight others.
Bissonnette is the latest nativeborn lost soul who figured out how
to combine a simmering hatred for
a preselected “enemy” with guns
and ammo and set out to save the
world. He won’t be the last. He’s
part of a burgeoning North American tradition of mass murder that is
fed by racism, war, fear and guns
— a tradition the American government happily exploits but is clueless
on how to address effectively.
“Deteriorating conditions in certain countries due to war, strife, disaster, and civil unrest increase the
likelihood that terrorists will use
any means possible to enter the
United States,” Trump’s executive
order continues. “The United States
must be vigilant during the visa-issuance process to ensure that those
approved for admission do not intend to harm Americans and that
they have no ties to terrorism.”
Trump’s executive order, though
unprecedentedly reckless (this, of
course, is the Trump brand), is nevertheless in sync with the behavior
of past administrations, which in
various ways have set about “protecting” the country by edict, force

Muth

(Continued from Page 14)
Phoenix Open.
Waste Management has been in
business since 1968 and serves
more than 20 million customers in
the United States and Canada —
including in cities much larger than
Las Vegas, such as Los Angeles,
San Diego, Oakland, and Denver.
Oh, and our in-state neighbor to
the north — Reno, Nevada.
So I called Waste Management
this morning and asked the representative I spoke with if the company would possibly be interested
in competing for the Las Vegas’
contract if it was opened to competitive bidding.
Her response: “Absolutely.”
In the RJ article, Las Vegas
Mayor Carolyn Goodman said she’s
“always in favor of competition”
and hopes the city can “find a way
to give others who are struggling
to get a foothold here a way to participate.”
I couldn’t agree more. And the
way to do that is to put the proposed
contract extension out for bid—
what in government is called an
RFP (request for proposals).
That’s the ONLY way to clear the
air and find out for sure if Republic
is, in fact, the best deal out there.
But according to the RJ, “Several Las Vegas City Council members have expressed cold to lukewarm attitudes toward the idea of
putting a solid waste contract out
for bid.”
Why? What are they afraid of?
Indeed, what does the city have to
lose by simply exploring the possibility of opening the market to a
little competition — just like how
the taxi industry has been opened
to competition from Uber?
Time certainly isn’t a factor,
since the current contract isn’t even
up for another five years.
And “buy local” isn’t a factor
since Republic isn’t a local company (they’re based in Phoenix).
The fact that Republic Services
has never had to compete for the
millions upon millions of dollars
coming from Las Vegas residents
is the very definition of “crony

lems. The killings that permeate the
country are almost entirely domestic in nature.
Focusing on an outside enemy
is sheer, blatant avoidance of reality. And the seven countries whose
residents have been banned — Iraq,
Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Somalia
and Yemen — have not been the
home to anyone implicated in a ter-

rorist act on U.S. soil.
As the New York Times reports,
Most of the 9/11 hijackers “were
from Saudi Arabia. The rest were
from the United Arab Emirates,
Egypt and Lebanon. None of those
countries are on Mr. Trump’s visa
ban list.” However, as a number of
observers have pointed out, either
Trump himself or members of his

administration have business ties to
many of the exempted countries.
What a coincidence.
So the Trump presidency will be
one of testosterone-spewing righteousness, perhaps quietly commingled with business interests.
Outrageous as this is, what bothers
me the most about his actions so far,
(See Koehler, Page 17)

By Joel F. Hansen
In response to the letter the Nevada Democratic Party confessional
delegation has sent to Governor
Sandoval asking for the removal of
the Pat McCarran statue, The Independent American Party of Nevada
supports this request on one condition: In order that we show no favoritism or be hypocritical, that we
at the same time remove all mention of the man who made this statement:
“I have no purpose to introduce
political and social equality between the white and black races.
There is a physical difference between the two which, in my judgment, will probably forever forbid
their living together on the footing
of perfect equality; and inasmuch
as it becomes a necessity that there
must be a difference, I, as well as
Judge Douglas, am in favor of the
race to which I belong having the
superior position.” Abraham Lincoln October 13, 1858.
After we have finished erasing
all mention of Abraham Lincoln,
we should then tear down the White
House, because Mrs. Obama made
mention of how hard it was to wake
up each morning in a house built
by slaves. Moving through our

JOEL F. HANSEN
Capital City we should get rid of
the Washington Monument as well
as the Jefferson Memorial because
both were slave owners. The bodies of our brave military heroes
should then be removed from Arlington Cemetery because their
souls cannot rest in peace on land
once owned by Robert E. Lee. And
all mention of the Democratic Party
will have to be censored, because
it was the pro slavery party with
thousands of KKK adherents.
Is the absurdity of removing the
McCarran statue clear enough yet?
Next we’ll have to implode the
pyramids because the Egyptians

enslaved the Jews.
We are a Country with a rich and
diverse history, filled with the high
ideals of liberty under God, and yes,
a history with a less worthy side,
but selectively erasing our history
leaves us vulnerable to repeating its
darker side. We must remember that
this country was founded by decent
men and women, who, like all of
us, weren’t perfect and they, like us,
were products of their times.
Though not perfect, Pat McCarran
was one of the greatest U.S Senators in Nevada history. Can we not
celebrate what our predecessors
accomplished in spite of their limitations and short comings and learn
from their mistakes at the same
time?
If we continue down this slippery slope, eventually there will be
no statues of anyone in the US capitol, because it is possible to find
fault with any historical figure. This
revisionist history, this madness,
must stop. But if we must continue
this hypocrisy, let’s start by banning
all reference to Barack Obama’s
mentor, Harry Reid.
*****
Joel F. Hansen is of the Chairman Independent American Party
of Nevada

Clooby makes no distinction between LEGAL immigrants and ILLEGAL immigrants. At best, that’s
intellectually dishonest.
And does this guy really believe
that every casino, bar, hotel and restaurant in Las Vegas is staffed by
illegal immigrants? What a
‘shroom.
Indeed, what this “guest column” was really all about was a notvery-subtle way to tell voters why
he thinks he’s so great and would
be a wonderful candidate for governor.
Clueless Clooby also basks in
the self-reflected glory of being a
time-share titan — putting him right
up there in the minds of many
people with telemarketing
scammers. Yeah, that’s gonna be
fun to sell on a campaign bumper
sticker.
But Clueless Clooby’s real boner
was in declaring that “sanctuary
city” was “more of a term of art”

than a “legal designation.”
“Term of art”? What a ‘shroom.
This guy’s gubernatorial campaign is already jokeÖand he hasn’t
even launched it yet.
Meanwhile, over in Clark
County where all seven elected officials are Democrats...
“Clark County Commission Vice
Chair Chris Giunchigliani has announced that she will be working
to make Clark County a designated
Sanctuary Community. A Sanctuary
Community is a municipality or local government community that has
adopted a policy of protecting unauthorized immigrants by not prosecuting them for violating federal
immigration laws and by ensuring
that all residents have access to city
services, regardless of immigration
status.” — The Now Report, 2/6/17
Maybe Clueless Clooby should
run for Clark County Commission
instead of governor.
*****

Woman’s Right to Choose?
Not So Fast...
According to CNN, “A new Arkansas law allows husbands to sue
wives to stop abortion.”
Feminists always say “it takes
two to tango” in making a baby. As
such, they’re constantly hitting up
the guy for child support. But if it
takes two to tango and the guy is
the one who will be on the hook financially, shouldn’t he have a say
in the decision — including if he
wants the child the woman wants
to abort?
This is gonna be a fascinating
fight. And feminists do NOT hold
the moral high ground on this one.
*****
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outreach, a non-profit public
policy grassroots advocacy organization and publisher of
NevadaNewsandViews.com. He
may be reached by email at
cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.

Save McCarran, Save Our History
ROBERT C. KOEHLER
and moral righteousness. That is to
say, they have refused to look inward, instead blaming the country’s
problems on “the enemy.”
In its shoddy recklessness, the
Trump ban has generated unprecedented defiance from the U.S. judicial system and protests from concerned citizens across the country.
Hallelujah for that. I continue to
believe that the hope this new, nonelected administration offers to the
country and the future is its ongoing, unintentional exposure of what
we have always done wrong.
Awareness is the precondition for
change.
And the executive order has
been subjected to devastating critiques: “The order is a priceless recruiting tool for ISIS and similar
movements, because it so easily fits
their narrative that the United States
is the enemy of all Muslims,” David
A. Martin writes at Vox. Trump has
set about to create consequences
that are the opposite of what he says
he’s doing.
Furthermore, foreign-born terrorists are, in any case, virtually the
least of America’s security probgovernment.”
It stinks like rotten eggs.
The Las Vegas City Council can
put an end to this.
And it should.
*****

Cloobeck reveals self to be a
clueless on Sanctuary City
We’ve all heard of “Fake News”
(see: CNN), but a liberal time share
salesman named Steve Cloobeck on
Tuesday introduced us all to the
concept of “Fake Guest Column.”
Clueless Clooby, a 2018 Democrat candidate for Nevada governor,
used the Las Vegas Sun to scribble
a campaign ad disguised as an oped. In it he attacked Las Vegas
Mayor Carolyn Goodman for accurately pointing out recently that Las
Vegas is not a sanctuary city. Said
she was sowing “fear and paranoia.”
For some reason, Clueless
Clooby thinks simply pointing out
this fact is somehow anti-Hispanic
— which is just stupid. Especially
since the part Clueless Clooby left
off was Goodman’s statement in the
same tweet that she supports “a
pathway to citizenship.”
I don’t agree with her on this
point. But how in the world can you
slam someone for being anti-immigrant who supports a pathway to
citizenship for illegal immigrants?
It’s just... stupid.
As was his grammatically-challenged response when Her Honor
issued a statement pointing out how
ridiculous his Fake Guest Column
was...
“Our city, our county, and our
state is built on immigrants. You
would have no state. Every casino,
bar, hotel, and restaurant would be
closed. Is that what you want? If
you don’t want a sanctuary city,
maybe you should resign.”
What an ‘shroom.
Like most lefties, Clueless

Maramis
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(Continued from Page 13)
time he put our VP in the position
of perpetuating, however shortlived, the untruthful story that
Pence had believed.
How many times have we heard
someone tell us that such and such
must be true because they heard it
from an impeccable source? Is that
not the reason why many journalists rush to be first to get a story
out there, even before it’s been confirmed and all the blanks have been
filled in? Yet apparently many politicians opt for not only not telling
the “story” while taking all the
credit they can get for whatever
they do tell, whether it’s an outright
lie or they just applied a little Truthshaping.
Would anyone really want a
National Security Advisor who was
going to be untruthful to his own
government? How in the world can
any president or vice-president deal
with national security when they
are not dealing with the truth, and
even more particularly, the whole
truth? And after he lambasted
Hillary for a security breach during the campaign and then lying
about it, saying that if he did onetenth of what she did that he would
be in jail, he went and got himself
into that persona non grata position
with his own president and then
quickly opted for writing a letter of
resignation. (Those who put themselves into positions where they
have to apologize, or apologize and
explain themselves, and choose to
do it in writing, usually have the
best of letter-writers helping them
word that letter just right.)
Here is Gen. Flynn’s wellcrafted letter of resignation, on
White House stationery. Note how
he “explained” his “deception”:
February 13, 2017
In the course of my duties as the
incoming National Security Advisor, I held numerous phone calls
with foreign counterparts, ministers, and ambassadors. These calls
were to facilitate a smooth transition and begin to build the necessary relationships between the
President, his advisors and foreign
leaders. Such calls are standard

practice in any transition of this
magnitude.
Unfortunately, because of the
fast pace of events, I inadvertently
briefed the Vice President Elect and
others with incomplete information
regarding my phone calls with the
Russian Ambassador. I have sincerely apologized to the President
and the Vice President, and they
have accepted my apology
Throughout my over thirty three
years of honorable military service,
and my tenure as the National Security Advisor, I have always performed my duties with the utmost
of integrity and honesty to those I
have served, to include the President of the United States.
I am tendering my resignation,
honored to have served our nation
and the American people in such a
distinguished way.
I am also extremely honored to
have served President Trump, who
in just three weeks, has reoriented
American foreign policy in fundamental ways to restore America’s
leadership position in the world.
As I step away once again from
serving my nation in this current capacity, I wish to thank President
Trump for his personal loyalty, the
friendship of those who I worked
with throughout the hard fought
campaign, the challenging period
of transition, and during the early
days of his presidency.
I know with the strong leadership of President Donald J. Trump
and Vice President Mike Pence and
the superb team they are assembling, this team will go down in history as one of the greatest presidencies in U.S. history, and I firmly
believe the American people will be
well served as they all work together to help Make America Great
Again.
Michael T. Flynn, LTG (Ret)
Assistant to the President/National Security Advisor
Will we ever know what really
happened with Gen. Flynn and the
Russian Ambassador? Will we ever
know what the real relationship is
between Vladimir Putin and our
President? Will we ever know everything we want to know about

(Continued from Page 16)
with the Muslim ban being perhaps
the most blatant, is their same old,
same old quality. Trump is just another powerful fool declaring to his
people who the enemy of the moment is.
And finally it comes down to
this: When you create enemies, you
create hell.
To wit: “Of the victims, he said,
‘They prayed beside us and they
were shot in the back because they
prayed.’”
This is a co-founder of the Quebec City mosque, quoted in the New
York Times. Why am I suddenly
reminded of Dylann Roof, who two
years ago murdered nine members
of the Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church in Charleston,
S.C., after having sat for an hour
with his victims in prayer? Indeed,
they had welcomed him into the
church that evening.
American mass murders have
increased exponentially since the
1960s (and have now, apparently,
crossed the border into Canada). If,
as has been the case on a few occasions, the killer has an Arab name,
the crime is quickly labeled an act

of terrorism and the killer’s possible
ties to nefarious organizations are
hunted down. But if the killer is just
an ordinary American (most likely,
a white guy), he’s gauged to be a
loner, acting on his own, utterly free
of context.
But this is never the case: The
motive for mass murder — the killing of strangers en masse — is always the same as the motive for
war: to get rid of symbolic representatives of “the enemy,” whether
the enemy is the personal concoction of a troubled mind or the collective creation of a racist society.
The enemy is always, conveniently,
“not me,” and therefore easy to dehumanize. And the solution always
amounts to taking the enemy out,
i.e., waging war. And doing so always leaves consequences in its
wake that become grounds for the
next war.
How do we create a governing
structure that understands this? This
is the task at hand. It’s bigger than
defeating Trump.
*****
Robert Koehler, syndicated by
PeaceVoice, is a Chicago awardwinning journalist and editor.

Koehler

what goes on behind closed doors,
or between leaders of powerful
countries?
Scandal may be brewing, or it
may all blow over...for now. But
Trump’s presidency is just beginning. What will yet come to light
in the next 75 days?

Not everyone — as is quite evident — is happy with our current
president, but he’s very likely to be
ours for at least the next four years.
Let’s at least hope and pray that he
can pick the best possible advisors to help him make the most
out of his chance to make

America great again!
*****
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column
in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis,
email
her
at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.

(Continued from Page 14)
finds that the entry of any aliens or
of any class of aliens into the United
States would be detrimental to the
interests of the United States, he
may by proclamation, and for such
period as he shall deem necessary,
suspend the entry of all aliens or any
class of aliens as immigrants or
nonimmigrants, or impose on the
entry of aliens any restrictions he
may deem to be appropriate.”
Constitutional Law
The U.S. Constitution prohibits
discrimination based on religion.
The Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment, as described by
the ACLU, explicitly [prohibits] the
government from “explicitly disapproving of one religion and implicitly preferring others.”
The First Amendment also protects freedom to practice religion,
as well as freedom of speech and
other cultural associations.
The Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause guarantees that the government cannot categorically ban a
person until the government proves
why they should lose that right. In
this sense, Due Process guarantees
that a person has the fair and reasonable opportunity to defend himor herself.
The Courts
Most recently, the issue was
raised by the state of Washington.
Washington sued in federal court on
behalf of its citizens.
The district court ruled in favor
of Washington on the procedure,
specifically over the issues of
whether the state had the power to
sue on behalf of its residents, and
whether the “halt” that it sought was
a temporary restraining order
(easier for the state of Washington
to prove, involves less interaction
with the federal government, is also
more temporary) OR an injunction
(more difficult for the state of
Washington to prove, more interaction with the federal government,
requires allowing the federal government the opportunity to defend
the injunction; however, the result
is more permanent).
The government appealed the
district court’s decision to the Ninth
Circuit, which heard the case last
week. The Ninth Circuit held that
Washington DID have the power to
sue on behalf of its residents, as the
Muslim ban affected many of its
citizens and students, and also held
that it was a temporary restraining
order, rather than an injunction.
Translation: Trump got trumped! At
this point, Trump decided to Tweet
his little heart out, “See you in
Court,” to which judges everywhere
rejoiced, because guess what,
JUDGES WORK IN COURTS.
Who doesn’t love a short commute?
The Ninth Circuit and other
courts were ready to hear the case
on the merits when a judge on the
Ninth Circuit appealed sua sponte,
aka, of its own volition (without
Trump asking for it), for an en banc
rehearing. This means that a panel
of judges on the Ninth Circuit
would rehear the same issues that
have already been discussed.

Although this may sound like a
loss for the state of Washington, it
could be, in fact, a blessing in disguise. Why you ask? This will provide the state of Washington and
friends more time to collect evidence on the merits of the issue...
to find more facts that prove
Trump’s Muslim ban has in fact
harmed citizens. Because the Ninth
Circuit may hear the issues again,
the temporary restraining order will
be extended throughout the litigation. That is to say, that under a temporary restraining order, the halt on
the Trump Muslim ban could only
last 14 days, whereas if the court is
litigating the issue, the halt could
last for a month, if not longer.
Additionally, compared to other
circuits, the Ninth Circuit is relatively liberal. After all, it represents
the same group of people who have
“jokingly” suggested forming their
own country. West Coast, best
coast?!
International Ramifications
Trump has yet to prove his prowess as far as international policy is
concerned. That being said, his current actions have international bodies like the UN a “little” concerned.
Past Presidents
Although George W. Bush and
Barack Obama stood firm against
terrorism, both presidents made it
very clear that their intent was not
a war on Islam.
In many instances, Bush made
clear to distinguish between the Islamic faith, and the terrorists, who
he described as acting outside of Islam. In 2002, while at a roundtable
meeting, Bush stated, “”All Americans must recognize that the face
of terror is not the true faith — face
of Islam. Islam is a faith that brings
comfort to a billion people around
the world. It’s a faith that has made
brothers and sisters of every race.
It’s a faith based upon love, not
hate.
Trump and His Big Mouth
In contrast, Trump has been very

translucent about his distaste for the
Muslims.
Conclusion
Whether Trump’s immigration
ban is a Muslim ban will eventually be decided by the courts. This
marks the first major hang up in
Trump’s plans as president. Although the public has been criticizing and protesting his actions since
the day he entered the office, a
battle in the courts will force Trump
to put his money where his mouth
is.
Trump may speak the rhetoric of
“America this, America that”; however, as many have pointed out, his
actions have been anything but
American. I think we can all remember that famous Clueless
quote,
“So like, right now for example.
The Haitians need to come to
America. But some people are all,
‘What about the strain on our resources?’ Well it’s like when I had
this garden party for my father’s
birthday. I put R.S.V.P. ’cause it was
a sit-down dinner. But some people
came that like did not R.S.V.P. I was
totally buggin’. I had to haul ass to
the kitchen, redistribute the food,
and squish in extra place settings.
But by the end of the day it was,
like, the more the merrier. And so
if the government could just get to
the kitchen and rearrange some
things we could certainly party with
the Haitians. And in conclusion,
may I please remind you it does not
say R.S.V.P. on the Statue of Liberty! Thank you very much.”
So Donald, how ‘bout some extra place settings?!
*****
For more information regarding
Nevada laws, or if you feel your
rights have been violated, please
call Mace Yampolsky & Associates.
Call or text us at (702) 385-9777.
We are available 24/7 for emergencies. If you need help, CALL NOW
before it is too late. We can help!

Mace
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Hilhaven Lodge: Best blends of
three generations of whiskey
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
I received an invitation to celebrate the
Las Vegas launch of The Hilhaven Lodge, at
Sinatra’s Restaurant- Encore, in the Wynn
Hotel.
Choosing a whiskey brand could be difficult until you taste the best! Whiskey aficionados will welcome The Hilhaven Lodge
entrance into the industry.
I interviewed Douglas Kragel, National
Educator for North American Whiskey with
Diageo to understand The Hilhaven Lodge.
Kragel explained, “Hilhaven Lodge is distilled in three different states. This is a blend
of three distinct straight whiskeys from three
states and three generations: Straight rye
whiskey from the 1980’s in Indiana; Straight
Tennessee whiskey 1990’s, from Tennessee;
Straight Kentucky Bourbon from the 2000’s.
All of these are blended together to make this
great product Hilhaven Lodge. The art of
blending for us is creating an opportunity to
pull the best qualities from every category
and put them together. The art of blending is
probably the hardest job that comes to the
spirit industry and the least recognized job.
This is more laborious in general, as far
as putting it together takes a lot of research,
a lot of trials and takes longer.”
Hilhaven Lodge is a resurgence of blended
whiskey which is a traditional category
within the United States. When you think
about blended whiskey, it was popular in the
40’s and 50’s and is now popular again. We
are leading the charge for blended whiskey
to come back 100 percent.
Hilhaven Lodge is inspired by a physical
place, Hilhaven Lodge, a Hollywood iconic
home, now the home of famed director and

Interview with Douglas Kragel, National Educator, North American Whiskey,
Diageo Reserve. (Photo by Sandy Zimmerman at party)

partner of Hilhaven Lodge Bret Ratner, an
icon in the Hollywood industry. Before
Ratner, Hilhaven was home to Ingrid
Bergman and other Hollywood icons.
Hilhaven became a safe haven for these icons
to be themselves within the Hollywood industry.
It is a feeling of taste, a feeling of old
Hollywood, luxury and being yourself. The
whiskey itself is bringing to life the art and
craftsmanship of blending whiskey.
Hilhaven Lodge is also 80 proof, in the
world now where a lot of people are drinking very high proof whiskey 100 proof, 110,
Hilhaven is very big, very bold. Hilhaven
Lodge is like a welcoming break of all of the
big, the bold and appreciate the craftsmanship that goes into this.
It comes down to being a distinct blend
of straight American whiskeys, and the inspiration of the lodge itself. It is not very
often that you see a blend of a brand inspired
by the heritage of a place as opposed to a
brand creating their own heritage. We came
to it from a different angle. I think this is a
refreshing and interesting way to look at
Hilhaven Lodge.”
For information about where to buy
Hilhaven Lodge, about Hilhaven Lodge, history and recipes, please see their website:
www.thehilhavenlodge.com
Award winning Sandy Zimmerman is a
syndicated columnist, Show and Dining reviews, travel, cars, health, luxury and more.
Sandy is talk show host of the Las Vegas Today Show programs and Discover the Ultimate Vacation. If you want to suggest topics
for articles or have SUGGESTIONS, call
702-515-0846
or
email
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com.

Businessman, casino and resort developer Steve Wynn, Owner of Wynn Hotel and Encore Hotels seen with
famed Hollywood director and partner of The Hilhaven Lodge Bret Ratner (Photo by The Hilhaven Lodge)

The Hilhaven Lodge- Highball
(Photo by The Hilhaven Lodge)

The Hilhaven Lodge- Old Fashioned
(Photo by The Hilhaven Lodge)

The Hilhaven Lodge Smash
(Photo by The Hilhaven Lodge)
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Diana Ross delivers phenomenal opening night of ‘The Essential
Diana Ross: Some Memories Never Fade” at the Venetian Theatre

This Week
in Las Vegas
By Mike Kermani

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
Diana Ross, one of the world’s
greatest entertainers, took the Venetian Theatre stage for an unbelievable opening night of “The Essential Diana Ross: Some Memories Never Fade” on Wednesday,
Feb. 8.
The highly-anticipated show began at 8 p.m. as a curtain was
whisked away and revealed Ms.
Ross walking onto the stage in a
spectacular, glittering turquoise
dress and boa. The diva opened the
show with the 1980 top hit “I’m
Coming Out,” followed by “More
Today Than Yesterday” and the
Motown hit “My World Is Empty
Without You.” A six-piece band and
three backup singers joined Ross as
she called out to the crowd, “If you
know these songs, you gotta sing
along,” as fans cheered with excitement.
In between songs, the superstar
stopped the music to welcome her
granddaughter, Callaway Lane, 4,
onto the stage with her two young
friends. Ross introduced the children to her fans, “This is my granddaughter Callaway and these are her
best friends.” Ross then addressed
the band, “We need to do a dance
song so these kids can dance a
little,” before performing “Upside
Down.” They were also joined on
stage by Ross’ youngest daughter
Chudney Ross.
During the performance, Ross
invited two lucky fans onto the
stage who danced, hugged and took
a selfie with the music icon. The
crowd danced and sang along with
the starlet as she performed the
Michael Jackson hit “Ease On
Down The Road” and Billie
Holiday’s “Fine and Mellow” and
“Don’t Explain.”
Ross closed out the show with
chart-topping songs “Ain’t No
Mountain High Enough” and “I
Will Survive.” A standing ovation
welcomed the star back onto the
stage for an energetic encore of “All
We Do Is Win” a mix between “I
Will Survive” and Ross’ interpretation of DJ Khaled’s hit single “All
I Do Is Win.”
Ross will return to The Venetian
Theatre stage on Feb. 10, 11, 14,
17, 18, 22, 24 and 25 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at venetian.com.
*****
AUREOLE AT MANDALAY
BAY TO HOST WINE
SPECTATOR’S TOP WINES
OF 2016 CELEBRATION
Aureole at Mandalay Bay Resort
and Casino will hold a celebration
featuring more than 40 of Wine
Spectator’s top 100 wines of 2016
paired with selections from the
reimagined restaurant’s tasting
table menu on Friday, March 3 at
6:30 p.m. Chef Charlie Palmer and
Mandalay Bay Director of Wine
Harley Carbery invite guests to experience highly rated and limited
allocation wines paired with progressive American cooking in an
energetic cocktail reception format.
Live music by popular Las Vegas
crooner TJ Tyler will set the tone
as wine lovers mingle with Chef

Palmer, Carbery and a number of
winemakers.
To purchase tickets visit
Mandalay Bay’s event page.
Tickets are priced at $100 plus
tax and gratuity. Guests must be at
least 21 years of age to attend.
Recognized every year since
2000 with Wine Spectator’s esteemed Grand Award, Aureole Las
Vegas is known for its expansive
3,000 bottle list and signature wine
angels that ascend the four-story
wine tower nightly to retrieve
bottles for guests, along with its
newly unveiled 48-item by-theglass list. In homage to Aureole’s
dedication to creating remarkable
wine experiences, Carbery sourced
a number of exclusive bottles from
Wine Spectator’s esteemed list for
the occasion. The list rankings are
determined by the publication’s
editors, who aim to find the most
exciting and diverse wines, ranging
from emerging labels and regions
to traditional estates exploring new
directions. Selections are denoted
with a number that corresponds to
their list placement and will include, amongst others:
—#2 - Domaine Serene
Chardonnay Dundee Hills Evenstad
Reserve, 2014
—#6 - Orin Swift Machete California, 2014
—#7 - Ridge Monte Bello Santa
Cruz Mountains, 2012
—#10 - Hartford Family
Zinfandel Russian River Valley Old
Vine, 2014
—#17 - Merry Edwards
Sauvignon Blanc Russian River
Valley, 2014
—#24 - DuMOL Syrah Russian
River Valley, 2014
—#30 - Mollydooker Shiraz
McLaren Vale Carnival of Love,
2014
—#31 - Tenshen White Central
Coast, 2015
—#37 - Cayuse Syrah Walla
Walla Valley Cailloux Vineyard,
2013
Earlier this year, Palmer unveiled his new vision for Aureole,
featuring fresh, inviting dÈcor and
a menu that encourages sharing and
social interaction. New dishes that
have quickly become hits will be
served as passed hors d’oeuvres and
at action stations throughout the
dining room. Menu highlights will
include:
—Lion Fish Ceviche Tacos
topped with Aji Amarillo — a fullbodied South American chile, coconut, ginger and lime crema
—Whole Roasted Sturgeon
Wellington served with caviar, and
brlÈed BÈarnaise sauce
—Raclette Fondue a variety of
seasonal cruditÈs topped with
warm cheese melted in a cast iron
skillet right before guests’ eyes
—Beef and Octopus Carpaccio
a uniquely presented appetizer in
which octopus is served inside
slices of tender beef carpaccio and
served with zesty gremolata and
brioche
—Cheesecake Three Ways a trio
of creamy cheesecakes made with
brie, blue and cheddar cheeses
*****

MARCH LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT GILLEY’S
SALOON, DANCE HALL
& BAR-B-QUE AT
TREASURE ISLAND
Gilley’s Saloon, Dance Hall &
Bar-B-Que features live country
music with a cover charge ranging
from $10 to $20 on select performance dates. A schedule of upcoming acts is below.
For further details, please visit
www.treasureisland.com.
March
1 at 9 p.m. CJ Simmons
2 at 9 p.m. New Frontier
3 at 10 p.m. New Frontier
4 at 10 p.m. New Frontier
8 at 9 p.m. CJ Simmons
9 at 9 p.m. Scotty Alexander
10 at 10 p.m. Scotty Alexander
11 at 10 p.m. Scotty Alexander
12 at 9 p.m. Easy 8’s
15 at 9 p.m. Voodoo Cowboys
16 at 9 p.m. Chancey Williams
17 at 10 p.m. Chancey Williams
18 at 10 p.m. Chancey Williams
22 at 9 p.m. Easy 8’s
23 at 9 p.m. Rob Staley
24 at 10 p.m. Rob Staley
25 at 10 p.m. Rob Staley
27 at 9 p.m. Trent Harmon —
102.7 The Coyote Concert
29 at 9 p.m. Sam Riddle
30 at 9 p.m. Chad Freeman
31 at 10 p.m. Chad Freeman
*****

HARD ROCK HOTEL &
CASINO LAS VEGAS
EXPANDS DYNAMIC
CULINARY PORTFOLIO
WITH ENTICING NEW
OYSTER BAR
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las
Vegas expands its dynamic culinary
portfolio with the addition of Oyster Bar, led by distinguished Executive Chef Bradley Manchester. The
16-seat, full-service restaurant and
bar will fuse fresh oysters, seafood,
produce and rich pan roasts with
contemporary flavors as well as offer top-shelf, premium libations and
beer. The new dining destination is
now open.
“We’re confident Oyster Bar
will be a great addition to our lineup
of signature restaurants,” said Jody
Lake, chief operating officer at
Hard Rock Hotel. “We are eager to
welcome the multi-talented chef,

Bradley Manchester, and are looking forward to serving Las Vegas
visitors and locals alike.”
Located next to the high-limit
gaming Dragon Salon in the HRH
All-Suite Tower, the eatery occupies approximately 752 square feet
with a completely new design and
structure.
“I’m excited to take on the challenge of this new concept and explore the possibilities with this type
of cuisine,” said Manchester. “We’ll
be using regionally-sourced ingredients to ensure the freshest, highquality seafood and fare.”
Oyster Bar will offer daily lunch
and dinner menus from Chef
Manchester’s acclaimed signature
dishes including:
Calamari “Fries” — fried
calamari with Sriracha aioli, sweet
soy, crushed peanuts and chives.
Fried Oysters & Pickles —
served with homemade buttermilk
caper sauce.
Classic Pan Roast — a choice of
shrimp, crab, lobster or a combination of all.
Curried Coconut Seafood Stew
— served with jasmine rice and
pickled chilies.
Shrimp & Grits — New Orleans-style barbeque shrimp, served
with sharp cheddar and andouille
sausage grits.
Fish & Chips Loup De Mer —
crispy fish, served with malt vinegar aioli and a strong cocktail
sauce.
Prior to joining Oyster Bar,
Chef Manchester was the founder,
chef and owner of downtown Las
Vegas’ Glutton; oversaw the culinary program for five restaurants at
Red Rock Casino, Resort & Spa;
and served on the opening culinary
teams at The Cosmopolitan of Las
Vegas, Caesars Palace Las Vegas
Hotel and Casino and the Renaissance Las Vegas Hotel.
Oyster Bar will be open seven
days a week; Sunday through
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
and Friday through Saturday from
11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
*****
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper. He writes a weekly
column in this newspaper. To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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A Sweetheart of a
Valentine Luncheon

By Ima Noyd
Las Vegas Tribune Special Reporter
Photos by Dave “Bananas” Williams
and Lorraine Thompson Sardelli
There was nothing unlucky about the Thirteenth Annual FIORE Valentine Luncheon,
that is for certain. In fact, they were lucky
enough to have as the special guest, Television Host and Actress, JJ Snyder (http://
www.ktnv.com/news/jj-snyder-joins-themorning-blend-as-co-host ). Ms Snyder, a
newcomer to Las Vegas, has not only embraced our community, but found the best
place to be on the second Thursday of every
month; having a terrific time with the Non
Club Club FIORE.
The crowd of over 100 attendees listened
with rapt attention as JJ discussed her move
to Las Vegas and her role as one of the hosts
of the popular Morning Blend on Channel 13.
Her warmth and charm were infectious as she
engaged the crowd with Trivia and a Q&A.
As with all luncheons the stage at the Italian American Club was host to Gary Anderson and the Enamored Chocolate Hearts Ensemble. There was music, singing and as always, laughter. JJ Snyder graced the stage
with Nelson Sardelli and Len Indelicato singing a little back-up and later, the lovely Kaye
Wade Hicks lent her talent to the afternoon.
All the ladies in attendance received
chocolates and a rose and everyone enjoyed
a terrific lunch. For more information about
this amazing group of friends please visit:
www.nonclubclubfiore.com and click on the
About Us page
Next month’s luncheon is already causing an enormous buzz. The event will feature the Italianization of Wayne Allyn Root
(http://rootforamerica.com/) .

Charming and charismatic JJ Snyder brought fun and gaiety to the meeting.

My comic Valentine... “Is your figure less than Greek, is your mouth a little weak....”

Norm and Arlene Ivans. Great to have you back.

The Duke of Fremont Street and Commoner,
but loved, Lou Toomin.

Paul and Lana Crupi. Great FIORE supporters.

FIORE founder, Nelson Sardelli and
his “personal wife,” Lorraine Thompson Sardelli.

Love knows no age. Walther and Barbara Niblock.

New and welcomed FIORE members, (left and right) Sharon and Carl Schwartz
with brother and sister Barry and Susan Heifetz (center).
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A Sweetheart of a Valentine Luncheon

How cool it is to have a non club club named after you.
Syl and Nick FIORE.

Gina Ruk Braude, Lena Walther and Chris Hall.

Janette Girard, Rosemary Della Ratta, JJ Snyder and birthday girl Maxine Gaines.

Phil Carlino, a major FIORE supporter, always
contributes generously to the traditional gift giveaways.

First Lady and President Roweana and Ronald Hale.
Their official badges were hacked by the Russians.

“When the moon hits your hits your eyes like a big pizza pie, you’re in trouble.”
“Oh no, they can’t take you away from me, no”
JC Enzer and Len Indelicato.

The silvery lining couple.
Donave Stanley and James Hatland.

Ambassadors Ann Parenti and Mimi Williams,
always favorites at the FIORE.

JJ Snyder receives the FIORE “Survival Certificate.”
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Amargosa Opera House:
Life Celebration of Marta Becket

By Marianne Donnelly
Las Vegas Tribune
“The walls of this theatre and I
dedicate these murals to the past —
without which our times would
have no beauty.”
This quote from Marta aptly
sums up her cornerstone philosophy which underscored all she created at Amargosa Opera House:
ballet, murals, paintings and more.
Preserving and promoting classic
ballet, dance, music and painting
techniques was her raison d’Ítre.
Her Life Celebration took place
Friday, February 10, 2017, exactly
49 years, to the day, of her first performance at AOH. Fittingly, that
night’s sky was graced with an
eclipse — a full moon and a passing meteor!
So many poetic synchronicities
were part of her life at Death Valley Junction, California (the ghost
town 40 miles from Pahrump, NV
that she ultimately bought from
Borax Corporation); whenever a
great crisis gripped her delicate
balance, someone would show up
in her life — seemingly out of “the
blue” — to befriend her. One such
person was Hank Humphreys, who
became a long-time friend, and
spoke of how he literally parachuted into her town quite by accident and became a dear friend since
that first encounter decades ago. He
is now part of a team scrambling
to restructure the Board and Trustees to correct missteps that might
affect future viability of the Opera
House if not rectified in the next
few weeks. He and others voiced
confidence that all will be resolved
toward keeping Marta’s vision and
legacy-mandate intact and alive.
Marta’s ethereal, elegant, and
deeply intelligent nature was a
complement to her rock steady determination, steel trap memory and
grit against challenges that would
wither lesser souls. With that, her
exacting perfectionism and unbending sense of control may have
unwittingly caused some of the
present managerial turmoil.

“Waiting Room at Train Station” painting by Marta Becket 1965
Her Celebration was glorious for
the overflowing crowd who enjoyed hearing her voice on tape,
seeing film-clips of her earlier
years, and hearing colorful reminisces from long-time friends,
while harp, cello and piano pieces
were played.
A new on-site museum displays
her elaborate hand-created costumes, with pictures and descriptions of the works from which they
came.
The Café, now open regularly,
served eclairs and espresso to hundreds. Marta left instructions shaping her celebration to include giv- Momento each attendee received

placed for all to enjoy, making the
gathering very personal and welcoming.
Another interesting serendipity
is the path of two ballerinas who
migrated here in the last few years,
each resonating with Marta’s style
and discipline.
Jenna McClintock assiduously
replicated such Becket pieces as,
“Romance,” “Kewpie Doll,” and
“Gossip.” She also added homage
to Slavonic folk dancing, and created her own pieces, “Dream
Weavin’” and “Bailar” to a series
of performances praised by Marta.
Jenna McClintock eventually
discovered the nearby hot-springs
artist community at Tecopa and decided to build her own Teatro el
Grande, complete with Big Tent (as
in “olde tyme” traditions). The
evening after Marta’s Celebration,
Jenna’s Tecopa, CA show highlighted her own style of dancing and
pantomime. Her troupe included
musicians, magician, hoop-dancer
and sideline clown. She thoughtfully included a poem for Marta,
“She Walks Alone” by Christopher
Alain, in her inaugural show.
Meanwhile back at Amargosa,
ballerina Hilda Vazquez, originally
from the Dominican Republic,
brings to AOH a ballet style long
admired by Marta, the Cuban tech-

nique, best described by works from
Alicia Alonso. Hilda danced as
Marta enjoyed the performance
from the audience the night before
she passed away.
Marta collaborated with many
over the years and recently with two
grand ballerinas who now go forward bringing discipline, joy and
inspiration to future admirers.
Brava, Marta! We see you dancing in the whirling sands of the colonnade and courtyard just as in your
painting of your spirit in the hotel
lobby.
Marta wanted a copy of “The
Waiting Room at the Train Station”
painting (1965) to be present at her
Celebration. To me, it speaks about
the infinite passage of time and
sharing realms known and unknown, even as we sit anonymously
by each other — perhaps as other
universes look on... What do you
see?
The Amargosa Opera House,
Death Valley Junction, CA (from
Pahrump, NV, take Bell Vista off
route 160). Always call ahead (760852-4441) for reservations for performances on Saturdays at 7 pm and
Sundays at 2 pm. deathvalley
junction.backstage@gmail.com.
Cafe and hotel accommodations
available.
Gas up in Pahrump. Bring your
camera and forget your clock.

at Becket Celebration

ing each attendee a glass momento!
Her will is in the hands of her
lawyer, Michael DeLee, who was
gracious to all asking the question,
“Will the shows keep going?”
Yes, “the show must go on,”
against mudslides, an aging foundation, challenging finances, rapidly rotating staff, competing goals,
lack of dependable wifi, and the
innumerable challenges of the
desert location.
Fred Conboy, a successful professional fundraiser and art aficionado, has been there for Marta for
at least fifteen years and is the only
person I could find that would speak
about the challenges pending with
AOH non-profit. He left me feeling that he is determined to meet
the looming deadline to bring certain fees and compliances up to date
with the California attorney general
now involved.
Thoughtful touches, from her
favorite flowers, photographs and
personal items, to heirloom roses
that actually had deep aroma, were

Jenna McClintock’s Teatro el Grande of Tecopa, CA
By Marianne Donnelly
Las Vegas Tribune
Tecopa, California is about 40 miles from
Pahrump and a million miles from civilization. No easily accessed wifi. No street lights.
No noise. No pollution. No stores. Why go?
You go for healing mineral hot springs,

peace, pace, sky, micro-brewery, three amazing restaurants, sweet overnight accommodations, and most importantly, the people. And
now, there is joyous “Teatro el Grande,” created by Jenna McClintock and friends, bringing professional, inventive, “olde tyme” entertainment reminiscent of innocent bygone

Jenna McClintock and Kayla Thomas under the big tent

days, with ballet, pantomime, sweet lovable
clowning, fire dancers, hoop dancers, inventive musical instruments like the TerraPan (a
bit like a steel drum, but more melodic), all
under a big white tent.
A word about perseverance and teamwork
here — I watched their crew work the canvass of the tent onto the poles in the gusting
steady 35 mph wind. I was so pleased for
them; by showtime the night turned moonlit
and calm.
As you come up over the hill the tent is
aglow against the star-laden sky with the
promise of peace and community, which is
the underlying motivation for this troupe.
The current cast includes Jim Furlough,
Jim Matson, Amy Noel, Kayla Thomas and
founder Jenna McClintock.
Original pieces evoked whimsy, beauty,
playfulness, youth, mirth and magic.
After, the reception in Tecopa Hot Springs
Resort’s Gallery brought together many from
the community to enjoy art and laughter.
Amy Noel showed us the sculpture,
“Circle of Life, “ by Eino Romppanen , and
told us the sale of it will help fund future theatrical presentations within the Tecopa community, through Teatro el Grande.
Next performances will be in May and
again in Autumn. In the meantime, go to
Tecopa Hot Springs for a peaceful stroll, a

soak, or a few days of desert beauty that can’t
be described but can be experienced by everyone. Enjoy.

Joyful Clown
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Our Norm gets his high
school diploma — at long last

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
This story about Las Vegas columnist Norm Johnson appeared in
the Feb. 8 edition of the LA Times
by Maureen Magee
The judge’s ultimatum came 67
years ago: Enlist in the military or
face juvenile detention for repeatedly skipping classes at San Diego
High School.
Norm Johnson gladly joined the
U.S. Air Force in April 1950. Even
after he was deployed to Asia to
fight in the Korean War, Johnson
was sure he wouldn’t miss San Diego — save for the sports and judo
lessons, which the slight 17-yearold took at his father’s urging.
The ensuing decades were a blur
of unbelievable jobs and encounters with dignitaries and celebrities
— bodyguard to Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, backup dancer to Elvis
Presley in “Jailhouse Rock” and
racing cars with James Dean,
among them — that Johnson chalks
up to smarts, luck and timing.
After amassing personal experiences that could rival Tom Hanks’
character Forrest Gump in the 1994
film, Johnson will receive what he
describes as an important accolade
Wednesday when he gets an honorary diploma from the San Diego
County Office of Education and
Operation Recognition Veterans
Diploma Project.
Why after all those years, all
those experiences, does that sheepskin matter to Johnson?
“I was surprised that it actually
does matter to me this much,” said
Johnson, 83. “It will legitimize my
life.”
While stationed in Tokyo,
Johnson said, he was assigned as
one of 16 elite bodyguards to
MacArthur after a colonel learned
of his black belts.
“He would speak to us, but nothing personal,” Johnson said of the
five-star general who ultimately
was fired by President Truman.
“We were like Secret Service, hidden in a crowd because he wanted
to be seen. He felt Japanese people
needed to know Gen. MacArthur
was not afraid.”
Both Presley and Dean were
“cool,” Johnson said. “Elvis liked
to talk about judo. We talked a lot.”
Johnson went on to study journalism at San Diego Junior College,
now San Diego City College, before getting a job covering sports
for the Alhambra Post-Advocate in
Los Angeles County. He was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize for his
accidental coverage of the 1965
Watts riot after giving a friend from
the Los Angeles Police Department
a ride from Dodger Stadium “to a
developing disturbance.”
“We got there and a crowd was
surrounding this telephone booth,
where a reporter from UPI was trying to call in a story,” Johnson said.
“I was getting glass removed from
my face when I called in my story
from a gurney.” He remembers the
opening line of the piece: “I drove
through hell last night.”
Johnson has taken photos with
President Carter, British Prime
Minister Margret Thatcher and
Cassius Clay before he changed his
name to Muhammad Ali.
Now, nearly 70 years after he
bolted from San Diego High, he is
set to receive a diploma from the

San Diego County school board
during a makeshift commencement
ceremony.
“This program was designed to
honor people whose education was
disrupted by war. This really shows
you how important that high school
diploma is to people,” said Nicole
Shina, who oversees Operation
Recognition for the county Office
of Education. “Norm is a perfect
example. He led this colorful life
— not everyone can say they met
James Dean and Elvis Presley —
but this still means so much to him.”
*****
CATCH THE CASH THIS
PRESIDENTS DAY AT
CRAZY HORSE III
Whoever said political parties
aren’t fun clearly hasn’t partied at
Crazy Horse III on Presidents Day.
The award-winning gentlemen’s
club will “make it rain” to honor
George Washington’s Birthday and
the presidents that have led our
country on Monday, Feb. 20.
Guests ordering premium bottles
of Ultimate Vodka, priced at $495,
will receive a complimentary
money gun loaded with $50 worth
of “Washingtons” to ignite their
club experience. Local residents
will enjoy free admission when using their own transportation and
exclusive VIP packages are available for all by calling 702-673-1700
or
on
the
website
at
www.crazyhorse3.com.

Arrive like a president by taking advantage of Crazy Horse III’s
complimentary limo service, pending availability, on its signature app
or by calling 702-673-1700. The
easy-to-use Crazy Horse III app,
available for download on all mobile platforms, allows users to personalize their experience with features including table reservations,
bottle service packages and dancer
profiles.
*****
INAUGURAL NEON MUSEUM BONEYARD BALL
MARCH 4
Part History. Part Art. Completely awesome!
During this celebration of iconic
Las Vegas, Boneyard Ball guests
will be treated to an exclusive exhibition of signs from the Neon
Museum’s collection that have not
recently been on display for the
public.
Guests will mingle in “grand
Vegas” style enjoying silent and
live auctions, delicious dining and
fabulous entertainment.
Glow Award Honoree: Jan Jones
Blackhurst, executive vice president, government relations and corporate responsibility, Caesars Entertainment
WHEN: Saturday, March 4,
5:30 to 10 p.m.
WHERE: Champagne Ballroom; Paris Las Vegas
COST:

—$500/individual ticket
—$4,000 Silver Table Sponsor
(select seating for 10 plus advertising and promotional consideration)
—$10,000 Gold Table Sponsor
(preferred seating for 10 plus complimentary Gold advertising and
promotional package)
—$25,000 Platinum Table
Sponsor (premium seating for 10
plus complimentary Platinum advertising and promotional package)
—Additional sponsorships are
available. For more information
about tickets or sponsorship, click
here.
For more information about the
Neon
Museum,
go
to
www.neonmuseum.org or call
(702) 387-6366.
*****
M RESORT SPA CASINO
PRESENTS ROCK INTO
SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL
M Resort Spa Casino has
partnered with Gangster to present
Rock Into Spring, a three-day rock
n’ roll music festival taking place
April 28–30, 2017 at M Resort’s
pool.
Howard Weiss, M Resort Vice
President of Entertainment, Daylife
and Nightlife, commented “We are
very excited to partner up with
Gangster on this venture that is sure
to be a huge success. The Rock Into
Spring Festival is a great example
of the new level of entertainment
that M Resort plans to bring to our
stunning property.”
Curtis McKinney from Cranked
Up Live commented, “We’ve already lined up some great bands for
this show; Rock Into Spring will be
an amazing event.”
The festival is hosted by
Cranked Up Live, Yourlisten.com,

The Rocking Comedy Show and
Radio Vegas Rocks and will feature
live performances from over 18
bands, including: Sick Puppies,
Trapt, DJ Lethal from Limp Bizkit,
Gemini Syndrome, Eve To Adam,
Bobaflex, Another Lost Year, Shallow Side, Blacklite District, Cage9,
VYCES, Behind the Fallen, Artifas,
Lola Black, The Broken Thumbs,
QUOR, Silent Theory and more.
Rock Into Spring will consist of
three days of festivities, beginning
on Friday, April 28 with a concert
at M Pool featuring a special guest
headliner, DJ Death Star, Ryan
Stokes from the Broken Thumbs
and much more.
Chris Crane, CEO of Gangster,
commented, “We are so proud and
excited to be hosting Rock Into
Spring at M Resort. The resort offers a phenomenal festival ground,
pool areas and amenities.”
Jay Bird from The Rocking
Comedy Show commented, “M
Resort and The Rocking Comedy
Show are perfect partners because
we both represent Las Vegas locals.
From local bands, singers, comedians. We know Vegas!”
Tickets are on sale now at:
www.RockintoSpring.com
VIP Packages are available and
feature access to the main pool and
DayDream, the pool club at M Resort: http://rockintospring.com/vipexperience/
For M Resort Spa and Casino
room reservations please call:
1.877.673.7678
*****
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Fink, email him at
jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH 2017

An Evening with Ellis “Blusoul” Rice
Hear, Hear for Black History
Storytellers and Songs

By Parker Philpot
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Las Vegas offers many public events that support the educational
and entertainment interests of residents and visitors seeking broader
cultural awareness. During February, Black History Month, and beyond, Las Vegas Tribune supports the exploration and celebration of
early and modern history of Black Americans. It is our nation’s history.
Increasingly, more people desire to delve deeper into their formative years and events or the histories of their family members and
historic Black neighborhoods, exploring a more introspective relationship to Black history and its meanings for one’s own life. It is
vital to understand personal history just as much as studying the
people, places and landmark events that seem larger than life. It’s a
time for stories big and small. Black History Month is a time for
“his story” and “her story” to be read, heard and shared by all.
History told through personal accounts, with enthusiasm and candor, is a fertile ground for learning and gaining insight about self
and others. It’s about storytelling. Hearing each other’s life stories
makes history come alive. Locally, the Las Vegas Clark County Library District is a perfect space for some of those insightful stories
to be told and heard.

By Parker Philpot
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Ed Farley
Audience members enjoyed “An
Evening with Ellis ‘Blusoul’ Rice”
this month at the Sahara West Library, 9600 West Sahara, part of the
Las Vegas Clark County Library
District. It was a pleasure to be in
that lively room. The show was entertaining on multiple levels. The
vivid stories he recounted and his
delivery of many of the most popular songs, ever, punctuated storyteller Ellis Rice’s life ‘journey.’ It
was an intimate, guided stroll down
a musical memory lane, all balanced with laughs... lots of genuine, warm laughs.
Ellis is a longtime spoken-word
artist, musician, American history
explorer and works as a special
events technical director-producer,
among many other skills.
He showed through multiple examples how the Black Experience
has always had a soundtrack with
rich “songs of love, loss and liberation.” He told a personal story and
walked his guests through parts of
his experience with anecdotal vignettes about his mother, father, siblings, schoolmates, and teachers
(and there were those tastefully, humorously worded self-revelations
about romance woes in his life).
His life stories, along with the
select songs and snippets he performed, were engaging from end to
end and were successful, helping
others to see music in a new way.
He referred to the inspired creations
of many Black artists as a “coded
language.” He explained that it was
a communications system to express feelings that could not be

openly shared and that had no other
outlet or media streams for mass
delivery.
“Everything we need[ed] to
know [was] in our music,” he stated
and supported his point masterfully.
As an artist who educates and
inspires, he is a guide through history by telling his story. He encourages others to tell their own stories
to add to and clarify American
schools’ tradition of telling a
Eurocentric “his-story,” which too
often has omitted people of color
and women. His wants to correct
any “mis-story” and resolve the
“mystery” of missing history, paraphrasing from a prime theme of the
performance. He blends entertainment and enlightenment, seeing
them one in the same.
At the outset of his performance,
he set the audience expectation
level to high and delivered. He
commanded full attention from his
dramatically delivered walk-on doing an a cappella rendition of Billie
Holiday’s, “Strange Fruit.” The audience was still fully involved as he
wrapped up with “This Masquerade” on the baby grand piano he
played throughout.
Audience participation made every story segment fresh and lively.
His warm, open invitation for everyone to sing along was readily accepted. Voices and clapping joined
in with the rich flow of major hits
and classics that highlighted his
well-woven storytelling about his
family, upbringing and coming of
age as a young Black man in the
racially and socially slanted 1950s
and 60s.
Blues, Soul, Jazz, Funk, Gospel,
Ballads and R&B were skillfully fit

into an approximate sixty-minute
show by one man (plus his eager
audience ‘backup singers’). His
mixed-age, predominantly over-50,
culturally diverse, peer audience
immediately recalled the selection
of songs from the Temptations to
Chuck Berry, Bill Withers to
Muddy Waters, and Smokey
Robinson. “My Girl” and “Tracks
of My Tears” were crowd favorites.
Ellis drew loud applause when
he did a theatrical, stage-ready, oratorical delivery of a Negro spiritual
“Ol’ Man River,” comedically sharing incidents from his college years
at Webster in South St. Louis. He
demonstrated admirably why he
was an honor-winning student of
the arts.
Although it isn’t always easy to
relate certain sobering truths about
American history, while setting the
stage for listeners to challenge their
own patterns of thought and to then
willingly enter open discussions,
Ellis has demonstrated ability to do
just that.
Many recollections from his
childhood to early adult years in his
close-knit St Louis, Missouri neighborhood (his emphasis on the vital
role “neighbors” played in the town
of Kinloch) were hilarious, measured by his guests’ frequent outbursts of laughter and head-nodding
“that’s right” reactions.
There were humorous reminders
about the way things used to be
‘back in the day.’
Shouted “amens” acknowledged
his stories of truth and humor about
the sad ironies of race relations that
still have folks shaking their heads
today.
Some may call his direct ap-

proach provocative. He entered this
performance walking slowly from
a side doorway. He held the microphone as he sang dramatically and
poetically spoke with poignant
pauses between the lines to
“Strange Fruit,” which Billie Holiday sang, lamenting about the tragic
and visually disturbing sights in the
aftermath of Black men and women
who had been killed by lynching.
It was a way to pay respect to
the power of music to evoke feelings that cannot be expressed in
mere words or pictures; to pay homage to the significance of music in
his own life and to show by example how stories in songs are kept
alive, though they might otherwise
be minimalized or omitted from

history books.
When Ellis was given the opportunity to deliver a one-man show,
as a part of the Diversity Program
of the branch that hosted his performance, he expected “about 30...
maybe 40 people,” according to
Scheduling Specialist Gene Smith
of the Sahara West Library. That
number reached 100. Though a confident presenter, Ellis relates well
because of his humility and compassion. That makes for a good storyteller.
When Gene introduced Ellis,
who works for the district, he explained that the show came about
after Ellis mentioned he could “play
the piano.” Gene was surprised to
hear more about Ellis’s performance background.
Gene wants to schedule more
events of this kind and invites anyone interested to email him at
SmithG@LVCCLD.org or call the
Sahara West Library scheduling
office at (702) 507-3631. There’s no
doubt that library visitors value
these types of free events. Last year,
another well-received event featured a bodyguard who worked with
the family of Dr. Martin Luther
King Sr.
“We have an appreciation for the
community... It was our first year
working with Ellis,” Gene said,
adding that he was glad for the positive feedback he’s been getting.
“An Evening with Ellis Rice
‘Blusoul’” was a show worth seeing. We wouldn’t mind having a
sequel long before next Black History Month.
Parker Philpot is a Southern
Nevada-based commentator and
editor. She can be contacted at
philpot@usa.com. Ed Farley specializes in world travel photography at EdFarley.com.
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Alcohol and processed meat
have links to cancer risk

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Cancer Research
The latest 2017 American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR)
Cancer Risk Awareness Survey
concluded:
“Alcohol, processed meat and
other lifestyle habits have clear
links to cancer. Fewer than half of
Americans recognize that alcohol,
processed meat, high amounts of
red meat, low amounts of fruits and
vegetables and not enough physical activity all have clear links to
cancer development. And only one
in two Americans know that obesity is a cause of cancer.”
For years, the public heard how
exercise, fruits and vegetables help
to prevent cancer but hormones in
beef and new UNLABELED genetically modified foods are available in grocery stores even though
they have been proved to lead to
cancer.
Alice Bender, MS, RDN, AICR
Head of Nutrition Programs feels,
“There is a clear crisis in cancer
prevention awareness,” said Alice
Bender, MS, RDN and AICR Head
of Nutrition Programs. “It’s troubling that people don’t recognize
alcohol and processed meats increase cancer risk. This suggests the
established factors that do affect
cancer risk are getting muddled
with headlines where the research
is unclear or inconclusive.
We know a lot of healthy people
do get cancer and sometimes it’s
easier to worry about genes or uncontrollable things rather than your

everyday choices,” says Bender.
“But the research says that being
physically active, staying a healthy
weight, and eating a plant-based
diet has the potential to prevent
hundreds of thousands of cancer
cases each year. It’s a powerful
message.”
AICR estimates that close to one
of three common cancers in the US
can be prevented through diet,
weight management, and physical
activity.

Independent studies have shown
that following AICR’s health recommendations for cancer prevention lowers risk of many cancers
and provides other health benefits
as well.
Alcohol and Bacon: Strong
Evidence, Low Awareness
The survey found that:
—Fewer than four in ten Americans now realize alcohol affects
cancer risk, even as the evidence
with alcohol as a cause of cancer
has grown. The low awareness of
the alcohol-cancer link is especially
concerning given that it has dipped
over the past 16 years, from 42 percent in 2001 to 39 percent today.
—For processed (cured) meats,
awareness of their link to cancer has
increased only slightly over the 16
years, from 32 percent to 40 percent, as the research has grown
stronger.
For simple strategies and steps
to lower cancer risk, AICR Can Prevent campaign includes a free 30day Can Prevent Checklist. Visit
aicr.org/can-prevent for this and
more information on the research.
AICR research has found obesity
links to increased risk of 11 cancers,
including advanced prostate,
colorectal esophageal, postmenopausal breast, ovarian endometrial,
kidney, stomach, liver, gallbladder
and pancreatic cancers. See
infographic: http://www.aicr.org/

learn-more-about-cancer/
infographics/infographic-obesityand-cancer.html
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist, Show and Dining reviews,
travel, cars, health, luxury and

more. Sandy is talk show host of the
Las Vegas Today Show programs
and Discover the Ultimate Vacation. If you want to suggest topics
for articles or have SUGGESTIONS, call 702-731-6491 or email
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com
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CITY BEAT
Las Vegas City Council’s new Chief
Financial Officer takes office Feb. 15
ate Youth Program (USSYP) that
will be held March 4 to 11, 2017 in
Washington, D.C. Mr. Emmanuel
Anthony Berrelleza of Las Vegas
and Ms. Lauren MeiLan Lim of
Reno were chosen from across the
state to be part of the group of 104
student delegates who will attend
the program’s 55th annual Washington Week.
The USSYP was created by Senate Resolution 324 in 1962 and has
been sponsored by the Senate and
fully funded by The Hearst Foundations since inception. Originally
proposed by Senators Kuchel,
Mansfield, Dirksen and Humphrey,
the impetus for the program as
stated in Senate testimony is “to
increase young Americans’ understanding of the interrelationships of
the three branches of government,
learn the caliber and responsibilities of federally elected and appointed officials, and emphasize the
vital importance of democratic decision making not only for America
but for people around the world.”
Each year this extremely competitive merit-based program brings
104 of the most outstanding high
school students — two from each
state, the District of Columbia and
the Department of Defense Education Activity — to Washington,
D.C. for an intensive week-long
study of the federal government and
the people who lead it. The overall
mission of the program is to help
instill within each class of USSYP
student delegates more profound
knowledge of the American political process and a lifelong commitment to public service. In addition
to the program week, The Hearst
Foundations provide each student
with a $10,000 undergraduate college scholarship with encouragement to continue coursework in
government, history and public affairs. Transportation and all expenses for Washington Week are
also provided by The Hearst Foundations; as stipulated in S.Res.324,
no government funds are utilized.
Emmanuel Berrelleza attends
Las Vegas High School and serves
as the National Honor Society
president. Emmanuel is also an
elected Student Council representative, math club vice president, and
the founder and president of his
school’s Model United Nations. He
also founded a nonprofit organization called “Face It” which strives
to help struggling communities in
foreign countries. He is the second
youngest of eight siblings and has
endured many hardships, but his
circumstances have only fueled his
ambition to succeed and give back
to his community through public
service. He intends to focus on business and political science in college.
Lauren Lim attends Reno High
School and serves as the Student
Body vice president. Lauren is also
an elected Student Leadership representative and hosted the Nevada
Association of Student Councils
state conference for her school. She
competes with her We The People
class, a mock congressional hearing with a focus on the Constitution, and has completed an internship with GATE (Gifted and Talented Education) shadowing a local physician. Lauren also won the
2016 Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association state high jump
competition. She currently volunteers at Renown Medical Center,
and plans to attend medical school.
Chosen as alternates to the 2017
program were Ambika Verma, a
resident of Las Vegas, who attends
West Career and Technical Academy and Skyler Bradley, also a resident of Las Vegas, who attends Las
Vegas Academy of the Arts High
School.
Delegates and alternates are selected by the state departments of
education nationwide and the Dis-

GARY AMELING
The Las Vegas City Council special of 2016, ranking #1 with
unanimously voted in favor of rati- total viewers.
fying Gary Ameling as the city’s
“Coming up in this business over
new chief financial officer at the the years has taught me to look for
Wednesday, Feb. 1, City Council folks that are in it for the same reameeting. Ameling was selected by sons I am,” said Maniscalco. “I
City Manager Elizabeth N. knew we had found a great partner
Fretwell. His first day will be Feb. in SHOWTIME on my last special,
15.
and I am happy we are continuing
Ameling has nearly 27 years of that relationship. Through their
financial and leadership experience platform, I’ve been able to expose
and comes to the city of Las Vegas my stand-up to a broader audience
after serving as the director of fi- and am looking forward to continunance for the city of Santa Clara, ing to ask the hard questions like
Calif. While serving in that posi- WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT?”
tion, Ameling oversaw an annual
SEBASTIAN MANISCALCO:
budget of $753.6 million and suc- WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT?
cessfully negotiated the $1 billion TOUR will contribute to the Tag
San Francisco 49ers stadium fi- You’re
It!
Foundation,
nancing and debt package. He was Maniscalco’s own charity, by dowith Santa Clara for seven years nating $1 for every ticket sold. The
where he eliminated their structural foundation, set up through the Calideficit. He also served as assistant fornia Community Foundation,
city manager.
strives to support research in
Prior to working in Santa Clara, Alzheimer’s disease, children’s
Ameling worked for the cities of education and the U.S. military.
La Mesa, Calif. and Bellevue,
Maniscalco is one of comedy’s
Wash. in various capacities includ- fastest rising new stars. Born and
ing administrative services director raised in a working-class Chicago
and finance director.
neighborhood, he moved to Los
Ameling has been acknowl- Angeles in 1998 to pursue his comedged by the Silicon Valley Busi- edy career. There, he employed the
ness Journal as the top government/ work ethic his father instilled in him
public sector CFO for 2015. He has to build his name — simultaneously
participated in and held leadership working as a waiter at the Four Seapositions in various municipal fis- sons Hotel — and eventually drew
cal associations including the Cali- the attention of actor Vince Vaughn,
fornia Municipal Finance Officers, who cast him in Vince Vaughn’s
Government Finance Officers As- Wild West Comedy Show.
sociation and others. He has Bach- Maniscalco also stars in his own
elor of Science and Master of Busi- wildly popular The Pete and
ness Administration degrees from Sebastian Show podcast every FriNorthern Arizona University.
day night. Maniscalco can be seen
Ameling replaces retiring Chief in the 2016 season of Jerry
Financial Officer Mark Vincent, Seinfeld’s Comedians In Cars Getwho was with the city for 19 years. ting Coffee as well as in the upcom*****
ing feature films The House, starring Will Ferrell and Amy Poehler;
Cruise, directed by Rob Siegel and
produced by Jeremy Renner; and
the animated feature Nut Job 2.
For more information, please
visit www.SebastianLive.com and
follow Sebastian@Sebastian Comedy on Twitter and Instagram. For
a good laugh check out Sebastian’s
videos at http://sebastianlive.com/
home/#video
Comedian Sebastian
Showtimes: Fri. & Sat. 10:00
Maniscal rocks the house
PM/Tickets: $60.04–$90.04/Phone:
with laughter at the Mirage
800-745-3000. Visit: http://
February 17 and 18
www.ticketmaster.com
On February 17th & 18th The
The Mirage Hotel and Casino is
Mirage Hotel and Casino in Las located at 3400 Las Vegas Blvd. Las
Vegas, welomes one of the funnist Vegas, NV 89109
comedian on tour today and the
*****
2016 Just for Laughs’ Stand Up
Nevada students selected
Comedian of the Year
for United States Senate
Sebastian Maniscalco.
Youth Program
Maniscalco returned to
Senators Dean Heller and
SHOWTIME this fall with his Catherine Cortez Masto announced
wildly popular “own kind of pa- the names of the two students who
nache” (New York Times) in have been selected as delegates to
SEBASTIAN MANISCALCO: WHY the 55th annual United States SenWOULD YOU DO THAT?.
The new special was filmed at
the Beacon Theatre during one of
his seven sold-out shows. The Beacon served as the setting for
Maniscalco to deliver his unique
brand of physical and quick-witted
observational comedy, all while
asking WHY WOULD YOU DO
THAT? The special premiered in
October and proved to be a major
win for the SHOWTIME network.
SEBASTIAN MANISCALCO: WHY
WOULD YOU DO THAT? was the
HAPLAIN TEVEN
“Most Watched” Comedy/Variety

An outreach
program to help
the homeless to
help themselves.
C

S

STJOHN.COM

trict of Columbia and Department
of Defense Education Activity, after nomination by teachers and principals. The Chief State School Officer for each jurisdiction confirms
the final selection. This year’s Nevada delegates and alternates were
designated by Steve Canavero,
Ph.D., Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
While in Washington the student
delegates attend meetings and briefings with senators, members of the
House of Representatives, Congressional staff, the president, a justice
of the Supreme Court, leaders of
cabinet agencies, an ambassador to
the United States and senior members of the national media. The students will also tour many of the
national monuments and several
museums and they will stay at the
historic Mayflower Hotel in downtown Washington, D.C.
In addition to outstanding leadership abilities and a strong commitment to volunteer work, the student delegates rank academically in
the top one percent of their states
among high school juniors and seniors. Now more than 5,500 strong,
alumni of the program continue to
excel and develop impressive qualities that are often directed toward
public service. Among the many
distinguished alumni are Senator
Susan Collins, the first delegate to
be elected to the Senate; Senator
Cory Gardner, the first delegate to
be elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, and the second to be
elected to the Senate; former Chief
Judge Robert Henry, U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit;
former Ambassador to West Germany Richard Burt, and former
presidential advisors Thomas
“Mack” McLarty and Karl Rove.
Additional notables include Governor of New Jersey Chris Christie,
former Lt. Governor of Idaho David
Leroy, former President of the Progressive Policy Institute Robert
Shapiro, military officers, members
of state legislatures, Foreign Service officers, top congressional
staff, healthcare providers and university educators.
Members of the U. S. Senate
Youth Program 2017 annual Senate Advisory Committee are: Senator Roger F. Wicker of Mississippi,
Republican Co-Chair; Senator
Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota,
Democratic Co-Chair; Bipartisan
Senate Advisory Members: Senators Bill Cassidy MD (R-LA), Joni
K. Ernst (R-IA), James M. Inhofe
(R-OK), Pat Roberts (R-KS),
Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY), Tim
Kaine (D-VA), Christopher S.
Murphy (D-CT) and Jon Tester (DMT). Each year, the Honorary CoChairs of the program are the vice
president of the United States and
the Senate majority and minority
leaders.
*****
Reid Rasner announces
candidacy for Las Vegas
City Council
Reid Rasner, of Centennial Hills,
announced his candidacy for Ward
6 City Council Member Friday
morning on the steps of City Hall
in downtown Las Vegas.
Rasner, a Wyoming native and
successful business owner, joined
Urban Nest Realty in Las Vegas-

Summerlin last May as a Realtor,
and has since devoted his time to
making
the
dream
of
homeownership a reality for residents of the Las Vegas Valley. A
graduate of both the University of
Wyoming and Casper College,
Rasner cited his diverse experience
and broad expertise in these fields
as credentials for his City Council
run. “As an entrepreneur and real
estate professional,” Rasner said, “I
have spent my life walking that thin
line where home and family meet
business and government. As your
City Councilman, I will ensure that
your local government reflects your
most important interests — your
home, your family, your security,
and the way you want to live. “In
this time of profound political and
cultural upheaval, we must keep our
eyes on those fundamentals that
make our success as a community
possible—fiscal solvency, self- determination, and simple neighborly
compassion. With these values as
our touchstone, we can create a firm
present for all the people across our
city today, and all those hopeful
folks who will call Las Vegas home
tomorrow.
Drawing from months of talking
to residents as well as his own observation as a Las Vegas citizen,
Rasner described critical elements
of his campaign position. “I will use
my time on the City Council to control taxes, ease the regulation burden placed on our small business
owners, and eliminate the government waste that has made 2017 the
first fiscal year in since 2012 in
which the city will operate at a deficit. Marshalling the mediation skills
I gained as a business owner, I will
cultivate mutual support between
police and community members
and create partnerships between
government and community organizations to relieve the suffering of
our homeless youth.
Echoing recent local interest in
removing real estate developers
from the city planning commission,
Rasner added, “As your Realtor, I
join you in fearing another housing
crisis, and share your frustration
over laws which put home-based
solar energy so far beyond the reach
of many of us. As your voice on the
City Council, I will use my knowledge of real estate to ensure responsible development, and restore our
abundant solar resources and the
jobs they can create to their rightful owner: you.
Rasner, 32, lives with his husband, former anthropologist and
current campaign manager Josh
Kronberg-Rasner, in the northeast
corner of Ward 6. Should he win the
election, Rasner will be Las Vegas’s
first openly gay City Councilman
in Nevada’s history. Early voting
for the April 4 City Council Race
primary opens on March 18. If
Rasner succeeds in earning a 50
percent+1 vote he will win the seat
and forego the general election,
scheduled for June 13.
To learn more, visit the campaign
website
at
www.ReidRasner.com or on
Facebook at www.facebook.com/
ReidWRasner. To reach Reid
Rasner directly, call 702-963-8226
or email Reid@ReidRasner.com.
*****
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The Headwinds of Leadership

By Doug Dickerson
When everything seems to be
going against you, remember the
airplane takes off against the wind,
not with it. — Henry Ford
I came across a humorous story
about a captain and three sailors
who were left on a sinking ship. The
captain spoke first, “Men, this business about a captain going down
with the ship is nonsense. There’s a
three-man life raft on board and I’m
going to be on it. To see who will
come with me, I will ask you each
one question. The one who can’t
answer it will stay behind.”
The captain asked the first question: “What unsinkable ship went
down when it hit an iceberg?” The
first sailor answered, “The Titanic,
sir.” On to the next question, the
captain asked, “How many people
perished?” The second sailor said,
“One thousand five hundred and
seventeen, sir.” “Now for the third
question,” the captain turned to
sailor number three. “What were
their names?”
There are times in leadership
that you might identify with the
captain- asking all the questions.
Some days you might feel like the

DOUG DICKERSON
third sailor in the story — up against
impossible odds- facing those inevitable headwinds of leadership.
If you hang around in leadership
long enough you will encounter
headwinds- challenges to your leadership that may at times cause you
to second guess yourself. Don’t
worry, most all of us have been
there at one time or another.
Instead of making the focus here
about specific headwinds that we
face- and we could make a long list
of adversities, I’d rather focus on
our responses to them because it’s

in our responses that we earn our
leadership stripes.
Here are three self-evaluations
worth considering when you face
the headwinds in your leadership.
What does my response
say about my values?
When facing your headwinds in
leadership how you respond makes
all the difference. What’s foremost
on your mind when going through
a struggle? Is your reputation? Is it
your pride? Could it be you are trying to protect your own interests?
As much as I hate to admit it, I can
look back at times early on in my
leadership when I was out to protect my own image and it was detrimental in many ways.
When uppermost in your response to adversity is the protection
of your values over your ego then
what you go through won’t be a
waste of time. Your values- your
core beliefs, will be what sustains
you long after the storm has passed.
What does my response
say about my attitude?
I’ve yet to meet a leader who
enjoys the headwinds of adversity
and challenges. But make no mistake — we all go through it. We

BEHIND THE MIKE

Valentine’s Day Crush

By Michael Aun
I remember my first Valentine’s
Day crush like it was yesterday. I
was barely a teenager and decided
to attend the Valentine’s Day Dance
at what we called the “old Lexington gym” on North Lake Drive in
my hometown of Lexington, SC.
The gym no longer exists, a victim of progress and functional obsolescence. For years, there were
many terrific basketball memories
that were made on that hardwood
floor. After outgrowing the confines, Lexington High School
moved to their new digs a mile
north.
Other intramural athletic events
continued to be held at “the old Lexington gym” until it was finally torn
down. By the end of its life, it was
used mainly for the occasional
dances which were supervised by
parents and assumed the new nickname- The Lexington Canteen.
I had just turned 13 and was excited about attending my first
dance. I had a secret crush on a girl
by the name of Genie Derrick, who
even to this day never knew of my
infatuation. She never knew it because I could never muster enough
courage to speak to her, other than
to ask her to dance.
She was a tall drink of water
(well... a half a head taller than
yours truly). I was always outrunning my punt blocking even in my
youth. In fact, she was taller than
most of the kids at the dance, but
that didn’t discourage me from asking her to “slow dance.”
In those days, you put on a coat
and tie to go to a dance. Coat and
tie notwithstanding, I was still
scared of girls. In many ways, nothing has changed a half century later.
Women still make me nervous.
Fast forward... three Valentine’s

MICHAEL A. AUN
Day events later I am in high
school. I was infatuated with another girl who was a head taller than
me by the name of Gloria. My
grandparents Tina and Eli Mack, Sr.
had owned a jewelry store back in
the day. Their jeweler, Bruce Cook,
took over Lexington Jewelers after
they passed. So he gave me a sweet
deal on what they called a friendship ring in those days.
When I gave her the ring, one of
my football teammates asked me if
it was a pre-engagement ring. Really? Are you serious? There are no
secrets in small towns. The act of
kindness never developed even into
a first date, so that Valentine’s Day
crush was flushed almost as soon
as it ignited.
The only true Valentine’s Day
event that had any significance happened in 1972. I had just asked
Christine, my wife-to-be, to marry
me. I had done it over the Sign of
Peace at Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve in St. Peter’s Catholic
Church in Columbia, SC, much to
the disappointment of my in-lawsto-be.
I had returned to the same jeweler Bruce Cook to select a modest
engagement ring which I could

barely afford. And 42 years later,
we remain committed though less
energetic (if you get my drift).
It was that Valentine’s Day that
finally took on special meaning. It
was that Valentine’s Day that I
came to appreciate the wisdom of
Proverbs.
“She opens her arms to the poor
and extends her hands to the
needy... She is clothed with strength
and dignity; she can laugh at the
days to come. She speaks with wisdom and faithful instruction is on
her tongue. She watches over the
affairs of her household and does
not eat the bread of idleness... Her
children arise and call her
blessed... Many women do noble
things but she surpasses them allÖ
Honor her for all that her hands
have done and let her works bring
her praise at the city gate.”
If you are blessed enough to find
“that woman” then you will go to
your grave with the peace and
knowledge that you could never
have made a better choice. You will
never have regrets or misgivings.
You march through your lives...
hand-in-hand... side-by-side...
knowing that the best is yet to
come.
You see it in the eyes and hearts
of her children and her grandchildren. Love multiplies and divides
amongst them. Yes, Proverbs is correct: “Her husband has full confidence in her and lacks nothing of
value. She brings him good not
harm, all the days of her life.”
Get yourself that kind of woman
and you’ll never go wrong!
*****
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist and writes a weekly column
for this newspaper. To contact
Michael Aun, email him at
maun@lasvegastribune.com.

may not choose the adversity, but
we do choose our response. So
what is the tipping point between
a headwind that stops us or one that
causes us to take flight like the airplane? In a word- attitude.
Your attitude will lift you up or
tear you down. It will inspire those
around you or it will be a source of
discouragement. It’s your lifeline
when the headwinds are strong, and
it’s the the predictor of how you
will respond when the chips are
down.
It won’t always be easy to have
a good attitude. Life happens and
circumstances can wear you down,
but developing a strong attitude
will carry you further than you
could go otherwise.
What does my response
say about my future?
You are never more than one response away from a headwind of
adversity that is going to shape the

future of your leadership. Be it the
wrong decision about your ego over
your values, or a bad attitude that
does more harm than good in your
organizational structure- attitudes
are contagious after all- your response to headwinds is a game
changer.
It’s in the daily decisions of your
leadership and the headwinds you
face that your future is being decided. Be clear about your values
and be mindful of your attitude because it’s in these things that your
future is being shaped.
Your adversity will last but for a
while but you will carry with you
the consequence of your response
for a long time. Choose wisely.
*****
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated
columnist. He writes a weekly column for this newspaper. To contact
Doug Dickerson, email him at
ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.com.

Sundays from 12.30 to 2 p.m.
Please call 702-706-6875 for information
and directions to the study group
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SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

Here’s how much the average senior
gets from Social Security each year
By Sean Williams
Markets Fool.com
Though there are numerous possible channels of income available
to senior citizens once they retire,
Social Security can arguably be
described as the most vital.
According to data from the Social Security Administration (SSA),
61 percent of all seniors currently
receiving benefits, as well as 71
percent of unmarried elderly beneficiaries, count on their Social Security benefits to comprise at least
half of their monthly income. This
data agrees with a somewhat recent
Gallup survey which found that 59
percent of seniors rely on their Social Security benefits to make up a
“major” part of their income.
Social Security has issues
Yet there are two key problems
with this critical source of income
for seniors.
First, the Social Security Administration suggests that your benefits
are only designed to replace approximately 40 percent of your
working wages. This is an average
figure, so it’s not uncommon for it
to be a lower percentage for individuals who earned a lot annually
during their lifetime, and for it to
even cross the 50 percent threshold for lower-income folks. Nonetheless, senior citizens appear to be
leaning above and beyond the recommendation of the SSA to make
up for their own lack of savings.
The other major issue for the
program is that its current payout
structure isn’t sustainable over the
long term. Two notable demographic shifts — the ongoing retirement of baby boomers, and lengthening life expectancies — are
weighing down the worker-to-beneficiary ratio and are expected to
switch the program from a cash inflow to an outflow by the year 2020.
The Social Security Board of Trustees 2016 report projects that the
Social Security Trust will have exhausted its more than $2.8 trillion
in spare cash by 2034, at which
point benefits may need to be cut
across the board by up to 21 percent.
So what exactly is the average
senior citizen bringing home each
year in Social Security benefits?
Let’s have a look.
Here’s how much the
average senior gets from
Social Security each year
According to the SSA’s December snapshot, more than 41.2 million retired workers were bringing
home an average of $1,360.13 each
month. Over the course of the year,
this would work out to just
$16,321.56.For comparison, the
federal poverty level in 2017 is
$11,880. This means if the average
senior were wholly reliant on Social Security income (which some
indeed are), he or she would be
earning only 37 percent above the
federal poverty rate for a single individual. This is precisely why the
SSA suggests retirees have additional income sources beyond just
Social Security.
Another concern with leaning so
heavily on Social Security and its
average annual payout of
$16,321.56 is that annual cost-ofliving adjustments (COLA) simply
aren’t keeping up with the actual

expenses for seniors. Over the previous 35 years, the medical care
inflation rate has outpaced Social
Security’s COLA (i.e., the raise that
seniors get if the price of goods and
services goes up as measured by the
Consumer Price Index for Urban

Wage Earners and Clerical Workers) in 33 of 35 years. In fact, Social Security had no COLA in three
years since 2009, and this year’s
COLA of 0.3 percent is the smallest increase on record.
And, of course, there’s the real

possibility that if Congress doesn’t
find a way to generate more revenue, a benefit cut of up to 21 percent may be needed within the next
two decades. Based on 2017 dollars, this would push the average
annual payout to just above the cur-

rent federal poverty level.
One surefire way to
boost your Social Security
take-home pay
The data from the SSA suggests
that most seniors are going to rely
to some degree on their Social Security benefits to aid them in meeting their monthly expenses during
retirement. This means that your
decision on when to file for benefits
can have a huge bearing on how
much you’ll earn annually.
Certain factors that determine
what you’re paid at full retirement
age are established throughout your
lifetime. For instance, your full retirement age benefit is based on
your average monthly income over
your 35 highest-earning years.
Thus, the more you earn each year,
and the closer you come to working at least 35, if not more, years,
the better chances you have of
maximizing your Social Security
benefit.
But just as important is deciding when you’ll claim your Social
(See Williams, Page 30)
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What’s Better: Claiming Social Security at 62 or 66?

By Todd Campbell
Markets Fool.com
Millions of baby boomers are
fast approaching retirement, and
most of them are debating when to
claim their Social Security benefits.
Social Security checks are smaller
when benefits are taken early, but
that doesn’t necessary mean it’s a
better bet to wait to claim your benefits.
Because everyone’s situation is
different, there’s no single “right”
age to claim Social Security. However, breakeven analysis suggests
that claiming benefits sooner, rather
than later, can net you more in lifetime benefits. Here’s how.
Calculating your
Social Security income
Social Security will pay the average retired worker $1,460 in
monthly benefits this year, but your
Social Security income in retirement could be much different from
that figure.
The size of your Social Security
check depends on a complex calculation based on your income from
35 highest-earning years. Your income over those 35 years is adjusted
for inflation, added up, then divided
by 420, which is the number of
months in 35 years. The result is
your average monthly inflation-adjusted income, which is then subjected to multipliers at specific income thresholds to calculate your
primary benefit amount: the amount
you’d receive if your filed for Social Security at full retirement age.
As a refresher, your full retirement age is the age at which you
can receive 100 percent of your primary insurance amount, and it varies depending on the year in which
you were born. You can find out
what your full retirement age will
be, but in 2017, the full retirement
age is 66 and 2 months.
After your primary insurance
amount is determined, the amount
you’ll actually receive per month in
benefits depends on when you claim
your benefits. If you claim them
early, your benefits will be reduced
by a fixed percentage for every
month prior to your full retirement
age that you take them. For example, if your full retirement age is
66 and 2 months, and you claim at
age 62, then your benefit would be
reduced by about 26 percent.
Since this calculation can get
complex, it might be easier for you
to estimate your payout for various
ages using this calculator, or to find
out your actual benefit by logging
into the Social Security
Administration’s website, which
you can do by creating a user ID.
Taking Social Security
early versus on time
You’ll only get your full retirement benefit if you claim at your
full retirement age, but claiming at
62 and pocketing those smaller payments for a longer period could still
lead to you receiving more in lifetime benefits than you’d get if you
waited.
An example: Jane will receive
$1,000 in monthly benefits at her
full retirement age of 66 and 2
months; if she claims at 62, she will
receive $741 per month. If you add
up all the monthly payments she’ll
receive if she claims at 62, and then
you compare that figure to the total
income she’ll receive if she waits
until full retirement age, you’ll find
that the total amount Jane collects
after waiting doesn’t eclipse the
amount she’d collect by claiming
early until she’s in her late 70s.

If Jane has other sources of retirement income, and she is financially able to invest some or all of
her Social Security income, then
the breakeven point could get
pushed back even further than that.
A few things to consider
If you plan on taking benefits at
62, rather than 66, and you plan to

continue working, then you should
factor into your decision that the
Social Security Administration will
reduce your monthly income if your
earnings exceed limits. For instance, monthly benefits are reduced by $1 for every $2 earned
above $16,920 this year. Any
money that’s held back, however,

800-917-4714

will be added back to your benefit
once you reach full retirement age,
and there’s no income limit once
you hit full retirement age.
You will also want to keep in
mind thatif your earnings eclipse
limits, your Social Security income
could be subject to income taxes,
which can significantly change

your breakeven point.
Ultimately, when to claim Social
Security is a personal decision, and
what works for one person may not
be what’s best for someone else.
Therefore, consider your specific
financial situation, retirement goals,
and health before deciding when to
file for your benefits.
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When you do it can help you
make the most of your benefits

By Stan Hinden
AARP
Q. I’m going to be retiring
soon. How do I apply for Social
Security, and how much will I get?
A. The first question is easy to
answer. You can apply online, call
Social Security at 800-772-1213
(TTY 800-325-0778) or go to your
local Social Security office. It’s best
to apply three months before you
want the money to begin arriving.
But the second question — how
much will you get — has no simple
answer. It will depend on how much
you made during your working career. It will also depend on when
you apply for benefits. The longer
you wait, the more you’ll get each
month.
Choosing the date to start could
be one of the most important financial decisions you’ll ever make. It
will determine how much money
you’ll get each month from Social
Security for the rest of your life.
Over the years, your choice will be
increasingly important if your Social Security income becomes a
growing part of your retirement
budget.
So before you open the tap,
you’ll need to do some hard thinking about your future finances.
Q. What are the basic options
on timing?
A. Let me simplify with three

Williams

(Continued from Page 28)
Security benefits. Seniors can claim
as early as age 62, but they’re financially incentivized to wait. For
each year an individual waits to
enroll in Social Security, their eventual payout grows by approximately
8 percent. This annual accrual ends
once a person turns 70 years old.
At the center of your claiming
decision is your full retirement age,
or FRA. Your FRA is determined
by your birth year, and it’s the point
at which you’re eligible to receive
100 percent of your benefit. Put
simply, if you claim Social Security before hitting your FRA, your
benefit could be up to 25 percent to
30 percent lower each month than
your FRA benefit. Wait until age 70
to claim, and your benefit may be
up to 24 percent to 32 percent
higher than your full retirement age
benefit, as you can see from the
chart above for seniors born between 1943 and 1954.
In 2017, the full retirement age
has risen by two months to 66 years,
2 months. Claiming at age 62 would
result in a reduction in benefits of
25.8 percent, or an annual payout
of just $12,110.60 based on the average payout for retired workers.
Comparatively, wait until age 70
and you can net a 30.7 percent increase over your FRA payout. Once
again using the average payout for
seniors as the baseline, this would
boost the annual payout to a more
respectable $21,332.28.
Waiting to claim benefits is a
surefire way to boost your takehome pay, but just keep in mind that
it may not be the smartest move for
all seniors. Those who are in good
health, have little or nothing saved
in retirement, or are the high-income earner of an elderly married
couple are often best off waiting to
claim Social Security benefits. Persons in poor health, or those unable
to find work or another source of
income, may still benefit from taking a cut in benefits and claiming
early.

An outreach
program to help
the homeless to
help themselves.
CHAPLAINSTEVEN
STJOHN.COM

choices: One, you retire at 62 (the
earliest allowed age for retirement
benefits) and opt for a lifetime of
reduced monthly benefits. Two, you
wait until your full retirement age
— currently 66 for people born
from 1943 to 1954 — and receive
what Social Security calls “full benefits” each month. Or, three, you
wait until age 70, earning delayed
retirement credits that raise your
benefit above the “full” amount.
As I said, this is a simplified
explanation. You can, in fact, begin benefits at any point between
62 and 70, with the amount of your
full benefit marked down by a proportional amount if you’re younger
than full retirement age and marked
up if you’re older.
Q. How big are the differences?
A. To answer, let’s consider the
case of Ralph, who was born in
1954. He will reach his full retirement age at 66. Based on his career
earnings, Ralph will be eligible at
that age for a full monthly benefit
of $1,000. But if Ralph takes his
benefits at 62, instead of at 66, he’ll
receive only $750 a month, a 25
percent reduction.
Why the cut? The logic is that
workers who start benefits at 62 will
get more payments for a longer period of time. Thus, each check will
be smaller.
If Ralph waits for his benefits
until age 70, he’ll get $1,320 a
month, 32 percent higher than the
“full” amount. He’ll receive fewer
payments over a shorter period of
time, so each check will be larger.
By the way, Social Security does
the numbers with the goal that, on

average, people will receive the
same lifetime amount regardless of
when they begin benefits.
You can find more information
in the Social Security handbook
“When to Start Receiving Retirement Benefits.”
Q. Are there other ways that
my initial choice of date will affect things in later years?
A. Yes. For instance, if you’re
married, the survivor benefit that
some day may be paid to your
spouse will also depend on when
you initially take your retirement

benefits. If you take reduced benefits at 62, that lifelong reduction
will carry over into your spouse’s
eventual survivor benefi
Q. Does the decision on benefits have a tax impact?
A. It can. Depending on how
much other income you have, up to
85 percent of your Social Security
benefits can be taxable. But, of
course, only if you receive the benefits. So, by postponing benefits,
you also postpone those taxes,
which might make sense for your
overall financial planning.
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Social Security has a looming $11 trillion shortfall

By Tom Anderson
CNBC
President-elect Donald Trump
has said he will preserve Social Security, though if he and Congress
do nothing to fix the funding, the
financial reckoning will be huge —
as much as $11.4 trillion down the
road.
The last time Congress changed
Social Security in a significant way
with a series of benefit cuts and
payroll tax increases was in 1983
under President Ronald Reagan.
Back then, the federal government needed to fill a funding gap
of about 1 percent of taxable workers’ wages. By the time Social
Security’s trust funds are projected
to run out in the early 2030s, the
federal government will have to
plug a hole of more than 3 percent,
according to estimates by Charles
Blahous, a senior research fellow
at George Mason University’s
Mercatus Center
“Just to keep the system afloat
from year to year at that point they
would have to inflict near-term pain
over three times as severe as was
the case in 1983,” Blahous said.
A GOP blueprint for reform
Though the Trump transition
team has yet to make any proposals about Social Security, one Republican lawmaker has detailed
how he would change it.
Congressman Sam Johnson, an
86-year-old Texan who represents
the Dallas suburbs and is chairman
of the House Ways and Means Social Security Subcommittee, unveiled a bill in December in the last
Congress that aims to fix the program without raising payroll taxes.
Johnson’s proposal would increase the age to receive full retirement benefits from 67 to 69, slow
the growth of benefits by using a
different measure of inflation for
cost-of-living adjustments and cap
payouts to high-income workers.
“I urge my colleagues to also put
pen to paper and offer their ideas
about how they would save Social
Security for generations to come.
Americans want, need and deserve
for us to finally come up with a solution to saving this important program,” Johnson said in a statement.
Social Security Administration
officials said Johnson’s plan would
fix the funding situation, at least
until 2091, without raising payroll
taxes. Typically, Congress has
shored up the finances of Social
Security with a series of benefit cuts
and tax increases.
Under current law, just 79 percent of scheduled benefits are projected to be payable to each recipient in 2034, once the trust fund reserves are depleted. Under
Johnson’s proposal, Social Security
trust funds would remain solvent
and be able to pay out 100 percent
of benefits to retirees under the
SSA’s 75-year projections.
Advocates for increasing Social
Security retirement benefits, which
provide about 34 percent of the income for elderly Americans, oppose
Johnson’s plan because of its cuts.
For example, under Johnson’s
plan, average middle-income workers would see their annual benefits,
calculated in 2015 dollars, drop

TOM ANDERSON
from $18,576 now to $17,076 in
2030, based on an SSA analysis.
“Not only does the Johnson plan
deeply cut benefits, it radically
transforms the program so that it
would, when fully phased in, no
longer be a pension plan replacing
wages but rather operate in the manner of a flat, subsistence-level
[grant,] which would provide re-

cipients with an amount unrelated
to earnings and contributions,” said
Nancy Altman, co-director of Social Security Works, which advocates to increase Social Security.
Raising the age to receive full
retirement benefits from 67 to 69,
as Johnson proposes, also would
affect many retirees since most
people claim benefits before full
retirement age, typically at 62, the
earliest age possible.
Johnson’s plan has not gained
much traction in Congress. The bill
did not have any co-sponsors last
year and Johnson has yet to introduce it in the new Congress.
The clock is ticking. Social
Security’s income is projected to
exceed its cost through 2019, but
then the program will start tapping
its reserves, according to the Social
Security and Medicare Boards of
Trustees’ annual report.
“The politics of Social Security
reform is not getting any easier,”
Blahous said. “When the trust funds
run out, it will be too late.”
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What You
Need To
Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

Health Benefits of
Understanding Our
Emotions and Our Heart
By Dr. Nina Radcliff
For weeks now we have seen red
hearts, sweet hearts, cards with animals holding hearts, and heart
boxes with chocolates. Love is in
the air — and we know that
Valentine’s Day will always be a
sign that love is here to stay.
Interestingly, the traditional
heart shape does not resemble our
human heart. One of the leading
legends for its form is that ancient
philosophers equated the human
heart with the center of emotion —
thus made the shape a bit more attractive (ancient emoji). Throughout time, it has remained one of the
single most enduring and recognized symbols — as well as a symbol representing what fuels our
emotions. And for good reason!! As
of the bodily organs, the heart plays
an important role in our emotional
experience. Through more research,
we know that emotions do indeed
have as much to do with the heart
and body as they do with the brain.
In other words, the experience of
an emotion results from the heart,
brain and body acting in concert.
The HeartMath Institute (HMI),
a research center dedicated to the
study of the heart and the physiology of emotions, has conducted
studies identifying the relationship
between emotions and the heart.
The research provides great insight
into understanding how the activity of the heart is linked to our emotions and our overall health, vitality and well-being. In fact, they
have defined a critical link between
the heart and brain. Our heart is in
a constant two-way dialogue with
our brain — our emotions change
the signals the brain sends to the
heart and the heart responds in complex ways. We also now know that
the heart sends more information to
the brain than the brain sends to the
heart. And the brain responds to the
heart in many important ways.
Managing Heart and Mind
Studies confirm the risk of developing heart disease is significantly increased for people who
routinely experience stressful emotions (irritation, anger or frustration) which creates a chain reaction
in the body — stress hormone levels increase, blood vessels constrict,
blood pressure rises, and our immune system is weakened. If we
consistently experience these emotions, it can put a strain on our heart
and other organs — eventually
leading to serious health problems.
Conversely, when we experience heart-felt emotions like love,
care, appreciation, connection, joy
and compassion, the heart produces
a very different rhythm (a smooth

pattern that looks like gently rolling hills). These heart rhythms,
which reflect positive emotions, are
considered to be indicators of harmonious cardiovascular efficiency
and nervous system balance. This
communicates to the brain that the
heart feels good.
Learning to establish healthy
boundaries and shift out of stressful emotional reactions to these
positive emotions can have profound positive effects on the cardiovascular system — and on our
overall health.
Along with a healthy diet and
boundaries, staying physically active and maintaining good sleep
hygiene, experts recommend
scheduling time devoted to at least
15-20 minutes a day to doing something enjoyable and relaxing. (And
to make sure not to be too busy that
you abandon this time!!)
Social Connections
In a recent study published in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, researchers found
that people with strong social relationships had lower blood pressure,
lower markers of inflammation and
weighed less. Elevated blood pressure forces our heart to work harder
and over time abnormally enlarge
and thicken. As a result, the heart
muscle has a greater oxygen demand — there’s more muscle. But
at the same time, the thicker heart
muscle hinders blood from flowing
easily through it, thereby decreasing oxygen supply.
Also, inflammatory states in our
body promote fatty plaque buildup
in arteries, known as atherosclerosis. This can impede blood flow,
much like rust inside a pipe. And
too, if a plaque ruptures, it can
cause complete occlusion of the
vessel and cell death within minutes from a lack of oxygen.
Appreciation
By simply recalling a time when
you felt sincerely appreciative and
recreating that feeling, you can increase your balanced heart rhythm,
reduce emotional stress and improve your health. The feeling of
appreciation is one of the most concrete and easiest positive emotions
to self-generate and sustain for
longer periods.
Hugs, Holding Hands
and Kisses
With all of the heart health benefits that result from hugging, we
have great reason to share hugs
multiple times, every day, all-yearround.
Science has shown that when we
embrace someone we care about it
can ease stress and anxiety as well
as lower blood pressure. The rea-

son: a hug stimulates pressure receptors in our skin that then go on
to communicate with and trigger
our vagus nerve. And because the
vagus nerve has great influence
over heart rate variability, heart rate,
and blood pressure — vital signs
that affect our heart’s health—when
it is activated, the risk for heart disease and other major killers is decreased. Add to this, hugging also
causes the release of oxytocin, a
hormone produced in our brain that
is often dubbed the “love hormone”
because it promotes social bonding.
And, interestingly enough, it also
can elicit a long-term decrease in
blood pressure and decrease the
amount of work our heart must perform.
And yes, similar to hugs, contact from holding hands or kissing
also has meaningful benefits. A
sweet embrace and kiss or hug can
increase oxytocin and decrease
stress, both of which lower blood
pressure.
Pets Can Be Your
Heart’s Best Friend
When the door opens, an owner
feels the love when met by their
pet!! Pets can be great friends!! For
decades, studies have linked pet
ownership to better physical and
mental health reporting that pets
help lower blood pressure and

lessen anxiety while boosting immunity.
A panel of experts from the
American Heart Association
(AHA) has weighed all the available evidence and their verdict is:
Having a pet—a dog in particular
— likely lowers the risk of heart
disease. The evidence reviewed by
the AHA indicates that dog owners
are more likely to exercise, have a
better cholesterol profile, have
lower blood pressure, be less vulnerable to the physical effects of
stress and be more likely to survive
a heart attack.
Everything about our heart and
mind (emotions) are powerful for
our well-being. In fact, heartache
and heartbreak can figuratively and
literally, break your heart. According to the American Heart Association, broken heart syndrome results
from emotionally stressful events
that cause the release of stress hormones. This can temporarily enlarge the heart and impair its ability to pump blood efficiently, as
well as create electrical rhythm disturbances. Symptoms can mimic
that of a heart attack — chest pain
and shortness of breath. Fortunately, with early medical attention,
most patients can make a full recovery.
In closing, it is important to understand the physical and emotional

connection for a healthy heart. And
again, the best way to look after
your heart is with a healthy lifestyle.
Take action to manage stress; set
healthy relationship boundaries;
connect with others; express gratitude and savor joy in the moment;
eat a balanced diet, engage in regular physical activity, maintain
healthy sleep routines, avoid smoking and moderate alcohol consumption. (If you — or someone you love
— is struggling with any of these,
seek professional medical help).
As we celebrate or acknowledge
this heart-centric holiday —
Valentine’s Day — one day late or
all year long, let’s remember the
health of our hearts — physically
and emotionally. Enjoy connecting
with loved ones — sharing in the
appreciation and warm hugs!!
Happy Valentine’s Day!!
*****
This article is for general information only and should not be used
for the diagnosis or treatment of
medical conditions and cannot substitute for the advice from your
medical professional. Dr. Nina has
used all reasonable care in compiling the current information but it
may not apply to you and your
symptoms. Always consult a doctor
or other health care professional for
diagnosis and treatment of medical
conditions.
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss
and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to:
earthtalk@emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/
subscribe; Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: Is alternative
energy still the next big thing for
American venture capitalists? —
Jeffrey Moss, Fairfield, CT
A decade ago, in the wake of Al
Gore’s “An Inconvenient Truth”
and rising gas/oil prices, many of
the same venture capitalists (VCs)
who had made fortunes betting on
software, hardware, Internet and
biotech start-ups began shifting significant chunks of their investment
dollars over to alternative renewable energy and related investments, putting the so-called
“cleantech” sector in the spotlight
as the “new new thing.” Given
growing global concern about
greenhouse gas emissions and other
pollution, it made sense that our
highest stakes investors would be
attracted to placing big bets on little
companies jockeying to be the next
major players in the fast growing
alternative energy sector.
But a funny thing happened on
the way to the next round of initial
public offerings (IPOs): the
cleantech bubble burst. According
to a July 2016 report from the MIT
Energy Initiative, some three dozen
U.S. venture capital firms poured
some $25 billion in cleantech startups between 2006 and 2011 — and
lost over half their money: “The
results are stark — cleantech offered a dismal risk/return profile,
dragged down by companies developing new materials, chemistries or
processes that never achieved
manufacturing scale.”
The MIT researchers studied the
performance of hundreds of
cleantech investments and compared the results against medical
and software technology investments over the same six-year period. Their conclusion? “The VC
model is broken for the cleantech
sector, which suffers especially
from a dearth of large corporations
willing to invest in innovation.”
So where did cleantech go
wrong? Unlucky timing may have
had something to do with it, given
the overall market collapse at the
end of 2008. But the MIT researchers point out that cleantech start-ups
have a longer timeframe of growth
than, say, software ventures — and
VCs don’t want to wait around for
15-20 years to cash in on their bets.
Also, the cleantech sector suffers
from underdeveloped supply chains
and an “immature acquisition
space” compared to more conventional tech startups.
The result is that most of the 150
renewable energy start-ups
launched in Silicon Valley since
2006 are long gone. The flame-out
of high-flying solar tube manufac-

turer Solyndra — after securing
$500 million in federal loan guarantees — undermined investor confidence in cleantech, while cheap
natural gas and a glut of Chinese
solar panel exports undercut the
competitiveness of American startups in the sector.
But cleantech’s fortunes may be

Cleantech start-ups have floundered recently after an initial wave of investment a decade ago.
But renewed interest in the space thanks to the Paris climate accord has re-energized innovation
and attracted the attention of some well-known, deep-pocketed venture capital investors.

turning around, given an influx of
interest in leveraging technology
and efficiency to help the U.S. meet
its emissions reduction commitments under the Paris Climate Accord. Just prior to the landmark
December 2015 Paris meeting, Bill
Gates announced he was launching
a new venture fund, the Break-

through Energy Coalition — with
a little help from 27 mega-rich
friends like Jeff Bezos, Richard
Branson and Mark Zuckerberg. The
nascent billion dollar fund is focused on “fighting climate change
by investing in clean energy innovation” and represents a new type
of venture financing that aims to not

only make money but to help solve
social and environmental problems
as well. Gates and company are
optimistic that other funders will
follow in their footsteps to re-energize American cleantech innovation, create millions of new domestic green jobs, and help finally move
us beyond fossil fuels.

PLACES TO GO
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Alaskan Wild Brown Bear Tours
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Wild on Tours
I had the chance to see Alaskan
wild brown bears many times
along the roads, at Glacier National
Park and in some of the small villages around Alaska. It is thrilling
to watch bears when they come
right up to the houses searching
inside the garbage cans for food.
Wild on Tours feels the wilderness of Katmai National Park, is
the best place in the world to view
brown bears. Their tour begins in
Anchorage where you board a pressurized propjet to King Salmon
then catch a 20 minute scenic
floatplane to Brooks Lodge. I enjoy flying in floatplanes because
these planes land on water and
many other surfaces and are used
to reach off-the-beaten-path, outof-the-way regions.
Members of the National Park
Service discusses information
about brown bears and participants
are told, “The bears are wild, and
as such they are potentially dangerous and require caution.”
There is so much to see as you
visit Brooks Falls where visitors
stand on bear-watching platforms

to view the brown bears at play and
doing their thing.
You may be here during the famous salmon run, nature’s parade of
salmon jumping up the waterfall.
This is an exciting day with nature,
a way to see the bears in their own
environment, not in cages.
Includes- round trip air transportation from Anchorage to Brooks
Camp.
A half-day at Katmai National
Park unguided.Does not include
meals or drinks, available at the
lodge.
Includes: $619 per person for the
day tour.
Option to spend one night at the
lodge- $931 (includes flights) per
person based on double occupancy.
3 people per room are $837 per person, 4 people $791 pp. Longer stays

can also be arranged.
Weather can occasionally affect
the scheduled flights or tours. If due
to weather or any reason Bears are
not guaranteed.
The coastal brown bear and the
mountain grizzly are the same species, the brown bear, but the coastal
bear eats more meat and grows
about twice as big. You will be seeing the coastal brown bear during
this tour.
Once you are in Anchorage,
there are many other sights to see
in the city or nearby from other tour
Companies. Choose from Dog
Sledding, Glacier Cruise, Zipline,
Anchorage Craft Brewery Tour
and Tastings, Glacier Walk, Helicopter Glacier Tour, Aerial Tram
Ride in order to experience the
“real” Alaska.

For information, contact Wild on
Tours, http://wildontours.com/
brownbears.htminfo@wildontours.com.
This tour only available June
through September.
(Please Note: Bears are wild animals, and as such they are potentially dangerous and require caution. Wild on Travel or Sandy
Zimmerman Productions will not
be held responsible for any injuries
or accidents.)

Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist, Show and Dining reviews,
travel, cars, health, luxury and
more. Sandy is talk show host of
the Las Vegas Today Show programs and Discover the Ultimate
Vacation. If you want to suggest
topics for articles or have questions
please contact Sandy Zimmeraman
at (702)-515-0846 or email
sandyzimm2003@yahoo.com
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HELP WANTED
Television Reporter/Writer
NAU Television Services #603025

Northern Arizona University’s Television Services is currently seeking a full time
Television Reporter/Writer. Under direction of the Executive Producer, the
Television Reporter/Writer produces, writes and delivers program material on
camera for the university television station and other university departments.
TV Services is a unit within Marketing and Strategic Communications. The
Television Reporter/Writer must have the ability to translate complex content in
a manner that promotes the university in the marketplace. Under direction of
the Producer/Director, this position also participates as a member of the
production team using video camera, audio and lighting equipment to capture
video and audio for new programming and in support of live television
broadcasts.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree in mass communication,
broadcast production, film, fine arts, marketing or related field and two years’
experience in broadcast reporting, broadcast writing, multimedia, journalism,
marketing or other related digital and/or video emphasis. Or six years’
experience in broadcast reporting/writing or related field. Or any equivalent
combination of experience, training and/or education.
Application Deadline: Open until further notice.
Please see nau.jobs for full job descriptions and details on how to apply
online! NAU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution. Women,
minorities, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

SPECIAL OFFERS

COMPUTERS/REPAIR

DONATE YOUR CAR
1-800-968-3660

LEGAL HELP

INTERNET/TV OFFERS

HOUSING

HEALTH

